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COMMENTARY
BY NORMAN N. ROBBINS

EDITOR

“What a profession the law is! …what other gives such 
scope to realize the spontaneous energy of one’s soul? In 
what other does one plunge so deep in the stream of life 
– so share its passions, its battles, its despair, its triumph?

– Oliver Wendell Holmes

This journal is for you, our clients! We invite you to enter 
and explore the world of divorce through the eyes of our 
brilliant authors whose main purpose is to give clarity and 
understanding to family law and procedure to the non-
initiated. A great deal of effort has been made by these 
professionals to also introduce you to the person who will 
either represent you or will be conveying service in this 
process.

We are aware that many of you have never spoken to 
a divorce attorney before or had reason to retain one. 
You may approach your fi rst meeting with trepidation as 
entering the unknown can be fearsome. Periodically though 
the fear is real, it is short and soon dissipated once the client 
enters the lawyer’s offi ce and start to receive the attorney’s 
counsel. In this Journal we are acting as surrogates by trying 
to assist in dissolving away the unknown that brings on the 
uncertainties.

From the articles on Meet Your Family Law Attorney, Meet 
Your Family Court Judge, Meet Your Friend of Court to Meet 
your Family Law Psychologist, and those discussing child 
custody issues, dividing assets and attorney fees we have 
presented in non-esoteric language clear understanding of 
what you will encounter in the realm of family law.

As you enter the lawyer’s offi ce you will fi nd a competent 
professional person who has the “legal knowledge, skill, 
thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary” 
to properly represent you and be a zealous and diligent 
advocate on your behalf. You will also fi nd that the law is 
not an exact science that is subject to mathematical formulas 
(except for child support schedules initiated in 1988 by 
a federal act). Family law having been nurtured in the 
chancery concerts, considers moral and ethical standards 
as well as using logic, experience, mores and time honored 
precepts of justice, fairness and equity to arrive at solutions 
to family issues. We should also be mindful that the scales 
of justice are rarely empty on one side and completely full 

on the other. To give you the fl avor of family law philosophy 
I cite the test used for child custody matters, namely “What 
is in the best interests of the child.” A humanistic approach 
is used when possible.

In regard to our judiciary you will face judges who are 
learned in the domestic relations law and while presiding 
in Family Courts, are professionally experienced in the 
problems facing the parties standing before them. Further 
insight is gained by the recommendations for judges in “A 
Desk Book for Judges” that was the focal point of a symposium 
discussed in the “quarterly” of the Family Law Section of the 
American Bar Association.” This desk book states: the judge 
remains above the fray, tolerant, sympathetic, refusing to 
take sides, identifying with the needs and the pain of both 
spouses and their children, non-judgmental, able to talk 
with each spouse with understanding and warmth and to 
both of them together if the need should arise, able to put 
the spouses’ fears in context with many other similar cases 
the judge has seen and decided. It is because of these 
qualities…that permit the judge to be infl uential.” Indeed 
you will fi nd our family court judges rendering out justice 
and equity on the anvils of fairness, care, tolerance, needs 
and the best interests of the children, the parties and the 
community. We have a hard working bench dedicated to 
serving the public.

You will also fi nd a fi ne article explaining the excellent 
services that are offered to you by the Friend of the Court, 
which is an important arm of the Family Court devoted to 
assisting the client with some important aspects of the divorce 
proceedings. The fi nancial issues including alimony, child 
support and especially all the other problems concerning 
child custody, visitation problems and other substantial 
matters. The Friend of the Court has performed admirably 
in assisting the court as well as the families involved.

There are other avenues that may be used to assist you and 
avoid the necessity of a trial. You can be assisted in settling 
your matter by the process of mediation as explained by 
an excellent article herein or have an arbitrator decide the 
issues for you. If you have diffi culty in deciding questions 
concerning your property or other assets you will discover 
excellent advice given by our authors. The same is true of 
child custody matters, domestic violence and enforcing 
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court orders. We have even furnished you with a glossary to 
assist you in understanding some of our jargon. Finally, we 
introduced you to a mental health specialist in the event there 
are child custody problems along with articles by our experts 
on pensions, attorney fees, expert witness, preparation 
for trial and explaining your fi rst visit to a lawyer’s offi ce. 

We hope that you will fi nd this journal a valuable introduction 
to our branch of the law. The Michigan Family Law Section 
which is responsible for publishing it is pleased to present 
it to you through your attorney. The Section is dedicated 

to establish and maintain excellence in our service to the 
general public and more specifi cally you, our clients.

In conclusion permit me to say it is an honor to be a member 
of the family law bar and is a privilege to serve you. You 
will fi nd that the lawyers of the family law branch of law 
are sympathetic persons who are aware these are troubled 
times for you and a traumatic period in your life. As you 
receive legal advice and legal services your attorney will be 
sensitive to your fears and take positive steps, if possible, 
to alleviate them.
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THE BIG PICTURE
BY DAVID C. SARNACKI

CHAIR, FAMILY LAW SECTION

And the point is, to live everything.
 – Rainer Maria Rilke

In Walt Disney’s The Computer Wore Tennis Shoes (1969), 
Dexter Riley (Kurt Russell) is a student at Medfi eld College. 
He skirts the rules and enjoys bucking authority, often fi nding 
trouble along the way. At one point, he is messing around 
with the school’s computer (which fi lls a room, by the way) 
and receives an electrical shock. Today, we might say that 
the computer data is downloaded into Dexter Riley’s head, 
and he becomes a walking encyclopedia. 

He is able to complete the toughest exams quickly, to speak 
in other languages, and to answer the hardest questions 
from the smartest professors. He is so good that he and 
three other students from Medfi eld are put in a televised 
quiz bowl tournament against other colleges.

Wouldn’t it be great to be a walking computer? We all love 
having the answers. The one true and correct answer to 
any and every question. Learn it. Memorize it. Move it from 
your brain to your lips in the blink of an eye. You are in total 
control and feeling confi dent.

Now the bad news: You are not Dexter Riley. Accept that 
now. You will not have all the answers. You will not be in 
total control. And at times, you will not feel so confi dent.

This special issue of the Michigan Family Law Journal is for 
you, the client. We have designed it in the hope that you 
will not only “survive” your divorce, but that you will start 
down the road to peace and hope and joy. At this moment, 
that may sound strange. It always does when we are in the 
midst of uncertainty, confusion and perhaps chaos.

In the world of divorce, you will be encountering concepts 
that may seem strange or unfair, a foreign language rich 
with meanings you do not understand, and people who 
seem to have power over your life in ways you never 
imagined. All these obstacles, yet you can move forward 

with the assistance of an experienced and caring attorney. 
You can overcome the present challenges.

Forget about trying to understand the complete truth, or to 
prove the complete truth or to get total and complete justice. 
The world doesn’t work like that, and neither do the courts. 
Accept the imperfections inherent in the process, and 
take some comfort in the fact that you will have a deeper 
understanding of this time of your life only after you are 
several years down the road. 

So what to do now? Take the high road. Conform your 
words and actions to the principles you keep in your heart. 
You will fi nd your days a little easier, your stress a little 
lighter, and moments of happiness more often.

Don’t panic about everything that might happen. Most 
problems are not new. They have solutions, and many 
temporary diffi culties pass fairly quickly into corrections as 
the process unfolds.

Be wary of free advice from friends and relatives. Stop 
and ask yourself: Is this the way for me? If you have any 
doubts, talk to your attorney before taking action. Avoiding 
a problem can be much simpler than fi xing it.

Communicate with your attorney. Be direct. Share your 
goals and expectations. Tell your attorney everything–the 
good, the bad and the ugly. If your situation changes, tell 
your attorney.

Keep an open mind. There are several possible solutions to 
every issue. Your attorney may give advice that you don’t 
want to hear, but that advice may be exactly what you need 
to do at that moment.

Finally, seek professional help to keep your emotional life 
stable. Your attorney, friends and relatives are not mental 
health professionals. Divorce is one of the most stressful 
experiences anyone can face in life. Feelings of loss, 
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emptiness, panic, confusion, and depression are common. 
If you cannot cope on a day to day basis, or if you are 
consumed with anger, depression or shame, or if you just 
want to help your children better adjust to the divorce, a 
mental health professional can help you.

I leave you where I started, with the words of Rainer 
Maria Rilke:

[B]e patient toward all that is unsolved in your heart . . . 
try to love the questions themselves . . . . Do not now 
seek the answers, which cannot be given you because 
you would not be able to live them. And the point is, 
to live everything. Live the questions now. Perhaps you 
will then gradually, without noticing it, live along some 
distant day into the answer.
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It was a spectacular June afternoon. Not a cloud in the 
sky; not a care in the world. The wedding plans all came 
together on schedule and no one was fi ghting with anyone 
else. It was your wedding day! The wedding ceremony was 
beautiful. You each promised to love, honor and obey the 
other through sickness and health, for richer and poorer, 
until death do you part.... or until it all falls apart! That’s 
what happened and now it’s time to get divorced.

For people confronting the divorce process, the experience 
can be confusing, frightening and mystifying. The number 
of questions far exceeds the number of answers. 

How will I survive with no money? 
Who will get custody of the children? 
How much child support will I receive/pay? 
How do we fi le our taxes? 
What will happen to my retirement accounts? 
How will I get health insurance? 
How can I afford to hire a lawyer? Who will I hire? I 
don’t even know any divorce lawyers! 

This article assumes you have already found a “family 
lawyer” or a “divorce lawyer.” Now that you have found 
one, however, what have you actually found? What is a 
family lawyer? What makes him or her any different from 
any other lawyer? Let’s look at the anatomy of your “newest 
best friend.” 

What is a Family Lawyer? 

Simply put, a family lawyer is a lawyer who specializes 
in family lab. Family law can be loosely defi ned as law 
dealing with divorce, custody, support, adoption, and other 
matters directly involving families as opposed to individuals. 
A divorce lawyer is, technically, a family lawyer. She might 
limit her practice, however, strictly to divorce while a family 
lawyer might have a somewhat broader appeal. Either can 
assist you in your divorce case. 

A good family lawyer knows far more that just family law. 
He must have a working knowledge of tort law, contract 
law, personal injury law, real estate law, business law, 
estate planning, immigration law and any number of other 
areas which, in and of themselves, constitute “specialty 

areas’’ in the law. He must also possess a rudimentary 
knowledge of accounting and valuation principles as those 
areas frequently impact family law. 

While he knows a little about many areas of the law, that 
knowledge is designed to assist him in dealing with your 
divorce or family law issues. As you want a family law 
professional to assist you with your divorce, care should be 
taken to insure that you look to a specialist in one of those 
ancillary areas should the need arise. 

Qualifi cations of a Family Lawyer 

Now that we see what a family lawyer is, let’s look at 
how one qualifi es to be a family lawyer. What training or 
education is involved in family law? 

Education: A lawyer’s education is truly a lifelong process. 
All Michigan lawyers must attend law school. Generally, 
that requires fi rst earning an undergraduate college degree. 
Once the college degree is obtained, an aspiring lawyer 
must apply to take the Law School Admission Test (LSAT). 
There are a number of courses which assist a candidate in 
preparing for the LSAT. While they are not required, they 
are helpful prior to sitting for the LSAT. 

Law schools have become increasingly competitive in recent 
years. Not only must a candidate have a good undergraduate 
average (at the bare minimum, a 3.0), but must also attain 
a good score on the LSAT. The undergraduate degree and 
LSAT scores are usually supplemented by any number of 
reference letters in an application to an accredited law 
school. 

Michigan has fi ve law schools located around the state. There 
are law schools affi liated with the University of Michigan, 
Michigan State University, Wayne State University, the 
University of Detroit and a private institution, Cooley Law 
School, with several locations around the state. An aspiring 
lawyer must apply to, and be accepted by, one of these 
schools or one of the many accredited law schools located 
in other states. 

The basic law degree is a Juris Doctor (JD) degree. It is 
generally an intensive three-year post-graduate program 

ANATOMY OF A FAMILY LAWYER 
BY JOHN F. MILLS, ESQ.

WILLIAMS, WILLIAMS, RATTNER & PLUNKETT, P.C. 
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and is the equivalent of a doctorate in the area of law. 
A successful law school graduate has put in at least six 
semesters of class work and may have participated in 
an urban law clinic, law review, moot court or other law 
related activities. He must have also successfully completed 
a course in ethics prior to sitting for the bar exam. 

While graduation from law school is a signifi cant achievement 
in and of itself, it does not entitle a person to practice law. 
It merely entitles a person to apply for membership in the 
State Bar of Michigan, the required bar association for all 
lawyers practicing in the State of Michigan. Membership in 
the State Bar involves an application in which the candidate 
presents his law school degree along with an offi cial 
application detailing his personal and professional life, 
to that point, for scrutiny by the Board of Law Examiners. 
He is fi ngerprinted and checked by both the local police 
and the FBI for criminal history. He must authorize a credit 
check to make sure he is not in serious fi nancial trouble. 
His application must be supported by letters of reference 
from non-family members familiar with him, attesting to his 
character and his fi tness to practice law. 

Having undergone all of the rigors of the application 
process, the candidate goes back to school to take a 
specialized review course designed to help her pass the 
rigorous Michigan bar examination. The bar exam is a 
two-day ordeal which tests a candidate’s knowledge of the 
law. It consists of one day of multiple choice questions and 
another day of written essay questions. Don’t be lulled into 
thinking that the exam couldn’t be that diffi cult if it’s only a 
multiple choice test. This is the most rigorous part of the two 
day examination and is the portion of the exam most often 
failed by unsuccessful candidates. The exam is graded and 
a successful score must be attained for membership in the 
state bar. 

Assuming a successful result on the bar exam and all of 
the other requirements, the candidate is admitted to the 
fraternity of Michigan lawyers. 

Experience: In many respects, family law is similar to other 
areas of the law and a good law school education will 
prepare your lawyer to handle your family law matter. On 
the theory that “practice makes perfect,” the longer your 
lawyer is in practice and the more family law matters he 
has handled, the better equipped he will be to handle your 
matter, whatever issues may arise. Some of the best lessons 
I have learned over my years of practice are lessons learned 
the hard way – through doing as opposed to reading a 
book or listening to a lecture.

Don’t be put off if your lawyer has never handled a case 
with your particular twists and turns. Her education, 
research skills, and other resources have equipped her to 
work through the issues in your case wherever they may 
lead. If you have general confi dence in your lawyer, it’s 

important to give her your support and backing to work 
your case through to completion. 

Continuing Education: A good lawyer never stops 
learning. There are numerous practice texts your lawyer will 
read and use in your case. Additionally, new law is made 
each and every day by the Michigan Court of Appeals and 
the Michigan Supreme Court. Your lawyer will most likely 
subscribe to a service from the State Bar which gives him a 
summary of each and every case decided by the appellate 
courts within a day or two of the decision being rendered. 
Many lawyers print these decisions off on a daily basis 
and sort them into folders for various areas of the family 
practice. For example, a case which speaks to a support 
issue might be pertinent to your case. Your lawyer might 
have archived that case in a folder on support issues and 
will have the latest law at his fi ngertips to use in your case. 

There are a number of excellent journals and publications 
that address various areas of family law. The Family Law 
Section of the State Bar of Michigan publishes a monthly 
journal as well as an annual special issue, such as the 
one you are reading. These journals offer an excellent 
opportunity for family lawyers to write scholarly articles 
and share practice tips with other lawyers. The American 
Bar Association publishes a quarterly journal known as The 
Family Advocate. It is an excellent publication of interest to 
family lawyers. 

In addition to reading practice-related articles, there are 
numerous opportunities each year for lawyers to hear other 
lawyers speak in a seminar setting. The Institute for Continuing 
Legal Education (ICLE) conducts numerous seminars state-
wide at which lawyers volunteer to educate other lawyers 
on the ins and outs of the practice. The Michigan Chapter 
of the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers and 
the Michigan Family Law Section also conduct high- level 
practice seminars. A good family lawyer will always jump 
at the opportunity to further his family law education through 
reading the various publications available to him or through 
valuable practice seminars. 

Professional Networking: There is perhaps no more 
collegial group of professionals than lawyers. Among 
lawyers, family lawyers tend, in my opinion, to be the most 
collegial. Every lawyer benefi ts from the talents of every 
other lawyer in practice. A good family practitioner will 
share those talents, whenever possible, with fellow brothers 
and sisters in the bar. I have never encountered another 
family lawyer who has been unwilling to answer a question 
or share his or her expertise in a certain area with his 
brothers and sisters in the bar. Your family lawyer is part 
of a vast network of family lawyers and you will benefi t 
from the collective wisdom of that assemblage, not just the 
knowledge of one person. 

There are a myriad of activities in which lawyers can 
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share their knowledge and talents with other lawyers. All 
Michigan lawyers are required to belong to the State Bar 
of Michigan. But there are dozens of voluntary local and 
special interest bar associations to which lawyers can also 
belong and benefi t themselves as well as the other member 
lawyers. County bar associations typically have family 
law sections of their own. Your lawyer may belong to one 
or more voluntary association and network through that 
association with other family lawyers. 

What Works for You 

As you can readily see, your family lawyer is much more 
than a smiling face in a new suit. He’s a highly educated, 
well trained professional who stays at the cutting edge of his 
profession through constant efforts at continuing education 
and self-improvement. All of this knowledge comes together 
to help you navigate the sometimes turbulent waters of your 
divorce or other family matter.
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THE INITIAL CONSULTATION 
WITH YOUR DIVORCE ATTORNEY: 
WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU 
DON’T KNOW WHAT TO EXPECT 
BY JOHN F. SCHAEFER & MARK A. BANK 

THE LAW FIRM OF JOHN F. SCHAEFER 

Few people truly want to consult with a matrimonial attorney 
relative to a divorce. When confronted with the possibility of 
a divorce and the potential need for a matrimonial attorney, 
most people have no idea what to expect during their initial 
contact and consultation. In fact, for most people contacting 
a matrimonial attorney, it will be their fi rst contact with any 
attorney.

Take a deep breath and relax. While the possibility of a 
divorce may seem daunting, and your problems may seem 
to lack potential solutions, matrimonial attorneys, through 
their professional skill and experience, understand what you 
are going through and know how to solve your problems. 

Contacting a Matrimonial Attorney

When placing the fi rst call to a prospective attorney’s offi ce, 
know that everything you say, including your name and the 
reason you are calling, will be kept strictly confi dential by the 
receptionist and attorney who answers your call. No reason 
exists to fear giving your name or to answer questions over 
the telephone. In fact if you do not provide your name, 
most attorneys will not continue the conversation so as to 
protect you and any of his or her other clients (including 
perhaps your spouse, who may have already called that 
same attorney) from any potential confl icts of interest.

If the attorney is not available when you call, the person 
answering your call will know to ask (i) whether it is 
acceptable or “safe” for the attorney to call you back, (ii) 
whether the attorney should dial *67 to block the identity 
of the attorney returning your call on your Caller ID, and 
(iii) whether it is okay to leave a message if you are not 
available to answer the call. When leaving a message for 
the attorney, try to provide a number at which you can 
actually be contacted. Providing a pager number usually 
results in an endless game of “telephone tag.”

The vast majority of the wisdom and advice that you 
will be seeking from a matrimonial attorney cannot be 
provided over the telephone. In almost all situations, it will 
be necessary for you to schedule an appointment to meet 
face to face with the prospective attorney. Meeting with an 
attorney does not create any obligation on your part nor 
does it mean that you must get divorced. In fact, many times 

it is the matrimonial attorney who can put you in touch with 
a capable marriage counselor or begin a dialogue that 
leads to a reconciliation. Nonetheless, it will be necessary 
for you to make a trip to the prospective attorney’s offi ce. 

What to Bring With You 
to Your First Meeting

There is nothing that you must bring with you to your fi rst 
meeting. In fact, most people do not bring anything with 
them at all. While it will be your attorney’s job to gather all 
of the relevant net worth, income, and expense information 
during the pendency of any case, it is often helpful to have 
copies of recent tax returns, paystubs, bank statements, and 
other documents bearing numbers that may be lying around 
your home or offi ce. Obviously, if you happen to have found 
that singularly incriminating love note or videotape, bring 
that along too.

What to Expect When You 
Arrive for Your First Meeting

Do not worry, when you arrive it will not be anything like 
going to your doctor’s offi ce. You will not be required to 
write your name on a sign-in sheet for the next person who 
arrives to inspect. You will not encounter a waiting room full 
of people, some of whom you may know. No one will step 
out from behind a closed door and suddenly summon you 
by announcing your name and the reason for your visit to a 
waiting room full of people. And, in contrast to the waiting 
rooms in doctors’ offi ces, the magazines tend to have been 
published within last decade.

The reality is that matrimonial attorneys understand that 
your visit to their offi ce is strictly confi dential. Rarely will 
anyone be kept waiting more than a few minutes in the 
lobby, as matrimonial attorneys try to prevent two clients, 
especially new clients, from being present in the lobby at 
the same time, whenever possible.

What to Expect From Your First Meeting

During your initial consultation with a matrimonial attorney, 
expect the attorney to provide you with an overview of 
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what to anticipate relative to at least the following fi ve 
issues: (1) the divorce process, (2) matters pertaining to any 
minor children of the marriage, (3) division of your assets 
and liabilities, (4) support (both child support and spousal 
support). and (5) the related attorneys’ fees and costs. In 
order to be able to address these fi ve primary issues for 
you and provide you with a potential gameplan, it be will 
necessary for the attorney to make a substantial inquiry into 
all sorts of matters. Some of the questions will be name, 
rank, and serial number types of questions; other questions 
will pertain to minor children; additional questions will be 
related to fi nancial matters; and other questions will be of 
a more personal nature in terms of any precipitating events 
and “who did what to whom.” Know that when answering 
these questions the attorney-client privilege is in effect, 
meaning anything you tell to the attorney will not and cannot, 
be repeated to anyone without your permission. With that 
understanding, it is imperative that you tell the attorney the 
truth and provide all of the related details. The quality of 
the advice you receive will be directly proportional to the 
candor with which you answer the attorney’s questions. 

The Name, Rank, and 
Serial Number Types of Questions

The fi rst series of questions usually pertains to name, 
address(es), phone numbers, dates of birth, and social 
security numbers for you and your spouse. The reason 
this information is needed is so that the attorney can be 
prepared to fi le a case, if necessary, on short notice should 
you call back in two days, two weeks, two months, or two 
years. What you do not want to occur is for you to call the 
attorney back several weeks down the road, if and when 
you need immediate action, and have the attorney not be 
in possession of the basic information to proceed with fi ling 
papers with a court on your behalf. It is okay to provide 
address and telephone contact information; no one is going 
to call you at any telephone number or send you any mail at 
any address without your express permission.

The next series of questions usually pertains to the details of 
your current marriage and any prior marriages. The attorney 
will need to know when you were married, by whom 
you were married, and where the marriage took place. 
Not only must this information be included in any initial 
paperwork fi led with a court, but sometimes issues arise 
relative to defects in the marriage arising out of the marriage 
ceremony. Similarly, the attorney will need details relative 
to the termination of any prior marriages, whether they 
ended by death or divorce (primarily in order to ascertain 
whether there were any impediments to the current marriage 
which might be raised as a procedural defense). Included 
in the inquiry relative to prior marriages will be questions 
pertaining to children from prior relationships, child support 
still being paid or received, and spousal support still being 
paid or received. All of this information has a potential 
impact on the attorney’s assessment of your current situation. 

Whether you or your spouse has previously fi led for a divorce 
from the other, or whether your spouse has consulted an 
attorney, are also important parts of the evaluation process. 
To the extent your prospective attorney has some insight 
as to the identity of the judge to whom the case has been 
assigned (if your spouse has already fi led a case) or the 
identity of opposing counsel, the more precise the attorney 
can be in advising you what to expect during the process 
and as a potential outcome. Each judge has different 
tendencies, opinions, and idiosyncracies, and every 
opposing counsel handles his or her cases with different 
degrees of sophistication and professionalism. However, 
in most instances, the identity of the judge and opposing 
counsel cannot be ascertained until a case is commenced. 

Questions Pertaining to Minor Children 

If children were born or adopted of the marriage who 
have not yet graduated from high school, your prospective 
attorney will need to be informed. More specifi cally, the 
attorney will need to know the children’s ages, dates of 
birth, addresses at which the children have lived during 
the past fi ve years, and all health or psychological issues 
confronting each child. Many attorneys will also ask you 
for a description of each child’s personality. Most attorneys 
will also ask for your assessment of your parenting skills 
and your spouse’s parenting skills. The more insight you 
can provide into each child’s personality and each parent’s 
parenting skills, the easier it will be for your prospective 
attorney to assess the numerous issues pertaining to physical 
custody, legal custody, and parenting time/visitation. To the 
extent that your children may have potential preferences as 
to with whom they wish to live, this angle must be explored, 
although it is not always of signifi cant relevance. As part 
of the interview process, it is imperative that you receive 
an honest assessment of the legal issues pertaining to your 
minor children, rather than be told what you want to hear. 
This can only be accomplished with your complete honesty 
and cooperation. 

The Financially Oriented Questions

The objective of the fi nancially oriented questions is to 
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gain a rudimentary and preliminary understanding of 
your net worth, income, and expenses/lifestyle, so that 
your prospective attorney can assess the issues of property 
division, child support, and spousal support. You are not 
expected to be able to answer all of the questions, and many 
times clients can only answer a few of the questions. Your 
inability to answer questions will not impact your prospective 
attorney’s ability to handle your case, only his or her ability 
to provide a more detailed, preliminary assessment of your 
case, which in the long run is not problematic.

Relative to the support issues, not only is a person’s income 
relevant, but his or her ability to earn a living can be very 
important. Thus, the initial fi nancial inquiry pertaining to 
income and earning capacity usually explores your and 
your spouse’s educational/licensing backgrounds, your 
employment histories, and your current incomes from 
employment and all other sources. To the extent that you can 
bring tax returns to your initial meeting, such documentation 
will enable your prospective attorney to better assess your 
matter.

Equally important to the assessment of the support issues 
are questions pertaining to expenses and lifestyle. Your 
prospective attorney’s questions will be designed to gauge 
the magnitude of your basic monthly expenditures, but more 
importantly, the full nature and extent of the expense level 
refl ective of the standard of living enjoyed by your family 
during the marriage. Ultimately, this information will be 
gathered from a review of check registers, bank statements, 
and credit card statements, which your attorney will obtain 
during the divorce process. Such information will help the 
attorney to understand what needs to be done to maintain 
the fi nancial status quo while your case is pending and 
how much fi nancial support will be required/payable at the 
conclusion of your case.

Relative to property division issues, your attorney will be 
attempting to construct a basic statement of net worth listing 
all of your assets and liabilities and the amount of each 
item. The questions will tend to focus on homes and related 
mortgages, bank accounts, brokerage accounts, retirement 
accounts/benefi ts, business interests, life insurance policies, 
automobiles, and credit card debts, among many other 
related questions. Again, some people are able to provide a 
fairly detailed overview of their net worth, and other people 
do not even know at which bank they have a checking 
account. While all of this information will be obtained for 
you by your attorney, and carefully reviewed as your case 
progresses, a rough sketch at the initial meeting will enable 
the attorney to provide you with an initial assessment of 
how your estate may be divided.

In order to render such a preliminary assessment, the 
prospective attorney will also ask questions designed to 
elicit information about premarital assets, assets received 
as gifts, and inherited assets. Often the focus when dividing 

property is whether all of the property should be divided 
or whether some of the property is exempt from division by 
the court. In this area of the law there are lots of shades of 
gray. Thus, the attorney may ask questions in an attempt 
to gather information to bolster or thwart claims related to 
premarital, gifted, and inherited property. These questions 
may focus on each spouse’s contributions to the acquisition, 
maintenance, and improvement of various assets, title to 
various assets, and the possible commingling of various 
assets.

If you and your spouse executed any form of a prenuptial 
agreement or a postnuptial agreement, the prospective 
attorney will ask questions designed to assess the validity and 
potential enforceability of the agreement. These questions 
usually focus on the fi nancial disclosure made incident to the 
execution of the document, when the document was signed 
in relation to the date of the marriage, the circumstances 
surrounding the execution of the document, changes in 
circumstances that may have occurred since the execution 
of the document, among numerous other related questions.

The Questions of a More Personal Nature 

Ultimately, the conversation will turn to the subject matter 
most people were dying to talk about at the onset of the 
meeting; the who did what to whom and the “whos”, 
“whats”, “wheres”, and “whys” associated with such 
events. It will be important for your attorney to know 
whether there was any marital misconduct or domestic 
violence. Understanding incidents and patterns of domestic 
violence will help the attorney put together a plan to protect 
you during and after the process. Understanding any 
marital misconduct will aid the attorney in putting together 
a strategic plan for addressing such issues to your potential 
benefi t and/or protecting you from any related adverse 
consequences. In Michigan, which is commonly referred to 
as a “no-fault” divorce state, conduct such as adultery and 
abuse are irrelevant to whether or not the court grants you 
a divorce, but it can be highly relevant as to how the assets 
are distributed and the income is apportioned. Therefore, 
not only must your attorney know everything of which you 
have been a victim, but also any marital misconduct in 
which you have been engaged. There is nothing worse for 
an attorney than when a client tugs on an attorney’s sleeve 
in a courtroom six months into a case and says: “There is 
something I forgot to tell you.”

If You Were Not Already Asked 

If you were not previously asked at some earlier point in 
the interview process, your prospective attorney will need 
to know whether you and your spouse have engaged in 
any settlement discussions. This inquiry is important for two 
reasons. First, compromises your spouse might be willing 
to make could potentially give the attorney insight into the 
positions he or she might take and the reasonableness of 
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such positions. Second, statements that you have made 
to your spouse relative to settlement may potentially limit 
the bargaining positions your attorney can assert on your 
behalf. Thus, to the extent you and your spouse have not 
had any such discussions, do not have any until you have 
had an opportunity to consult with a matrimonial attorney, 
and you fully understand the parameters of such important 
discussions.

If you were not previously asked at some earlier point in 
the interview process, your prospective attorney will need 
to know whether you and your spouse have engaged in 
any marital counseling and whether a reconciliation may 
be possible. One purpose of this inquiry is to ascertain 
whether the attorney might be helpful in assisting you in 
the reconciliation process. Another purpose is to evaluate 
whether you have considered all of your options before 
heading down the path toward a divorce.

Presentation of a “Gameplan“

Once your prospective matrimonial attorney has gathered 
enough information to assess your situation, he or she 
can fi nally provide you with advice on the primary issues 
(discussed above) and the other related issues. At this point, 
it is important for you to listen very, very carefully as this 
is the most informative part of the meeting for you. At this 
point, your prospective attorney should be advising you in 
two capacities: (i) as an attorney and (ii) as a counselor. 
In his or her capacity as your advocate, the advice will 
focus on the zealous representation you will be afforded 
in the negotiation process or in the courtroom. In his or 
her capacity as your counselor, the advice will focus on 
what you should reasonably expect and anticipate based 
on the attorney’s professional experience. It is important 
to understand what all of your options are, but it is more 
important to have a realistic picture of what you can really 
expect.

Some people desire to hire attorneys who will tell them 
exactly what they want to hear, and other people seek to hire 
attorneys who guide them on a prudent and realistic course 
of action. How a matrimonial attorney presents his or her 
“gameplan” for your matter will be tremendously helpful in 
the decision making process as to which attorney can best 
represent you in the manner you want to be represented.

Fees for the Attorney’s Services

Once the prospective attorney has advised you relative to 
the process and what to expect relative to custody, parenting 
time, property division, child support, and spousal support, 
to the extent such issues are relevant to your matter, only 
then can the attorney intelligently discuss the attorney fees 
and costs associated with your matter.

The attorneys’ fees that you will be quoted will be based on 
the following factors: (1) the time and labor required, (2) 
the novelty and diffi culty of the questions involved, (3) the 
skill requisite to perform the legal services properly, (4) the 
likelihood that the acceptance of your case will preclude 
other employment by the lawyer, (5) the fee customarily 
charged in your locality for similar legal services, (6) the 
amount involved and the results obtained, (7) the time 
limitations imposed by you or by the circumstances, and (8) 
the experience, reputation, and ability of your lawyer.

In the vast majority of situations any projection that you are 
given relative to the ultimate magnitude of the fees and costs 
will be nothing more than a professional estimate rather 
than a fi rm quote. In most situations, it is not possible to 
make a fi nal prediction with any high degree of accuracy. 
The primary reason why attorneys cannot precisely project 
your total attorneys fees is that it is impossible to predict 
how cooperative or uncooperative the other party, his or 
her representatives, or essential third parties may be. To 
the extent that any of these individuals are uncooperative 
or unreasonable, the time and labor required to represent 
you may increase.

If and when you decide to move forward with a particular 
attorney, you should always be provided with a fee 
agreement that explains the basis on which you will be 
charged. Incident to signing the fee agreement you will 
almost always be asked to provide an initial payment. Few 
attorneys will agree to take on your matter and commit their 
time and resources without an concomitant commitment 
from you.

The Next Step in the Process 

At this point in the process you should have a fairly clear 
picture of what to expect relative to the divorce process, 
matters pertaining to your minor children, property division, 
support (both child support and spousal support), and 
attorneys’ fees. You should have also received advice 
relative to related insurance issues, health care issues, tax 
issues, and a plethora of other issues that may arise in your 
matter. Now the ball is in your court. Are you comfortable 
with this attorney, or should you seek another opinion? If 
you are comfortable with this attorney, are there reasons, 
based on the professional advice you received, to proceed 
immediately, or are there no exigent circumstances which 
require immediate legal action?

While the foregoing interview process may seem 
unnecessarily personal and revealing. Remember the quality 
of the advice you receive will be directly proportional to the 
candor with which you answer your prospective attorney’s 
questions. Now that you know what to expect from your 
fi rst contact with a matrimonial attorney, take another deep 
breath and relax. Your problems can be solved.
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IMPORTANT QUESTIONS THAT 
CLIENTS MOST FREQUENTLY ASK
BY ROBERT B. GUYOT, III

Why Me Queries?

Hanging in my offi ce as you approach the front desk, is a 
large self-drawn caricature by John Lennon. To the right of 
the self-portrait of Mr. Lennon is the hand-written inscription 
“Why Me?” Seeing this often brings a knowing smile to 
the faces of prospective clients as they fi rst approach. They 
often have the same feelings as expressed in the drawing. 
They understand that they are not alone. That others have 
been here before, and there will be others that follow. It 
starts people thinking, and the questions begin fl owing.

The following are questions that I am frequently confronted 
with at the initial meeting of a prospective client, followed 
by my brief response. The focus is on questions having a 
broad general interest and appeal. The intent of this article 
is to encourage clients to read these questions and answers, 
and then follow up with their own attorneys to clarify and 
address the particular circumstance of their own case. 

Can I stop the divorce? 

Yes and No. Yes, but only if you convince your spouse that 
there are other alternatives that should be explored before 
obtaining a divorce. You might consider asking the judge 
to order marital counseling. Ultimately, there is nothing the 
reluctant spouse can do to prevent it. If one person wants to 
be divorced, then there is nothing that the other spouse can 
do to prevent the ultimate entry of a Judgment of Divorce.

How long will the divorce take?

Michigan has two (2) different waiting periods that provide 
for the ‘shortest’ time possible before the Judgment can be 
entered. A divorce judgment generally may not be entered 
until after the expiration of a waiting period: 60 days 
after the complaint was fi led for a divorce without minor 
children, and six months when minor children are involved. 
The court may shorten the six-month waiting period on 
written motion if the court fi nds extenuating circumstances 
of undue hardship or compelling necessity, but 60 days is 
the minimum waiting period permitted. The ‘longest’ time 
possible before Judgment is entered is much dependant on 
the parties ability to reach agreement to the issues involved 

in their litigation, and ultimately the court calendar.

How do I protect myself fi nancially?

There are numerous ways to protect your fi nancial health. 
Much is dependant on how much you trust your spouse, 
and what their reaction might be to the efforts you take with 
the marital assets. Some pro-active steps include:
• Write down all the ways that your spouse might adversely 

affect your fi nancial health. Be creative... what can your 
spouse do to hurt you? Then take preventative steps to 
counter what you believe they may do. 

• Obtain your credit report. See if there are any debts that 
you are unaware of. Your spouse may have obtained a 
new credit card by forging your signature!

• Check with all stock brokerages and fi nancial institutions 
that you have assets in. See if there has been any 
withdraws that you are unaware of. Ask if you can put 
a ‘hold’ on the assets and not allow withdraws without 
your knowledge and consent.

• Check your credit cards. Take steps to prevent your 
spouse from charging on your account without your 
consent. Have their name removed from the account. 

Can I represent myself? 

It is your absolute right to represent yourself in your divorce 
proceeding, but not recommended. It would be like you 
operating on yourself...might be successful, but probably 
not. If there are children involved, or you have real property, 
you need an attorney to discuss your rights and obligations, 
and the ramifi cations of the options available to you. If your 
spouse has an attorney, you need an attorney. Do not use 
the advise of the attorney hired by your spouse. At the very 
least, negotiate with your spouse or their attorney what you 
believe to be a fair settlement of the issues involved, and 
before you obligate yourself or sign anything, have the 
document reviewed by a competent attorney who you hire 
for that specifi c purpose.

Can my spouse and I use
the same attorney? 

Ethically, no. An attorney can only have one client. If there 
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is a disagreement between you and your spouse on any 
issue...which is usually the case...then you need the advise 
of your own attorney. 

What are the grounds for divorce? 

The sole ‘ground’ that the court must fi nd before it grants a 
judgment of divorce is that ‘there has been a breakdown 
in the marriage relationship to the extent that the objects 
of matrimony have been destroyed and there remains no 
reasonable likelihood that the marriage can be preserved.’

When people talk of ‘grounds’ for a divorce, they usually 
are asking what kind of ‘fault’ is required, such as adultery, 
or an abusive relationship. Michigan has no such ‘grounds’ 
for obtaining a divorce. Michigan is considered a ‘no fault’ 
state. This means that ‘fault’ or ‘wrongdoing’ is not a basis for 
obtaining a divorce in Michigan. You do not need to, and are 
not supposed to, allege ‘fault’ in any of the initial pleadings. 
However, ‘fault’ is an important element in alimony/spousal 
support, child custody and property distribution issues.

Is there a trial in every case? 

No. In tact, most divorces do not have a trial. The vast 
majority of divorces are resolved through negotiation or 
mediation. Only the contested cases involving very diffi cult 
legal or factual issues end up in trial. Most people resolve 
their differences with the help of their attorney, and after 
memorializing their agreement in writing, have it entered in 
the County clerks offi ce following the Pro Con/Final hearing 
with the judge. 

There are many reasons why people settle out of court without 
a trial. Cost of litigation is a big factor. If negotiation doesn’t 
work, mediation is often successful in resolving disputes. 
The two parties to a divorce know better than anyone else 
how their children should be raised, and how fairly to deal 
with their property. Seldom does any rational person want 
a disinterested judge making decisions for them that will 
forever effect their lives, and the lives of their children. A 
good exercise is to fi nd out who will be your judge and 
actually sit in on a court session. See for yourself if you 
would prefer that judge to make critical decisions involving 
your future. Usually not. 

Do I have the right to a jury trial?

No. There is no ‘right’ to present your unresolved issues to 
a jury. In Michigan since 1998, each county has its own 
Family Law Court comprised of Circuit and Probate Judges. 
Many counties also have referees, that will hear contested 
matters. If either of the parties disagree with the referee’s 
decision, then there is the right to have the case heard with 
the judge. Most contested matters are resolved with the 
referee. The ‘fi nal hearing’ is usually in font of a Judge, who 

will approve and sign the Judgment, and have it entered 
with the County Clerk’s offi ce. 

Is there a residency requirement to 
obtain a Michigan divorce? 

Yes. A judgment of divorce may not be granted unless 
one of the parties, either the plaintiff or the defendant, has 
resided in the state for at least 180 days, and the county of 
fi ling for at least 10 days immediately preceding fi ling of 
the complaint. 

How much will my case cost? 

There is no way to accurately project the cost of divorce 
litigation during the earlier stages of confl ict. Much depends 
on the diffi culty of the issues, the time involved, and the 
ability of the parties to resolve their own confl ict. There are 
at least two kinds of divorce -i.e. emotional divorce, and 
the legal divorce, that affect the fi nancial cost obligation. 
The legal aspects of any divorce are substantially easier 
to resolve once the drama caused by the psychological 
divorce is over. Only then do the parties get down to the 
business of ‘how do we fairly divide the assets and debts’ of 
the relationship, and what is best for the children. 

Except in unusual circumstances, each party will pay for 
their own legal costs involved in the divorce process. 
Statutes and case law govern the principles that the court 
considers in awarding legal fees. However, no rule places 
the fi nancial cost on the party who initiated the action. 

There are steps that can be taken to reduce your costs. They 
include: 
• organize, and make copies of your fi nancial & tax 

documents 
• make a budget of your actual income and expenses. 

Keep copies of all documents that will support your 
budgetary items 

• keep a diary of your involvement and conversations 
with your spouse and children.
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What are the issues
involved in a divorce? 

There are two basic issues in every divorce. The fi rst 
involves child-related issues such as custody, support and 
parenting-time. The other involves property-related issues 
such as distribution of the marital estate, separate property, 
and spousal support. If there are no minor children that are 
the product of the marriage from which a divorce is sought, 
then only the property-related issues are relevant. 

What’s the difference between a 
divorce, and an annulment? 

An annulment proceeding is instituted to obtain a judicial 
ruling that a valid marriage never took place because of a 
detect existing at the time the parties were married. It is an 
appropriate means of dissolving two kinds of marriages -i.e. 
those that are void ab initio and those that are voidable. If a 
marriage is void ab initio, it is deemed never to have taken 
place because it was void from the beginning. 

A divorce proceeding is instituted to terminate a valid 
marriage for reasons that occurred after the marriage took 
place. A strong presumption exists favoring the validity of 
a marriage.

I’ve heard of a legal separation.
What is it? 

‘Legal separation’ is not authorized by Michigan statute. 
However, a judgment of separate maintenance, or a written 
separation agreement may be suitable and what is often 
thought of as a legal separation. 

An action for separate maintenance is fi led in the same 
manner and with the same grounds as a divorce action. 
Property is divided and spousal support may be awarded. 
When the matter is concluded, a judgment of separate 
maintenance is entered, but the parties will technically still 
be married. People may request separate maintenance 
because they have a religious objection to divorce, or they 
want to continue health care coverage. 

Child Custody. What is it? 

Child custody is most often described by two concepts. 
The fi rst is ‘legal custody.’ Michigan encourages judges to 
award joint legal custody to parents. This means that both 
parents would have a right to make decisions concerning 
such things as their child’s education, medical treatment, 
religious training or enrichment activities. 

The court also has the power to award ‘physical custody’ 
of the child to one or both parents. In establishing custody, 
the court reviews all of the facts that are presented, and 

then determines where the child will primarily live based 
on what the court believes will be in the best interests of 
the child. 

Parenting – Time?
I don’t want to visit my children. 

Michigan creates a presumption that it is in the best interests 
of a child to have a strong relationship with both parents. 
Michigan gives the child the right to parenting time with 
a parent unless it is shown that it would endanger the 
child’s physical, mental, or emotional health. It is common 
for the non-custodial parent to have periods of parenting 
time consisting of alternate weekends, alternate national 
holidays, half of the child’s school vacations, and one 
evening per week. The parents are free to agree on other 
times to accommodate their schedules. 

Alimony. Does it still exist? 

Yes. ‘Alimony’ refers to support paid by one spouse or former 
spouse to the other. The purpose is to meet the fi nancial 
support needs of a party who is unable to fully provide for 
their own support. Much is dependant on the discrepancy 
of income between the parties, and the need of one spouse, 
and the other’s ability to pay. These payments can either be 
temporary, periodic, rehabilitative, or permanent and most 
often are taxable to the recipient and deductible by the 
payor, unless specifi cally agreed otherwise. 

Child Support.
Who decides the amount? 

In response to federal legislation, Michigan has adopted 
child support guidelines that establish the method for 
calculating child support. These guidelines are designed 
to ensure consistency and predictability in child support 
amounts. Though diffi cult to do, it is possible to deviate from 
these guidelines. The court may increase or decrease the 
amount of support as long as it gives specifi c reasons for 
doing so. Primarily, the courts are seeking to balance the 
fi nancial needs of the child, with the non-custodial parents 
ability to pay. The incomes of both parents are used in 
determining child support. Child support usually ends at the 
later of when the child graduates from high school, or turns 
18 years of age 

Domestic Violence. What can be done? 

Michigan law provides for the obtaining of a Personal 
Protection Order. This is a court order that will prohibit your 
spouse from entering onto the property where you live, 
assaulting, beating, molesting or wounding you and/or 
removing the minor children from the legal custodian. It also 
can prevent harassment which has become stalking, such 
as following or appearing within your sight, approaching 
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or confronting you in a public place or on private property, 
or appearing at your workplace or residence. Numerous 
other protections may be included. 

These orders are issued by the court without a hearing. 
The court clerks can assist you in preparing a petition for 
a Personal Protection Order, and the order. They then will 
take it to the judge who will decide whether or not to issue 
the order. The order is effective when signed and served on 
your spouse. Your spouse has the right to challenge what 
you’ve said, and the issuance of the order.

If the restrained party violates the terms of the order, they 
are subject to immediate arrest and to the civil and criminal 
contempt powers of the court. The person may be jailed or 
fi ned, or both.

Dividing Property /
Who Gets What –

Michigan is an equitable distribution state which means 
that the court may distribute the marital assets of either 
party in any manner it sees fi t. The standard is that the 

property division must be fair and equitable under all of the 
circumstances of the case. 

The judges look at the following factors to determine what 
is ‘fair:’ the past relations and conduct of the parties, the 
length of the marriage, the ability of the parties to work, the 
source and amount of property awarded to the parties, the 
age of the parties, the ability of the parties to pay spousal 
support, the present situation of the parties, the needs of the 
parties, the health of the parties, the prior standard of living 
of the parties, whether either party is responsible for the 
support of others, and general principals of equity. 

Conclusion 

As I labor in my practice, I am always mindful of the words 
of a learned attorney friend who said “For each person 
who is about to venture upon the ordeal of a dissolution 
of marriage – knowledge, reasonableness, and legal 
expertise will help bring closure to one life and mark the 
beginning of the adventure of a new one,” If we, as family 
law attorney’s, can bring these qualities to our clients, we 
and our clients are better people as a result.
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MEET YOUR FAMILY LAW JUDGE 

BY HON. BILL CALLAHAN
WAYNE COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT FAMILY DIVISION1

There are few common factors to describe judges, other 
than the interest in a prompt, fair decision after providing 
due process of the law in all respects. All judges in Michigan 
must be lawyers for at least fi ve years. There are few 
other legal qualifi cations to be a judge besides age and 
residency. The judges assigned to Family Law are primarily 
circuit court judges. In some counties, probate judges also 
hear Family Law cases.

The bench is comprised of members of all ethnic, religious, 
and socioeconomic backgrounds. Both genders are well 
represented. Some judges are lifelong members of a political 
party, while others have no political connections. Some are 
former prosecutors; some civil lawyers who specialized in 
plaintiff or defense work; some – law professors; some come 
from large law fi rms, others small practices; some – District 
Court judges before becoming Circuit Court judges. Many 
have a combination of the above experiences. The point 
is that the bench is a refl ection of the community that it 
serves. Judges have children, grandchildren, or maybe no 
children. Some are divorced. Some never married. More 
than one is a single parent.

Prior to October 1997, Michigan courts had no Family 
Division. At that time, a Family Division was created in 
all circuit courts in our state. Since then, I have had the 
privilege of sitting exclusively in the then created Family 
Division of the Wayne County Circuit Court.

Michigan does not have a dedicated Family Court, only a 
Family Division as part of the Circuit Court. This means that 
the judge handling your divorce case may recently have 
been a civil division judge. In Wayne County, there is a 
Criminal Division as well. Some of our Family Division judges 
were once assigned to the Criminal or Civil Divisions. In 
some counties, assignment of judges is by seniority. In many 
counties the newer judges are predominately assigned to 
the Family Division.

The judge’s role in a family case consists of managing the 
docket, scheduling conferences, appointing experts, and 
helping parties to choose the best method to resolve their 
disputes. Overall, the judge is there to assist the parties 
in concluding their case. Where the parties are unable to 
agree, then the judge is to make decisions on preliminary 
and fi nal matters. The practices that judges employ to 
accomplish such goals vary widely by county. In some 
counties, judges rely heavily on conciliation. In those cases, 

parties are referred to the Friend of the Court for conciliation 
to resolve immediate issues such as temporary custody (e.g. 
Grand Traverse County), parenting time, and child support. 
In other counties (e.g. Wayne County), temporary ex-parte 
orders are found to be most effective, and conciliation is 
never used. Some states require that children have their 
own attorney to represent their interests. Because Michigan 
does not have such a requirement, the role of the Michigan 
judge is expanded even more so than in other states.

In all cases involving a child, the best interest of the child 
must be paramount. I encourage parties to make as many 
decisions as they can without my involvement, because there 
is little chance that a stranger in a black robe can know the 
parties, the child, and the history of the relationship better 
than mom and dad. An unoffi cial survey (of all people who 
have asked me to decide a major issue in their lives) says 
that I have erred at least 50% of the time. Some parties 
were very unhappy with my decision. Of course, these 
people had expected that the other side was going to be 
the unhappy one. Personally, I am surprised at the number 
of people who chose to “roll the dice” on matters of great 
importance to them and their children.

When I fi rst came onto the bench ten years ago, I wanted to 
be known as a judge who makes tough calls. Now I see a 
different role for myself. Today’s family judges conduct more 
administrative duties than merely decide cases. We help 
attorneys to schedule meetings, to pick experts or the right 
mediators or facilitators, and to negotiate settlements. These 
days, very few cases require a decision by the judge.

Judges spend much of their time in their chambers, meeting 
attorneys or preparing for hearings. When meeting with 
attorneys, I insist that I have a list of issues fi rst. After we 
begin to talk, I usually learn that the list is incomplete. Many 
times, it turns out that unstated issues are the reason that the 
identifi ed issues cannot be resolved. Other judges probably 
have different techniques. I know one technique that involves 
insisting that everyone stay until at least some of the issues 
are resolved through negotiation. In some cases, a judge 
may suggest alternatives not yet considered by the parties. 
We judges use the techniques that work best for us.

Despite all the attempts to improve the system, judges come 
to work with human weaknesses. Some days, judges may 
simply suffer from “getting out of the bed on the wrong 
side,” or much worse. We have our own family problems. 
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We sometimes do not get enough sleep. We may have a 
spouse who is sick, or be awaiting the birth of our fi rst 
child. In spite of numerous potential distractions, judges are 
always expected to make the right decision. If I were a 
novelist, I would have many stories to tell. I have learned 
never say that I have heard it all, because I have eaten 
those words too many times. Without disclosing more, I do 
confess that in the stories that I hear, I usually recognize 
something about my life and myself.

Lawyers are sometimes defi ned as “someone who can 
predict a judge’s decision.” Decisions of judges in Family 
Division are probably the most diffi cult. The tendency 
to award spousal support, custody, and property to a 
particular gender is rumored to vary greatly by county. At 
one conference of Family Division judges that I attended, 
a room of about thirty judges disagreed on a hypothetical 
spousal support case to the point that about 20% would 
have awarded no spousal support, while the remainder 
varied from $20,000 per year to over $100,000 per year. 
The facts of that hypothetical case were extreme, but based 
upon several real factual situations. The point is that judicial 
decisions are as diffi cult to predict as the factual situations 
that create them.

Many people believe that judges have unfettered power, 
but this is not true. To enforce this, the constitution and 
legislature have created a Court of Appeals and Supreme 
Court. Also, judges must follow Judicial Ethics. There is a 
Judicial Tenure Commission in Michigan that decides if 
these ethics have been breached.

Parties sometimes have power that a judge does not. Parties 
may agree to an order to do some things that a judge 
expressly cannot do. For example, parties may decide to 
forever bar the modifi cation of ordinary spousal support; 
award property to third parties; and require child support 
for adult children. The parties in a divorce case can agree 
to each of these items, and this often occurs. If the parties 
agree to an order (as compared to the judge making the 
decision), then such an order can be entered and enforced 
by the judge. In one of my cases, the parties agreed to the 
sharing of the college education expenses of their adult son. 
This son was also entitled to enforce the divorce judgment 
against a defaulting parent. My point is that, though a judge 
could not have made a decision to provide this relief, the 
judge may enforce a valid agreement to do the same.

Judges take note of the behavior of the parties in the 
courtroom. Many people think that what they do or say does 
not matter if they are not under oath in the witness stand. 
They are often surprised if a decision is based upon their 
demeanor or reaction to others’ testimony in the courtroom. 
For example, if “anger management” is an issue, I do not 
ignore emotional outbreaks.

Parties would be well advised to treat their judges with 

utmost respect. This means referring to the judge as “your 
honor” and facing the judge when testifying. It will not have 
a great effect on the outcome, but it avoids the effect that 
might happen if the judge were to determine that a party 
disrespects the court.

The same would apply to treatment of opponents. The judge 
will be taking notes. Someone asking for custody may argue 
that they are more likely to facilitate the relationship of the 
child with the other parent, but open hostility and rudeness 
may belie this. If you feel attacked in court, don’t demonstrate 
anger. If asked a question that seems inappropriate, ask the 
court, “Do I have to respond?” Remember that if you treat 
your opponent with less respect than appropriate, the court 
will notice.

In this same regard, the parties would be well advised to 
remember that the court staff is like a family. If anyone were 
to insult a staff member, then the court might similarly take 
offense. As judges, we do our best to ensure a fair and 
impartial result. On the other hand, the ethical rules and 
court decisions defi ne bias to exclude opinions formed 
during court proceedings. Therefore, parties can defi nitely 
prejudice themselves by making inappropriate remarks to 
the judge or court staff in the judge’s presence.

If represented by a lawyer, remember the reasons why the 
lawyer was hired. Many clients insist that their lawyers say 
certain things or add facts that appear irrelevant to me on 
the bench. It is usually apparent when the client is insistent 
on these items, because the lawyer is too knowledgeable 
to want to say them. In other words, the client seems to me 
to be attempting to take control of the case. In the mind of 
the lawyer, the arguments are those that the client wants to 
hear, rather than arguments that the court wishes to hear. 
Some clients do worse by subverting their lawyer’s ability 
to argue without interruption. As judge, I sit politely through 
this and try to be patient, as lawyers are required by clients 
to make arguments that are unavailing, but demanded 
by the client. Be prepared to compromise on insignifi cant 
points. You will win points with the court by demonstrating 
willingness to compromise.
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In any custody or parenting time matter, forget your own 
interests. Do not consider it a loss if a child spends more 
time with the other parent. Do not ask a court to give you 
more time, because it’s fairer to you. The child’s interest is 
the only interest that counts. An argument based upon your 
interests should fail. Instead, concentrate on what is best for 
the child. Be prepared to tell the court about the needs of 
the child, and how those needs are better served by your 
proposals.

In conclusion, it would be fair to say that judges are the same 
as all people. They just appear to be vested differently. They 

come from the same background, schools, and ethnic and 
religious groups as the rest of the community. They get tired 
and ill just like all others. When you remember the human 
side of the judge’s nature, and the fact that no two humans 
will agree on everything, you start to get an understanding 
of the diffi culty in describing a judge’s role.

Endnote

I. With special thanks to Christina V. Kennedy, Esq. for 
invaluable assistance in preparation.
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MEET YOUR FRIEND OF THE COURT

BY BARBARA J. KELLY
DEPUTY FRIEND OF THE COURT, WASHTENAW COUNTY

The Friend of the Court is an agency designed to assist 
the court in domestic relations cases, such as divorce, 
paternity, custody and support actions. The Friend of the 
Court is involved in the vast majority of domestic relations 
cases with minor children and most of the cases requiring 
the payment of spousal support. The offi ce has three main 
functions in domestic relations cases; recommendations to 
the court on pending issues, enforcement of parenting time 
orders and processing and collection of support payments.

The Friend of the Court is a county based agency, but it is 
integrated into the statewide child support system. Although 
there are state-wide requirements and mandated services, 
the actual process for providing these services may be 
different in each county. This article will talk in general 
about the services provided, but you should discuss with 
your lawyer the procedures in your county or check with the 
Friend of the Court offi ce where your case is fi led.

The Friend of the Court case is typically opened after the 
fi rst order for support is entered or when a recommendation 
is requested, not necessarily when the complaint is fi led. 
When your case is fi rst opened you will be asked to provide 
information about yourself and your family to the Friend 
of the Court. Names, birth dates, social security numbers, 
employers and other information is required, particularly 
for support collection. This information is given to the Friend 
of the Court on the Verifi ed Statement and the Judgment 
Information Form. Both of these documents are kept in the 
Friend of the Court tile only and are not available to anyone 
other than Friend of the Court staff: the judge, the parties 
and their attorneys. If there are changes, particularly to 
addresses or employment, please update the information 
with your Friend of the Court offi ce.

If you are interviewed by the Friend of the Court for a 
recommendation on parenting time, custody or support 
you will be asked to submit other information relevant to 
those issues. Many Friend of the Court offi ces have forms 
requesting information that they will send you in advance 
of the interview. Again, information in a Friend of the Court 
fi le is confi dential and will not be given to the public. It is 
available to both parties and their attorneys.

Prior to the entry of a fi nal order the Friend of the Court is 
most likely to be involved in a resolution of child custody, 
parenting time and child or spousal support issues. Most 
Friend of the Court offi ces provide mediation services to 

help the parties reach a mutually acceptable solution on 
custody and parenting time disputes. If a case is not settled 
by the parties the Friend of the Court may be asked to issue 
a recommendation to the court on disputed issues. The 
offi ce will obtain input from both parties through personal 
interviews and, if appropriate, interview the children 
involved. All interviews with children are confi dential. A 
written recommendation will be given to the court and both 
parties. Keep in mind the Friend of the Court recommendation 
is not a court order and is not, in general, enforceable on 
its own. Your lawyer will tell you what is needed to have 
an order entered on the particular issues addressed in the 
recommendation.

Preparing a recommendation on contested issues is an 
area where each county’s procedures could be very 
different and it is important to check and fi nd out exactly 
what is expected of you. Some counties will simply set an 
appointment for the parties to begin the review while other 
counties require the parties to call the offi ce and request an 
appointment. Your lawyer will have information about your 
specifi c county and will also be able to advise you about 
the investigative process that will be used. Your lawyer may 
or may not accompany you to interviews at the Friend of 
the Court; you should seek his or her advice on whether this 
is necessary.

Once a custody and parenting time order is entered in your 
case the Friend of the Court will enforce the order. You will 
likely be asked to fi le a written request for enforcement and 
explain the violation. Once again, this is a process that 
can vary from County to County and you should check with 
your lawyer or the Friend of the Court in your county for the 
proper procedures.

The Friend of the Court will also collect and enforce child and 
spousal support once an order is entered. All Friend of the 
Court offi ces use the Michigan Child Support Enforcement 
System, commonly referred to as MiCSES (the acronym is 
pronounced “my-sis”). The system provides both accounting 
and enforcement processes for support cases. Support is 
charged on a monthly basis and payments are recorded 
on MiCSES. In addition, on January 1 and July 1 of each 
year statutory fees (currently $42 a year) are automatically 
charged to the account along with a “surcharge” on overdue 
support.

Although MiCSES provides the account information, the 
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support itself is processed by a different State agency, the 
Michigan Support Disbursement Unit or MiSDU (pronounced 
“miz-do”). This agency is in Lansing and processes support 
payments in excess of 1.3 billion dollars a year. Beginning 
in 2006 all support will be disbursed by electronic funds 
transfer directly to the recipients bank account or through a 
State debit card issued to the recipient of support. Payments 
are disbursed by MiSDU as they are received and are not 
“held” for monthly payment. 

If you have a question about the accounting in your case 
call the Friend of the Court. The offi ce can generally explain 
the account to you and correct problems if there are any.

The Friend of the Court also enforces court orders for support 
through the MiCSES system. Much of the enforcement is 
done automatically by the computer program. Once a 
party is ordered to pay support the name of their employer 
is put in the system. The computer then generates an Income 
Withholding Order which is sent to the employer along 
with a notice of the requirement to withhold support. The 
employer is required by law to begin withholding support 
from the employee’s paycheck and forward it to MiSDU 
for payment on the support account. Approximately 70% 
of the support paid in Michigan is paid through income 
withholding. Whenever a notice is sent to an employer 
copies are sent to both parties.

If support is not paid by income withholding or directly to 
MiSDU by the party ordered to pay support, the Friend of 
the Court has various other enforcement remedies available. 
Certain enforcement is started automatically through 
the MiCSES computer program; for example income tax 

intercept or credit bureau reporting. Certain enforcement 
remedies require initiation by the Friend of the Court offi ce, 
for example an Order to Show Cause hearing or license 
suspension. For all of these actions notice will be sent to 
both parties. If you disagree with the proposed action, call 
the Friend of the Court to ask what your options are and 
discuss the matter with your attorney.

If you have questions about a process at the Friend of 
the Court call and ask. There is a lot going on in most 
domestic relations cases, particularly at the beginning of 
the case. Sometimes multiple notices can be sent on a case 
in the same week or even the same day! This can be very 
confusing and you should certainly call and ask if you do 
not understand what a notice means. 

Most Friend of the Court offi ces have a webpage with 
general information and contact numbers on it. You should 
look at the appropriate offi ce’s website for more information 
about how the offi ce handling your case operates. In general 
there are three things the Friend of the Court would like you 
to keep in mind to help your case run smoothly

• Keep the Friend of the Court informed of your current 
address at all times and send changes in writing with 
your signature on it to the Friend of the Court offi ce. 

• Never ignore a notice you receive from the Friend of 
the Court. If you question the notice call the Friend of 
the Court offi ce to ask for an explanation. 

• The Friend of the Court cannot change a court order, 
only the judge can do that.
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ENFORCEMENT OF 
SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS 
BY DAVID FINDLING

Dear Client:

The purpose of this correspondence is to provide a 
background and overview concerning enforcement methods 
for child and spousal support. According to Michigan law, 
“support” is the payment of money for a child or a spouse 
ordered by the circuit court, whether the order is embodied 
in an interim, temporary, permanent, or modifi ed order or 
judgment. Support may include payment of medical, dental, 
and other health care, child care and educational expenses. 
All support in Michigan is collected and distributed by the 
Michigan State Disbursement Unit (MiSDU). The MiSDU 
receives support payments from employers through Income 
Withholding Orders or directly from individual payers. 
Child support enforcement is handled by the Friend of the 
Court (FOC) in the county that has jurisdiction of the case.

When support obligations become past due, they are 
commonly referred to as arrearages. There are several ways 
to enforce support orders; some remedies are exclusively 
available to State Child Support Enforcement agencies (such 
as the Friend of the Court), other remedies are available to 
any child support tribunal, private attorneys and collection 
agencies. Some remedies require court action, while others 
are administrative in nature, requiring minimal or no court 
action. Therefore, choosing the proper remedy, or remedies, 
is very case specifi c. A general overview of the methods of 
enforcement are as follows, most of which apply to both 
spousal and child support obligations:

• Income Withholding: A procedure by which automatic 
deductions are made from wages or other income. 
Applies to both spousal and child support obligations. 
It is the most effective and effi cient method to secure 
payment of support. 

• Federal and State tax refund offset: If an arrearage 
threshold has been met, both Federal and State tax 
refunds can be intercepted to pay support arrears. 

• Lien/Levy: Either the FOC, the State or your Attorney can 
initiate a lien/levy against real or personal property, 
and/or fi nancial assets for collection of child support. 

• Credit Bureau Reporting: If support obligations are in 
arrears of two or more months, a report is generated 
and sent to a consumer credit reporting agency. 

• License Suspension/Revocation: Occupational/Professional, 
Drivers, and Recreational licenses can be suspended or 
revoked for non payment of support obligations. 

• QDRO/EDRO: These are support orders against a 
pension account for a private company (QDRO) or 
a State pension plan (EDRO). They can be issued for 
current support and/or arrearages. 

• Show Cause/Bench Warrant: A payer can be ordered 
to appear before the court to explain the arrearage, this 
is commonly referred to as a Show Cause hearing. A 
bench warrant can also be issued for failure to appear 
at a Show Cause hearing and is always accompanied 
by a bond. If the payer fails to pay he/she can be sent 
to jail. 

• Federal Criminal Prosecution: Pursuant to Federal law, 
the child support agency may refer a case for Federal 
Criminal Prosecution when an obligor is either in child 
support arrears greater than $5,000.00 or the child 
support obligations have remained unpaid for more 
than one year. 

• Passport Denial: Pursuant to Federal law, when an 
obligor has combined arrears of $5,000.00 or more, 
the obligor will be denied issuance and/or renewal of 
his/her passport. 

I hope that this information is informative and benefi cial to 
you.
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Dear Client, 

First, I just want to again say thank you for placing your 
trust and confi dence in myself, this fi rm and my legal team 
to assist you through this very diffi cult and complex time in 
your life. Please feel free to contact me when you have any 
questions. When we fi rst met we discussed many different 
aspects of your divorce, particularly issues relating to your 
minor child. We discussed the most important decisions that 
you will need to make. These decisions involve the custody, 
parenting time and support of your child. This letter is being 
sent to assist you in better understanding what is expected 
of you; to help provide realistic expectations; and to provide 
valuable knowledge to you so that you are empowered and 
able to make wise, informed and rational decisions. When 
it comes to your child, the last thing you need right now is 
to have more uncertainty, confusion and a sense of feeling 
lost in the “legal system”. As such, this letter will address the 
following: A) procedural steps leading to a fi nal Judgment 
rendered in this matter; B) “discovery” and the importance 
of collecting pertinent documentation early on; and C) the 
“Best Interest Factors” used to determine physical custody 
by the court, if you and your spouse are unable to reach 
an agreement as to the custody and parenting time of your 
child. 

Before addressing these three topics, I want to stress the 
importance of open communication with me. Everything 
we discuss regarding your case is confi dential and private. 
Unless you give us specifi c permission to discuss confi dential 
and private matters with others (i.e. doctors, therapist, 
family), it remains confi dential with us and will not be 
disclosed to anyone. By openly and honestly communicating 
with us, we can better analyze and assess your situation 
and make decisions early on that will help you achieve the 
desired result you are seeking. While reviewing the “Best 
Interest Factors” below, please take time to write down any 
areas of concern regarding yourself, your spouse and child 
so that we can discuss them the next time we meet.

A. Procedural Steps 

Due to the heavy caseload in the court system, there is 
very little time the court can spend on each case. While 
the circumstances vary widely from case to case, absent 
special circumstances, the court must treat every case the 
same procedurally. As such, there is a set schedule ordered 
by the court to assist the parties and attorneys in resolving 

their differences and/or narrowing the scope of the issues 
for the court’s involvement in a timely manner. Early on you 
will receive from our offi ce a copy of the Scheduling Order 
from the court that may include the following:

Early Intervention Conference/Status Conference. 
Depending on the county where your case has been fi led, 
the court may schedule an Early Intervention Conference 
(“EIC”) or a Status Conference. This is often a meeting 
with the Friend of the Court (“FOC”) referee presiding over 
your case and assisting your assigned judge. At the EIC 
or Status Conference, the attorneys and parties will advise 
the referee of any outstanding issues that require the FOC 
and/or court’s involvement. The referee will also advise the 
parties of the services offered through the FOC, and may 
schedule other matters. Usually a formal Scheduling Order 
will be entered which sets deadlines for the completion of 
discovery and mediation, as well as assigning a trial date 
for your case. 

Mediation. Mediation is a voluntary form of alternative 
dispute resolution employed by the court. An experienced 
and trained family law attorney will meet with the parties 
and their attorneys to try and reach a settlement on all 
issues. In many counties mediation is mandatory. However, 
the decisions made at mediation are not binding unless 
the parties reach an agreement at mediation and sign the 
agreement. It is critical to be fully prepared for mediation as 
if we are going to trial. The forum is not as formal as a trial 
and the evidence will be presented through you as opposed 
to witnesses at a trial.

Settlement Conference. In many counties a Settlement 
Conference is the fi nal step in the legal process before 
trial. Mediation has usually already been attempted 
by the parties and proven unsuccessful. The parties and 
attorneys will again appear before the court and the court 
will try to resolve any outstanding issues at that time. If the 
parties have resolved all of their differences at or before 
this conference, a settlement can be placed on the record 
(or Judgment entered). Most cases settle without the need 
for a trial. However, if there are remaining disputes that 
cannot be resolved and settled, the court will schedule a 
trial date.

Trial. A trial is your “evidentiary hearing” before the judge 
on all issues. It is at this time that we will present testimony and 
evidence to the court regarding the custody and parenting 

CHILD CUSTODY:
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of your child, if this has not been previously resolved. Many 
of the documents obtained through discovery and witnesses 
identifi ed will be presented to support your position. At the 
conclusion of the trial, the court will issue its opinion that 
will result in a fi nal Judgment.

You must attend each of the scheduled hearings outlined 
above unless advised by me that your attendance is not 
necessary.

B. Discovery and Document Collection

Throughout the pendency of your divorce action, both you 
and your spouse have the opportunity to collect information 
that is relevant and important in deciding the issues of 
custody and parenting time. We may obtain information 
from your spouse by submitting interrogatories or by the 
taking of depositions.

Interrogatories are written questions that are submitted to the 
opposing party to obtain information. In custody disputes, 
we often submit interrogatories to the other spouse asking a 
number of questions concerning that spouse’s involvement 
with the minor child. Some of the questions that we often 
ask include the following:

• Do you consider yourself the primary guide/teacher of 
your child? If so, please state: 
a. Describe, in detail, the physical skills you taught 

your child and how these skills were taught. 
b. Describe the physical methods you use on a regular 

basis to discipline your child. 
c. Describe any other methods you use to discipline 

your child. 
d. Give the names, addresses and current telephone 

numbers of three (3) people, other than immediate 
family members or relatives, who have observed 
your disciplinary methods. 

e. Give the names, addresses and current telephone 
numbers of the physicians consulted in the past 
three (3) years regarding the physical/mental 
health of your child. 

• Have you discussed this custody action with your child? 
If so, please state: 
a. The precise words you used to describe your 

spouse. 
b. Whether or not you blamed your spouse for the 

custody action. 
c. Whether or not you have discussed the custody 

action with another person, or persons, in the 
presence of the minor child and give that person’s 
name(s), address(es), current telephone number(s) 
and their relationship to you. 

d. Whether or not you have cried during discussions 
of the custody action with your child or with another 
person(s) in the presence of your child. 

e. Whether or not you have become angry during 
discussions of the custody action with your child 
or with another person(s) in the presence of your 
child. 

f. Whether you have broken or thrown anything in 
anger during discussions of the custody action in 
the presence of your child. 

g. Whether you have changed the locks on your 
residence to prevent your spouse from being with 
the child. 

h. Whether you have had your phone number unlisted 
since the divorce action and if so, please give the 
date your telephone number became unlisted. 

i. If you have changed locks on your residence and/
or had your telephone number unlisted, state the 
means by which you have arranged communication 
between your child and your spouse. 

j. How you have ensured continued communication 
between your child and the other parent’s family 
since the commencement of this action to the date 
of these interrogatories. 

k. If you have consulted a child psychologist 
regarding the custody action and have had the 
child interviewed by said psychologist, please state 
the name, address and telephone number and the 
date(s) consulted. 

I. Whether you have struck or otherwise physically 
attacked your spouse in the presence of the child 
and describe the nature and consequence of any 
and all such action(s). 

• Please set forth each and every reason you claim you 
are entitled to custody of the minor child and with 
respect to each reason, identify all circumstances to 
support such reason. 

• If you work out of the home, what days and hours do 
you work?

• Do you feel your spouse is a good parent? What are 
his/her strengths? What are his/her weaknesses? 

By obtaining the answers to these and other interrogatories 
under oath, we can determine your spouse’s position 
on many of the relevant factors that will be involved in 
determining who should have custody of your child. Please 
also understand, however, that interrogatories may also be 
submitted to you, and that you may very well be required 
to answer similar questions. If interrogatories are submitted, 
we will forward them to you for your initial review. We will 
then work very closely with you in developing appropriate 
answers to those interrogatories, which accurately and 
succinctly outline your position in response thereto.

It may also be necessary to take depositions. A deposition 
is an opportunity for an attorney to question, under oath, 
before a court reporter, a party or witness that is involved 
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in a court proceeding. We may very well therefore, wish 
to take the deposition of your spouse. This will permit me 
to question your spouse concerning such issues as his/
her involvement with your child and also his/her position 
regarding your involvement with the child. Depositions are 
often very important as it permits us to evaluate how effective 
your spouse will be as a witness if the matter proceeds to 
trial. Again, you may also be required to give a deposition. 
If that is necessary, we will work closely with you to prepare 
for the deposition, so that you will know in advance what 
we feel will be the subject matter of the questions that will 
be presented to you.

It may also be important for you to obtain documentation 
in support of your case. Such documentation could include 
medical records in your possession, notes from your spouse, 
notes from teachers, etc. It is essential that you should not 
delay in collecting such information since documents can 
become lost or destroyed by mistake or accident. Sometimes, 
documents are even intentionally destroyed.

We will also be calling upon you to assist us in developing 
a Witness List. Although the testimony of you and your 
spouse will probably be the most important testimony that 
is presented to the court, it is often required that other 
witnesses testify. This may include the testimony of relatives, 
health care providers, educators, etc. You should already 
be thinking about putting together a list of people who have 
personal knowledge of your parental involvement. This 
would include individuals who have actually been present 
and observed how you parent your child. This could include 
family members, teachers, coaches, neighbors, friends, 
counselors, priests/ministers, etc.

C. Best Interest Factors 

The primary area of disagreement between parties that we 
will be most concerned with is about “physical” custody. 
“Physical” custody involves decisions about where the child 
will primarily reside, while “legal” custody involves the right 
to be informed in and make important decisions regarding 
your child, such as medical and educational. At this time we 
will be addressing custody as it relates to “physical” custody 
only. Legal custody, which is usually jointly awarded, will 
be discussed later in this letter.

If we are not able to resolve the issue of custody, and 
the matter proceeds to trial, the court will be required to 
determine who should be the primary physical custodian of 
your child. In doing so, the court will make a determination 
as to what is in the best interest of your child. In making 
its decision, the court must apply twelve elements, which 
we will refer to as the Child Custody Act Factors. Those 
factors, which are contained in the Child Custody Act, are 
as follows: 

• The love, affection and other emotional ties existing 

between the parties involved and the child.

• The capacity and disposition of the parties to give the 
child love, affection, and guidance and continuation of 
the educating and raising of the child in it’s religion or 
creed, if any. 

• The capacity and disposition of the parties involved to 
provide the child with food, clothing, medical care or 
other remedial care recognized and permitted under 
the laws of this state in place of medical care, and other 
material needs. 

• The length of time the child has lived in a stable, 
satisfactory environment, and the desirability of 
maintaining continuity. 

• The permanence, as a family unit, of the existing or 
proposed custodial home or homes. 

• The moral fi tness of the parties involved. 

• The mental and physical health of the parties involved. 

• The home, school and community record of the child. 

• The reasonable preference of the child, if the court 
deems the child to be of suffi cient age to express 
preference. 

• The willingness and ability of each of the parents to 
facilitate and encourage a close and continuing parent-
child relationship between the child and the other 
parent. 

• Domestic violence, regardless of whether the violence 
was directed against or witnessed by the child. 

• Any other factor considered by the court to be relevant 
to a particular child custody dispute.

It is imperative that we carefully review each of these factors 
as they apply to your situation. If your case goes to trial, 
the judge will review each of these factors based upon the 
evidence presented, and either award the factor in your 
favor or your spouse’s favor, or fi nd that the factor is in 
neither party’s favor. I would therefore like to briefl y review 
with you some of the facts that we may wish to consider in 
support of each factor:

a. The love, affection and other emotional ties existing 
between the parties involved and the child. In most 
cases, both parties love the child or they wouldn’t be 
fi ghting for custody. However, it is still important to 
present to the court your opinion as to which parent 
is more closely bonded to the child. Of course, this 
opinion must be supported with suffi cient facts. Thus, it 
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will be important to tell the court such things as which 
parent is primarily responsible for preparing the child’s 
meals, washing his/her clothes, taking him/her to 
activities. It is also important to be able to present to 
the court how well you know your child. What are his/
her likes and dislikes? What makes your child happy? 
What makes your child sad? How much time do you 
and your spouse each spend with your child? Please 
also understand that in a traditional family, usually one 
parent works outside of the home more than the other. 
Courts will not hold that against the working parent. 

b. The capacity and disposition of the parties to 
give the child love, affection, and guidance and 
continuation of the educating and raising of the 
child in it’s religion or creed, if any. Many of the 
same facts to support factor (a) above will also be used 
to support factor (b). Additionally, it will be important 
for the court to know who generally takes the child to 
doctor appointments. Who cares for the child in the 
middle of the night when the child is sick? How do you 
discipline your child? Which parent spends more time 
with the child helping with his/her homework? Is your 
child being raised in a specifi c religion? If so, which 
parent takes the child to Church? 

c. The capacity and disposition of the parties 
involved to provide the child with food, clothing, 
medical care or other remedial care recognized 
and permitted under the laws of this state in place 
of medical care, and other material needs. Again, 
there is a signifi cant amount of overlap regarding the 
facts to be presented in support of factors (a) and (b). 
In addition, however, in determining factor (c), each 
parent’s earning capacity will be presented to the 
court. If you are not working outside of the home, will 
you do so after the divorce is completed? If so, what 
daycare arrangements will be made for the child? Who 
will arrange for the daycare? Does your child have any 
special needs? If so, who is generally responsible for 
providing those special needs? 

d. The length of time the child has lived in a stable, 
satisfactory environment, and the desirability of 
maintaining continuity. In many cases, the parties 
have lived together with the minor child up to the time of 
trial, when a divorce will be granted. In such instances, 
this factor will by necessity not be awarded to either 
party. However, if the parents have lived apart for any 
appreciable length of time, then it will be important to 
specifi cally describe the home in which the child has 
been living. It may also be important to establish if you 
will be keeping the marital home, and whether your 
spouse will be moving out. It could be deemed to your 
benefi t if you could remain in the marital home and 
the child could continue living with you in the same 
environment. This will permit the child to continue not 

only living in the same house, but also to remain in the 
same school district, keep his/her same friends, etc. 

e. The permanence, as a family unit, of the existing 
or proposed custodial home or homes. Again, 
there is a considerable amount of overlap necessary to 
support this factor, that was also presented to support 
factor (d). In addition, if your spouse will be moving 
from the marital home, where will his/her new home 
be located? What will the environment be in this new 
home? Are you or your spouse involved in a new 
romantic relationship? If so, are there any plans of 
remarriage? If remarriage is a possibility, how will this 
affect your child? 

f. The moral fi tness of the parties involved. There 
are many facts that can establish the moral fi tness of 
a party. This would include such things as alcohol or 
drug abuse; gambling problems; physical or sexual 
abuse of a child; spousal abuse; as well as criminal 
convictions. Often the issue of extramarital affairs 
comes up in evaluating this factor. Many people 
believe that because their spouse has been involved in 
an extramarital affair, this will be held against them in 
determining this factor. However, our Supreme Court 
has determined that this factor evaluates the parties’ 
moral fi tness only as it relates to how that party will 
function as a parent. Therefore, if it is determined that 
a spouse’s extramarital affair did not have an adverse 
effect on his/her ability to raise the child, then it will not 
be held against that party. 

g. The mental and physical health of the parties 
involved. It is important to know the medical history, 
both physical and psychological, of both you and your 
spouse. It is therefore important for you to disclose to us 
any problems you may have had in the past relating to 
physical or psychological problems. Some of our clients 
in the past have been afraid that it will be held against 
them if they previously sought treatment for depression, 
anxiety, etc., by a psychiatrist or psychologist. This is 
generally not the case. Many people who go through 
bad marriages seek such treatment and are often 
prescribed anti-depressants, tranquilizers, etc. If that is 
your situation, please let us know immediately. Quite 
likely we will try to emphasize this as a positive in your 
case. We will argue that you recognized that you had 
a problem, which is quite likely very temporary, and 
sought an immediate solution to the problem by seeking 
appropriate treatment. Sometimes however, a parent 
may have a very serious mental condition which can 
have a long range effect on the parenting of the child. 
This must be brought to our attention immediately if it 
exists in your case. 

h. The home, school and community record of the 
child. It will be important to establish the complete 
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school record of your child. This would include not 
only the academic record, but also their attendance. 
Additionally, it will be important to establish the 
extracurricular activities of the child, which could 
include a myriad of after school activities including 
athletics. It will also be important to present to the court 
the involvement of each parent concerning the school 
and extracurricular activities. 

i. The reasonable preference of the child, if the court 
deems the child to be of suffi cient age to express 
preference. If your child is deemed to be of a suffi cient 
age to express who he/she would like to live with, then 
the court will make an inquiry of that child. The inquiry 
will however, be made in private, generally only in the 
presence of the judge and the court reporter. By law, 
the judge can only question your child as to his/her 
preference of where he/she wishes to live. The judge 
cannot go into other matters. 

 Many of our clients are under the misconception 
that when a child attains a certain age (commonly 
believed to be 12 years of age), then the child may 
categorically determine where he/she will live. This is 
defi nitely not the case. A child does not have the legal 
right to make this decision. However, it still must be 
emphasized that the older the child becomes, the more 
important the preference. For instance, many courts 
will give a tremendous amount of weight to a child 
who is 16 or 17 years of age when they indicate their 
preference. If, however, that child’s preference is based 
upon inappropriate conduct by the other parent (e.g., 
promising gifts to persuade a child), then the court may 
likely reject that preference. This could occur in cases 
of parental alienation or when one parent basically 
promises the child that they can do anything they wish if 
they indicate their preference to live with that parent. 

j. The willingness and ability of each of the parents 
to facilitate and encourage a close and continuing 
parent-child relationship between the child and 
the other parent. You must remember that a custody 
action is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Even if 
physical custody is awarded to you, your spouse will 
still be permitted an active involvement with your child. 
An appropriate parenting time schedule will thus need 
to be fashioned for the non-custodial parent. You should 
be thinking about what you feel an appropriate schedule 
would be. Ten or fi fteen years ago it was quite common 
for the non-custodial parent to be awarded every other 
weekend (Friday evening to Sunday evening) and 
Wednesday evening for dinner. Additionally, the non-
custodial parent would be awarded alternate holidays 
and two weeks in the Summer. Today however, courts 
are far more liberal in their parenting time awards for 
non-custodial parents. Most experts believe that it is 
important for children to have signifi cant exposure to 

both parents. It is therefore important for you to take the 
position that you are willing to facilitate and encourage 
a continuing and close relationship between your child 
and your spouse, even if awarded physical custody. 

k. Domestic violence, regardless of whether the 
violence was directed against or witnessed by 
the child. Have there been any incidents of domestic 
violence? This would include incidents that are reported 
to the police as well as those that have not. If incidents 
have been reported to the police, we will wish to 
have copies of the police reports. If the incident was 
not reported to the local police, then we will need a 
detailed summary of the occurrence. This should also 
include any witnesses to the incident. If the incident was 
witnessed by your child, we will wish to be advised of 
your impressions regarding the impact the incident has 
had upon your child. 

l. Any other factor considered by the court to be 
relevant to a particular child custody dispute. If 
there is any other matter that you feel is crucial to your 
case, but does not seem to fi t one of the factors above, 
this still can be presented to the court. It is important that 
you discuss with us any other factor you feel is important 
to your case. We will then make a determination as to 
whether we feel it is pertinent to the presentation of 
your case. 

It is imperative that we carefully review each of these factors 
as they apply to your situation, so that we can effi ciently 
conduct discovery as to the relevant factors in a timely 
manner. The court will listen to all of the evidence that is 
presented to it regarding each of the factors. It will then 
determine, by weighing all of these factors, what is in the 
best interests of your child regarding the award of custody. 

You should also understand that before the court will 
conduct an analysis of the Child Custody Act Factors, it 
must fi rst determine if there is an “established custodial 
environment.” A custodial environment is established 
over an appreciable time your child naturally looks to the 
custodian in that environment for guidance, discipline, the 
necessities of life and parental comfort. This is very crucial 
if parties have been living apart for any length of time, 
or after physical custody has previously been awarded to 
one party or the other. If there is an established custodial 
environment with either parent, it will change the burden 
of what must be demonstrated to the court on the Child 
Custody Act Factors. Once the court has determined that 
a custodial environment has been established, if a change 
is requested, it must be shown by “clear and convincing 
evidence” that it is in the best interests of the child that custody 
be changed. If an “established custodial environment” has 
not been established, then the burden of proof is merely a 
preponderance of the evidence. This is better illustrated by 
visualizing the scales of justice. A preponderance of the 
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evidence simply means that the scales must be tipped very 
slightly in one party’s favor in order to prevail. Clear and 
convincing evidence, on the other hand, would indicate that 
the scales must be tipped much higher on one party’s side 
in order to prevail. The law requires this higher incidence 
of proof because it does not favor constant changing of 
custody of a child. 

Sometimes psychological evaluations are conducted to 
assist the court in a custody dispute. This could be done 
pursuant to the agreement of the parties, or the court could 
order this on its own initiative. A psychological custody 
evaluation is done by a child psychologist who has the 
necessary skills and experience concerning these matters. 
The chosen psychologist may contribute an important 
service to the court by providing competent, objective, 
impartial information in assessing the best interests of the 
child. These evaluations are usually extremely thorough, 
and would include individual evaluations of the parents 
and children involved, as well as psychological testing. At 
the completion of the evaluation, the psychologist will make 
a recommendation regarding the issue of custody, after 
applying the facts of the case to each of the Child Custody 
Act Factors. Psychological evaluations are often very useful, 
but can be extremely expensive. However, the results of a 
psychological evaluation can often be extremely supportive 
of the party recommended by the psychologist to receive 
custody. One must always, therefore, be extremely cautious 
before voluntarily agreeing to a psychological evaluation. 

Keep in mind, as a result of your pending divorce, the 
decisions relating to the custody (both legal and physical) 
and parenting arrangements of your child will require 
a restructuring of both parents’ parental rights and 
responsibilities. Short of a complete agreement between 
you and your spouse regarding this restructuring, the court 
will be left with making these very diffi cult and complex 
decisions by application of the Child Custody Act Factors 
discussed above. That is why it is so critical for you to 
obtain and provide us as much information as possible. By 
presenting a clear picture early on, we can greatly assist you 
in the course of action that you should take regarding these 
important issues relating to your child. Remember, litigation 
which involves the custody of your child is extremely serious, 
and should only be entertained if you feel an appropriate 
agreement cannot otherwise be entered into with your spouse. 

I would like to touch upon the issue of legal custody, which 
I briefl y discussed earlier in this letter. Generally, courts 
prefer to award joint legal custody. However, it may not be 
awarded if there are signifi cant problems of communication 
between you and your spouse which would make such an 
award impractical. As joint legal custodians, both parents 
are jointly authorized to decide, and are responsible for 
jointly deciding and providing for, the major decisions 
affecting the welfare of the child. Both parents must conduct 
themselves at all times with the best interests of the child 
foremost in their consideration and must communicate with 
one another on a regular basis to enhance and foster the 
child’s best interests. Joint legal custody requires that the 
parents consult with one another and attempt to agree 
before major decisions are made affecting the child’s 
health, education, welfare, enrichment activities, camp 
and travel. It does not require the parents to come to an 
agreement regarding routine matters when the child is with 
that respective parent. It also permits each of the parents 
who have joint legal custody to be regularly informed about 
school, extracurricular and other enrichment activities of the 
child, and to be provided an opportunity to attend all such 
activities.

In conclusion, I hope that this letter answers many of your 
questions and gives you a better understanding of the 
process surrounding custody litigation. I am a/so certain 
that after reading this letter you will have several new 
questions. Please take the time to write them down so that 
we may discuss them at a later date. There is still more 
information that I will need to pass on to you as we proceed 
through this process. I do not, however, want you to feel 
overwhelmed. You already have a great deal of stress in 
your life as a result of the divorce. However, by keeping 
you informed, we can prevent this process from being an 
additional stress in your life. 

Please contact me upon receipt of this letter so that we can 
schedule our next appointment to formulate our plan as it 
relates to the issue of custody of your child.

Sincerely, 

Your attorney
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MEET YOUR FAMILY PSYCHOLOGIST:
THE ROLES OF A PSYCHOLOGIST 
IN DIVORCE

BY DANIEL H. SWERDLOW-FREED, PH.D., P.C.

What is a psychologist? A doctoral-level psychologist is a 
professional who has completed post-graduate university 
education in the fi eld of psychology and is licensed by the 
State to diagnose and treat a full range of psychological 
problems. During their graduate training, psychologists 
extensively study normal and abnormal human behavior, 
human development across the life span, and various 
methods used to diagnose and treat psychological 
problems. 

Clinical psychologists receive specialized training in a 
variety of “talk therapy” procedures and clinical evaluation. 
Upon completion of their doctoral studies they can provide 
individual, marital, group, and/or family therapy. Forensic 
psychologists apply specialized psychological methods 
and principles to legal matters, advising courts, attorneys 
and parents on custody and parenting time issues. 

In Michigan, doctoral-level psychologists (i.e., those 
possessing a Ph.D., Psy.D. or Ed. D.) are licensed to 
practice independently, while those with a Master’s degree 
are required to practice under the supervision of a doctoral-
level psychologist and are not licensed to independently 
diagnose or treat people with mental health problems. 
While doctoral-level psychologists are “doctors,” they 
function differently from psychiatrists. Psychiatrists initially 
attend medical school where they are trained to practice 
general medicine. After receiving their medical degree 
(i.e., M.D. or D.O.), they complete a residency program in 
psychiatry, where the primary focus is on using medication 
to treat psychological problems. 

What services does a psychologist provide in divorce 
and child custody cases? The function of a psychologist 
in divorce and contested child custody matters varies from 
case to case, and the remainder of this article discusses the 
most common roles. 

Adults and children experience divorce as a time of 
great uncertainty and instability, and they can easily feel 
overwhelmed or immobilized by the upheaval it causes. 
Emotions run very high, and some people can barely 
cope with the demands of this situation. Attorneys who 
are attuned to the psychological diffi culties engendered by 
divorce may refer their client to a psychologist who can 
help them navigate and survive this transition and get their 
life back on an even keel. 

It is not uncommon for a parent to enter therapy or counseling 
during a divorce. The terms ‘therapy’ and ‘counseling,’ 
which are often used interchangeably, refer to the general 
procedure of examining one’s thoughts, feelings, behavior, 
or relationships to identify existing problems, and formulate 
strategies to resolve them. One way to think of therapy is as 
a discussion between two people, where the psychologist 
– therapist has specialized knowledge and uses techniques 
that enable clients to solve problems, improve adjustment, 
and derive more pleasure and satisfaction from life. 

One truism of divorce is that it changes the lives of the entire 
family. Whether life after divorce will be better or worse 
depends on many different factors that may be the subject 
of discussion in therapy. Adults and children involved in 
divorce may encounter a variety of problems ranging from 
immediate, intense distress to anxiety about the future. 
Adults, for example, may feel inordinately vulnerable about 
the impact of an impending separation and anxious about 
the future. They may fi nd it useful to have a psychologist 
help them address these concerns and identify how to best 
cope with them. Some adults are unexpectedly confronted 
with divorce and feel their entire world has fallen apart, 
and these individuals may fi nd useful the support and 
reassurance a psychologist offers to help them regain their 
emotional equilibrium. 

Regardless of the reason for divorce, each adult must learn to 
cooperate with their former spouse, especially around issues 
involving their child, which includes shielding the child from 
parental confl ict. Also, parents must remain focused on their 
child’s physical, emotional and psychological needs, which 
is not necessarily easy when the parent is going through this 
major life change. 

Parents worry about the impact of divorce on their children 
and many are concerned that divorce will ruin their child’s 
chance of having a happy, normal life. They often fi nd it 
helpful to discuss the steps they can take to provide their 
children with the love and support needed to help them 
navigate this major life change. While the literature on 
divorce shows that many children survive this ordeal without 
developing life-long scars, some children do develop 
emotional or behavior problems in response to the stress of 
divorce, and these children may benefi t from therapy.1

Some adults going through divorce may already have a 
clear idea of what they hope to accomplish through therapy, 
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while others may need assistance to identify the precise 
cause of their anxiety and how to address this problem. 
Some, who are apprehensive about divorce, do perceive 
their marriage as intolerable and want to terminate it, but 
worry about whether this will lead to life-long problems 
for their children. Often, these individuals fi nd it helpful to 
discuss these concerns with a psychologist and determine 
what effective steps can be taken to deal with them. Other 
adults may have already decided to proceed with divorce 
and fi nd it helpful to explore with a psychologist how to 
personally manage this stressful experience, provide support 
to their child while the divorce is pending, and deal with 
a soon-to-be ex-spouse. Most psychologists that provide 
therapy have broad training and can provide assistance in 
stress and anger management, confl ict resolution, relaxation 
training, or other areas of diffi culty. 

Parenting skill training is another area where psychologists 
provide valuable service. Parenting is a challenging job, and 
there is no formal training that prepares us to raise children. 
Often, parents refer to their own childhood for ideas about 
how to raise their child, and in some cases this can be 
an effective strategy. Psychologists who work with children 
are knowledgeable about various parenting strategies and 
methods of discipline, and which ones are most or least 
effective. They will also know how children of different ages 
respond to divorce and effective steps parents can take to 
protect their children from being excessively harmed by this 
experience. Parenting skills can be taught by working with 
the entire family in family therapy, or by meeting individually 
with one parent to focus on that person’s unique concerns. 
During divorce one common goal is to identify strategies for 
providing the child with adequate love and nurturing, while 
at the same time making sure that the parent is able to get 
his/her emotional and psychological needs met. 

Forensic psychologists 
are used in the court 
system to provide 
c o m p r e h e n s i v e 
studies, called child 
custody evaluations, 
of families when 
the parents cannot 
resolve the important 
decision of where a 
child should live after 
the divorce. These 
evaluations provide 
detailed information 
about each parent’s 
personality and 
parenting style, the 
child’s personality and 
special needs, each 
parent’s ability to meet 
their child’s needs, 

and the family’s unique circumstance. Psychologists who 
provide child custody evaluations perform a very different 
function than those who therapy to a child, adult or family, 
and it is important for parents to understand this difference.2 
If a parent is ordered to undergo a child custody evaluation, 
it is imperative to discuss with the attorney how to prepare 
for this meeting to assist the examiner in obtaining the most 
useful and relevant information.3

While a parent has a legal right to be involved in his/
her child’s life, it is sometimes alleged in child custody 
disputes that a parent is unfi t or that the child is unsafe 
under that parent’s care. When this specifi c claim is raised, 
the court may direct the accused parent to undergo a “risk 
assessment” to determine the veracity of the allegation. In 
this circumstance the psychologist conducts a comprehensive 
evaluation to determine if a parent has a psychological, 
drug or substance abuse problem, a personality disorder 
or pattern of behavior that places the child at risk of harm, 
or if there are other factors in the parent-child relationship 
that create a risk of harm. Harm may result from direct or 
indirect actions such as physical, sexual, emotional, or 
psychological abuse, or from neglect and inattention. 

Psychologists can also help parents resolve disagreements 
about custody and parenting time through informal 
mediation. This can be a cost-effective alternative to a 
child custody evaluation, particularly where parents are 
reasonably cooperative and there are no serious allegations 
of parental unfi tness. A psychologist-mediator typically 
meets with the parents, together and/or separately, and 
perhaps with the child, depending on the circumstances. In 
this setting, the psychologist can provide information about 
divorce and its effect on children, potential custody and 
parenting time arrangements and the importance of parents 
working together around issues involving their child. The 
goal is to help the parents develop a living arrangement 
that is appropriate to their child’s age and developmental 
needs, while enabling the child to maintain a positive, 
healthy emotional bond with both the mother and father.

For parents who have chronic diffi culty with each other 
after divorce, such as extensive litigation or serious verbal 
altercations or physical struggles in the presence of 
their children, the court may order them to work with a 
psychologist who is designated as “Parenting Coordinator.” 
Parenting coordination is an alternative dispute resolution 
intervention specifi cally designed for high-confl ict, post-
divorce families who repeatedly engage in litigation over 
parenting issues which the court system is not equipped 
to resolve. While some lawyers may serve as Parenting 
Coordinators, most are psychologists because this role 
usually requires specialized skills and knowledge that 
falls into the mental health domain. The main functions of 
Parenting Coordinators are to assist divorced parents to 
effectively communicate and cooperate with one another, 
to follow the court’s directives regarding parenting time and 
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joint decision-making and to manage and resolve disputes 
as they arise so they do not harm the child. 

A Parenting Coordinator is often authorized by the Court to 
make recommendations and/or fi nal decisions regarding 
prescribed issues, when parents are unable to resolve 
disagreements on their own. Some disputed issues that a 
Parenting Coordinator commonly deals with include drop 
off and pick up times, vacation schedules, extracurricular 
activities, whether or not a child should be enrolled in 
therapy or the nature and frequency of contact with each 
parent when the child is residing with the other parent. 
While each family’s circumstance may differ, the disputes 
that most commonly lead to appointment of a Parenting 
Coordinator include allegations that a parent is blocking the 
child’s contact with the other parent; that a parent is trying 
to alienate the child from the other parent; that a parent is 
verbally or emotionally abusing the other parent or engaging 
in inappropriate behavior in front of the child. Additionally, 
if either parent is exercising impaired judgment or poor 
impulse control, or is displaying a pattern of not cooperating 
with the other parent, a Parenting Coordinator may be 
appointed to monitor the situation and intervene as needed. 

Psychologists offer a variety of services to parents and 
children that experience divorce. They provide individual 
and family therapy, educate parents about a child’s 

developmental and post-divorce needs, help parents 
develop or improve their parenting skills, provide court-
ordered evaluations, and serve as mediators or Parenting 
Coordinators. Each of these roles requires a great deal of 
training, skill and specialized knowledge and by working 
with their attorney, parents should be able to identify if the 
services of a psychologist are required and, if so, for what 
purpose. 

Daniel H. Swerdlow-Freed, Ph.D. is a clinical and forensic 
psychologist. His forensic practice is devoted to conducting 
child custody evaluations and evaluations in criminal and 
other civil matters, serving as Parenting Coordinator, and 
providing therapy to adolescents and adults, particularly 
those who have experienced divorce.

Endnotes

1. See, “When Your Child Needs Therapy,” at drswerdlow-
freed.com. Click the “Therapy Articles” link to access 
this article. 

2. See, “Clinical and Forensic Role Confl icts,” at 
drswerdlow-freed.com. Click the “Forensic Articles” 
link to access this article. 

3. See, Swerdlow-Freed, Daniel H. (2006). How to 
Prepare Your Client for a Child Custody Evaluation. 
Michigan Family Law Journal, Special Issue, 55-57.
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MEET YOUR BUSINESS APPRAISER/
FINANCIAL EXPERT

BY JOSEPH W. CUNNINGHAM, JDJ CPA
PLANTE & MORAN, PLLC 

When your attorney explains the divorce process and 
reviews what is usually involved, he or she may indicate 
the need to employ the services of a business appraiser 
and/or a fi nancial expert. Even though divorce is a legal 
matter, there are several tax, valuation, and fi nancial issues 
involved in many divorces. 

Most family law fi nancial experts are qualifi ed to value 
a business or professional practice owned by one of the 
spouses. However, there are numerous other ways that some 
fi nancial experts serve divorce lawyers and their clients. 

The following presents information on these services, and 
on selecting and hiring an appropriate divorce fi nancial 
specialist for your case. 

Valuation of Business or 
Professional Practice

As noted above, fi nancial specialists are most often needed 
to value a spouse’s interest in a closely held business or 
professional practice (in this article, both will be referred 
to by the word “business”). If one or both spouses own an 
interest in a business, it is necessary to value the business 
the same as it is to value the family residence and other 
marital assets. 

The valuation of a business generally requires an analysis 
performed by a qualifi ed business appraiser. Business 
appraisers are generally certifi ed by an organization which 
requires considerable training and successful completion of 
a comprehensive examination. Such organizations include 
the American Society of Appraisers, the American Institute 
of CPA’s, the National Association of Certifi ed Valuation 
Analysts, and others. 

Thus, if there is a business involved in your divorce, your 
attorney will need to engage the services of a qualifi ed 
business appraiser. If you are the owner of the business, the 
appraiser will want to meet with you after reviewing various 
information concerning the business, including prior years’ 
fi nancial statements and tax returns. The expert will want 
your input concerning the background of the business, its 
current operations, and the outlook for the future. 

If your spouse owns a business, you should talk to the 
expert if you are aware of certain aspects of the company 

you believe should be brought to the expert’s attention. If 
you are aware of any irregular accounting practices (e.g. 
not reporting cash income), you should bring them to the 
attention of your attorney who can then decide how to 
communicate the information to the expert. 

You and your attorney should decide whether to ask the 
expert to do a preliminary valuation, perhaps as a draft, for 
your review prior to the issuance of a fi nal valuation report. 
That will provide you the opportunity to ask questions about 
how various factors were taken into account and other 
aspects of the appraiser’s analysis. 

Menu of Other Services Offered
by Some Divorce/Tax Specialists

As noted above, there are numerous ways some divorce 
tax/fi nancial specialists can be of service in addition to 
valuing a business. These are summarized below. 

Assist in Discovery Process – The expert can help your 
attorney select the appropriate fi nancial, tax, and related 
documents to request in the discovery phase of a case. This is 
important since the expert knows the information necessary 
to perform his or her services. Because discovery occurs at 
the beginning of a case, it is advisable to hire the expert at an 
early stage to ensure the appropriate information is obtained. 

Perform “Forensic Accounting” – Sometimes a spouse 
owning a business may under report income or overstate 
deductions. Either way, the result is lower reported net 
profi ts and, in turn, a lower value for the business since 
most are valued based on their earnings. This means the 
spouse not owning the business will receive less of other 
assets to offset the business value. 

In such situations, “forensic” accounting services can be used 
to reveal unreported income and/or undisclosed assets. At 
my fi rm, we have four Certifi ed Fraud Examiners who we 
call on if it is suspected the “books have been cooked.” In 
such cases, it is advisable to hire an expert who has forensic 
accounting training or has access to specialists who do. 

Thus, if you suspect your spouse has under-reported income 
or has padded the business expense account with personal 
expenses, inform your lawyer and ask whether the forensic 
accounting services are necessary. 
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Critique Opposing Analysis – A valuable service of 
your business appraiser is to review the valuation analysis 
performed by the expert working on behalf of your spouse. 
In doing so, he or she will identify areas of difference and 
suggest approaches to resolving them to facilitate a possible 
settlement. 

And, if necessary, your valuation expert will prepare a 
written critique presenting the particular areas in which he 
or she believes the other expert’s analysis is fl awed. 

Calculate an Equitable Award Claim – In some cases, 
one spouse makes fi nancial and other sacrifi ces to enable 
the other to pursue a professional education (e.g. med 
school) and professional training (e.g. residency). This is 
generally done with the expectation the family unit will later 
benefi t from the earnings of the medical practice. But, if 
a divorce occurs before the practice is fully established, 
the sacrifi ces will not have been repaid. There is a general 
framework based on a Michigan case by which an amount 
is calculated to reimburse a spouse for sacrifi ces, etc. not 
yet repaid by sharing in earnings from the medical (or 
law, accounting, architectural, etc.) practice. Some divorce 
fi nancial specialists have expertise calculating these 
equitable awards. If you need this service, make sure your 
expert has experience doing so and is familiar with the 
relevant Michigan cases. 

Compile Marital Estate – Some divorce fi nancial 
specialists have expertise in compiling, valuing, and “tax 
affecting” the marital estate summary. This often includes 
calculation of the “separate” and “marital” property shares 
pursuant to Michigan Court of Appeals rulings on “active” 
vs. “passive” appreciation in value of property owned by 
you or your spouse before marriage (or received by gift or 
inheritance during marriage). It also includes the valuation 
of executive and retirement benefi ts (see below). 

Value/Divide Benefi ts – Some fi nancial specialists have 
the expertise to analyze, value, and assist in dividing 

pensions, 401(k) accounts, stock options, IRAs, etc. This 
is particularly important if you or your spouse works at a 
company providing an array of different benefi ts, some of 
which may be unfamiliar to your attorney. 

Assess Needs of Client – If necessary, your expert can 
help assess your or your spouse’s short-term and long-
term fi nancial needs. This information is helpful both in 
considering alimony and in structuring the settlement to 
accommodate such needs to the extent possible. 

Determine Income for Support – As a companion service 
to valuing a business, the appraiser can also determine 
the owner spouse’s income available for alimony and/or 
child support. This can be diffi cult for the attorney to do 
if a closely held business and/or investment partnerships 
interests are involved. 

Develop “Tax Smart” Property Settlement Proposals 
– Perhaps the most valuable services some fi nancial expert 
provide is development of one or more settlement proposals 
while (1) avoiding tax problems and (2) taking advantage 
of benefi cial tax provisions. If your expert is a divorce tax 
specialist and experienced in divorce settlements, he or she 
can be of enormous assistance in both developing proposals 
and evaluating those submitted by your spouse’s attorney. 

Assist at Settlement Conference or Mediation – Most 
cases are settled by negotiation between attorneys or at 
mediation with the help of an experienced divorce lawyer. 
Your expert can provide valuable assistance on fi nancial 
matters in preparing for such proceedings. In many cases 
it is helpful for your expert to attend and, if not directly 
involved, to be on hand to help evaluate tax and fi nancial 
aspects of “back and forth” proposals. At a minimum, it 
is generally advisable to have your expert available for 
consultation on “telephone standby.” 

Help Prepare for Trial/Arbitration – And, in the event 
your case is not resolved by settlement negotiations or 
mediation, your expert will assist your attorney prepare 
for trial or arbitration by preparing exhibits and providing 
questions both for his or her direct testimony and for cross 
examination of the other expert. 

Selecting/Interviewing a Business 
Appraiser/Financial Expert

In some cases It is obvious that a business appraiser or 
fi nancial expert is needed for one or more of the above 
services. In others, often where there are budget constraints, 
it may not be as clear. Because the services of an expert can 
be invaluable and, in fact, necessary when dealing with 
certain issues – most notably the valuation of a business or 
professional practice – it is generally advisable to at least 
consult with a fi nancial expert regarding the cost/benefi t of 
the services in question. 
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Your attorney is probably aware of someone with the 
appropriate knowledge, skill and experience to assist you 
on the valuation, tax, and fi nancial aspects of your case 
for which expert services are required. If not, he or she will 
likely ask other experienced family law practitioners for a 
recommendation. 

In my experience, it is very helpful for you to meet with the 
expert. After all, it is your case and your money. You should 
review the expert’s resume (or “vitae”) before the meeting. 
This will indicate the expert’s professional certifi cations, 
published materials in family law journals and treatises, and 
other information indicating the expert’s areas of expertise 
and experience. 

The following are matters to considering covering in your 
meeting with the expert. 

Appropriate Knowledge, Expertise – You need, of 
course, to be assured that the expert has the appropriate 
knowledge, skill, and expertise to serve the particular needs 
of your case. You and your attorney can gain this assurance 
in one or more of the following ways: 

• Evaluate information received from the expert during 
your interview regarding his or her credentials, 
experience and specialized knowledge. 

• If you would feel more comfortable, ask for references 
so you may speak to an attorney for whom the expert 
provided services similar to those you need. 

• And, if you wish, request and review any published 
articles, treatise chapters, seminar outlines written by 
the expert on the specialty area involved. 

Availability – And, ensure that the expert will be available 
during the time frame of the case and has the capacity to 
perform his or her expert witness services in a timely manner.
 
Fees – The basis for the expert’s fees should be clearly 
established and, if the expert is engaged, should be clearly 
set forth, along with other matters, in an engagement letter/
retainer agreement. 

Compatibility – Finally, be assured that you and the expert 
are personally compatible. In other words, is this a person 
with whom you will be comfortable working? 

Staged Approach – In discussing the scope of services 
the expert will provide, particularly if you are on a “tight 
budget,” explore the possibility of the expert performing 
services on a staged basis as described above. For instance, 
if a business valuation is involved, it may be possible for a 
case to settle by using a preliminary estimated range of 
value determined by the expert. 

And if the case does not settle and the preliminary estimate 
does not resolve the business valuation issue, the business 
appraiser will then proceed to complete the valuation 
analysis and draft a report suitable for trial. Since virtually 
all of the work performed in “Phase I” is foundational to 
“Phase II”, there is little if any duplication of effort by using 
this approach in a case that does not settle on the basis of 
the preliminary estimate. 

Trial Experience – It is important to ask about the expert’s 
experience as a testifying witness, particularly in cases 
where the need for testimony is a distinct possibility. And, if 
so, it may be of considerable relevance whether the expert 
has testifi ed in the county involved and is recognized there 
for competence and integrity. 

What Matters should be Covered
when Engaging a Financial Expert?

After you have decided you need a fi nancial expert and, 
further, have made a selection, the following are checkpoints 
in engaging the expert’s services: 

If a business or professional practice is involved, the 
engagement letter should also indicate the appropriate 
standard – or measure – of value and valuation date. 

Staged Approach? – Explore the potential benefi ts of 
using a staged approach for the expert’s services. If it is 
decided to use this approach, the engagement letter should 
so refl ect. 

Serve as Consultant Initially? – Your attorney may also 
explore the merits of the expert acting in a consulting 
capacity until and if it becomes necessary for him or her 
to serve as an expert. As a consultant, his or her work 
with your attorney is protected by privilege and thus is not 
discoverable by your spouse’s lawyer. 

Conclusion

As indicated above, a business appraiser/divorce fi nancial 
expert can be of invaluable assistance during the course 
of your divorce proceedings – from the outset in helping 
with discovery to the conclusion in evaluating settlement 
proposals, or in testifying at trial. 

Whether there is a business or practice involved or not, you 
and your attorney should discuss early on the ways in which 
an experienced divorce tax/fi nancial expert might be of 
benefi t to you. Doing so will enhance the prospects for a 
fair and equitable settlement - one in which you receive full 
value for your share of the property acquired during your 
marriage.
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USE OF EX PARTE ORDERS IN 
FAMILY LAW PROCEEDINGS 
BY CARLO J. MARTINA

CARLO J. MARTINA, P.C. 

Typically, when we think about a legal issue being brought 
before the court for the purposes of securing an order 
affecting the parties’ rights, we expect the party requesting 
relief to give notice to the other party of their intention to 
have a hearing on that request. A date is scheduled for the 
parties to appear before the Friend of the Court Referee, or 
Family Court Judge; testimony is taken; evidence introduced; 
and a decision is made by the court. This method has been 
used historically to ensure that the party responding to the 
motion has notice that the other party is requesting a hearing 
before the court, learns the subject of that hearing, and has 
an opportunity to appear before the court to argue against 
the relief being sought by the moving party. Ex Parte Orders 
are a signifi cant deviation from that established practice.

The Michigan Rules of Court (MRC) provide that an Ex Parte 
Temporary or Protective Order may be entered by the court, 
without fi rst notifying the other party and without a hearing, 
so long as the court is satisfi ed, “by specifi c facts set forth 
in affi davit or verifi ed pleading that irreparable injury, loss 
or damage will result in the delay required to effect notice, 
or that notice itself will precipitate adverse action before an 
order can be issued.”

Ex Parte Orders can deal with custody, parenting time, child 
support, healthcare, and childcare issues. Typically, Ex Parte 
Orders are issued at the commencement of a proceeding. To 
obtain one, the MRC requires a Verifi ed Complaint, along 
with a Verifi ed Statement to the Friend of the Court. Together 
they must contain specifi c facts necessary to satisfy a court 
that irreparable injury, loss or damage will result unless it 
immediately enters an order prior to the other side having 
a chance to know what’s about to happen, and requesting 
a formal hearing.

Some counties require additional affi davits or certifi cations 
to the court. All will require a copy of the proposed order, 
as well as the appropriate Friend of the Court forms. The 
Ex Parte Order becomes effective upon entry, and can be 
enforced on the other party after service of the order upon 
them. Once the order has been entered, copies must be 
served immediately upon the Friend of the Court, as well as 
the other party. The order will remain in effect until modifi ed 
or superceded by a temporary or fi nal order, or until it is set 
aside, based upon the objections made by the other party. 

All courts will require language in the order notifying the 
other party served with the order; that they may fi le a 

written objection to modify or terminate the order; further, 
that their objections be fi led with the court and a copy 
served on the party who acquired the Ex Parte Order within 
14 days after they were served. If they don’t timely object, 
the Ex Parte Order will automatically become a temporary 
order. It is important to note that if a person is served with 
an Ex Parte Order, even if they timely fi le an objection, 
the Order will remain in effect until a hearing can be held 
on their objections, and it must be obeyed by the parties, 
unless a subsequent order requires otherwise. Because of 
the potentially profound effect on the other party being 
subjected to an order to which they had no opportunity to 
contest, a hearing on their timely fi led objection or motion 
will be heard within 21 days after the objection or motion 
is fi led.

While typically, orders for child support are not permitted 
to be retroactively modifi ed, that prohibition doesn’t apply 
to an Ex Parte Child Support Order if an appropriate 
objection is fi led timely. An Income Withholding Order for 
child support (which comes into effect by virtue of an Ex 
Parte Child Support Order), will take effect within 21 days 
after entry, unless an objection has been timely fi led to the 
Income Withholding Order.

Another type of Ex Parte Order is the Ex Parte Temporary 
Restraining Order. They are typically acquired by a party 
seeking to prevent the other party from doing something. A 
Temporary Restraining Order may be granted without notice 
to the other party, or their attorney, if it “clearly appears 
from specifi c facts shown by affi davit or verifi ed complaint, 
that immediate and irreparable injury, loss or damage will 
result to the applicant, from the delay in entry of the order 
... or proof that the risk of giving notice of a hearing itself, 
will precipitate adverse action before an order can be 
entered.” Ex Parte Temporary Restraining Orders require 
the applicant’s attorney to certify to the court in writing what 
efforts that attorney has made to give notice to the other 
side, or good and suffi cient reasons supporting the moving 
party’s claim that notice should not be required. 

When an attorney appears before the court seeking a 
Temporary Restraining Order, a permanent record or 
memorandum has to be made of any oral argument or 
other representation made to the court in support of the 
application. In order for a Temporary Restraining Order to 
be granted, the order must specifi cally state the date and 
time it is being issued; describe with specifi city the injury 
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sought to be prevented; why it is irreparable; why the order 
was required to be granted without notice; and, as with the 
Ex Parte Order, notice regarding their right to fi le written 
objections within 14 days of service on them.

If a request for an Ex Parte Injunction is denied, the fact 
of its denial must be written on the complaint, which is 
subsequently served on the opposing party. In that fashion, 
the opposing party is made aware of the fact that an 
Injunction has been requested, and denied.

Although the same Court Rules and law apply to all Circuit/
Family Courts in the State of Michigan, as a practical 
purpose the availability of Ex Parte Orders (including Ex 
Parte Protective/Restraining Orders) differ from county to 
county, and sometimes within each county, from judge to 
judge. Various counties describe the availability of Ex Parte 
Orders differently. (The emphasis indicated is that of the 
court, not this author.)

For example, in the Wayne County Circuit Court Friend of 
the Court Handbook, it indicates:

“Sometimes a judge will immediately enter a child 
support, parenting time, or custody order, upon the 
request of one of the parties. This happens if the judge 
is convinced that a serious need exists, or that serious 
harm may occur if the order is not entered immediately.” 

Macomb County’s description is similar: 

“Sometimes a judge will immediately enter custody, 
parenting time, or child support orders upon request of 
one of the parties. This happens if it can be shown 
to the judge that serious damage will occur if the 
other party is served with the papers before an 
order can be entered.” 

In Oakland County, it is described as follows: 

“Many divorce actions begin with a temporary court 
order. If you fi led the divorce, your attorney may prepare 
a court order indicating who will have custody, and 
perhaps what support should be paid. If you are not 
the party starting the suit, you will be served with notice 
that a suit has been fi led. You must fi nd out immediately 
what orders have been entered in your case. You may 
want to fi le a motion asking the court to change the 
orders if you are not in total agreement.” 

Washtenaw County’s Family Court Bench Book states: 

“An Ex Parte Order may be entered upon fi ling an 
affi davit or verifi ed pleading with the facts showing 
irreparable harm, loss or damage will result from 
the delay required to give notice, or that notice will 
precipitate adverse action.” 

Kent County’s Friend of the Court Handbook gives 
some insight into the rationale for granting an Ex Parte 
Order, indicating: 

“A judge will enter an Ex Parte Order without the other 
party present when the judge believes that serious harm 
will occur if the judge defers issuing any orders, until 
the opposing party has the opportunity to speak with 
the judge. Ex Parte Orders usually are intended to keep 
the situation stable until the judge can hear from both 
parties.” 

Needless to say, you will need to consult with your attorney 
not only on whether or not your presenting facts may require 
an Ex Parte Order, but also the degree to which Ex Parte 
Orders are available in your particular circuit.

The majority of times an attorney is retained to represent 
someone in a Family Court matter, although the marriage 
or relationship between the parties may be dissolving, 
there is at least a modicum of civility, respect and sense of 
responsibility. In such a case, the other side is simply served 
with a complaint which commences the action for divorce, 
separate maintenance, paternity or the like. The opposing 
party fi les their response to that complaint. A Scheduling 
Order is entered which dictates the length of time the parties 
have to share information with each other in a procedure 
called discovery. Motions may be fi led prior to the actual 
fi nal trial or hearing in the matter, to keep the case on track, 
and if the case has still not been resolved through alternative 
dispute resolution, or otherwise by mutual agreement of the 
parties, a hearing is held. There are a number of reasons 
why your attorney may seek an Ex Parte Order: 

Issues Regarding Rights And 
Responsibilities Of The Parties With 

Regard To The Children 

Children need stability. Even if the parties are still living 
together, one party may be preventing the other from 
access to their children, or they may have threatened to 
move their children to an address other than where they 
are presently living. An Ex Parte Order may be needed 
to maintain equal access to the children or to declare the 
address at which the children must reside. Where there is a 
credible threat to remove the children from the state or the 
country, an Ex Parte Restraining Order may be required. 
(Addressing threats to remove the children out of the country 
may require additional protective measures. Your attorney 
should consult with the U.S. Department of State, Offi ce of 
Children’s Issues at 202-736-9156, or go to http.//travel.
state.gov for more information.)

Where the parties are no longer cohabitating, your attorney 
may want to seek an Ex Parte Order For Child Support. 
The law requires that child support be set based upon the 
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Child Support Formula, as described in the Michigan Child 
Support Formula Manual. This temporary child support will 
be based upon the income fi gures in the Verifi ed Statement 
to the Friend of the Court, as well as other factors.

Concerns Regarding The 
Payment Of Debts

If the parties are cohabitating, and have an existing 
arrangement for the payment of debts, and one of the 
parties has threatened to refuse contribution to the payment 
of bills and customary expenses such as mortgage, electric, 
water, gas, phone, car payments or car insurance, an Ex 
Parte Order may provide for the continuation of the existing 
debt payment arrangements. One party’s unilateral actions 
to cease an existing pattern and practice for the payment 
of debts may cause damage to one or both of the parties’ 
credit, default on mortgage or lease obligations, and 
unnecessary stress and fi nancial insecurity to the children 
and parties.

Preservation Of Assets

Where a party has recently engaged in excessive 
expenditures beyond that reasonably necessary, or has 
threatened to sell or transfer an interest in property outside 
of the marital estate, or incur liens or debts not reasonably 
necessary, an Ex Parte Temporary Restraining Order 
Regarding Property may be granted to prohibit such actions. 
The courts typically require such restrictions on the use of 
assets and/or incursion of debts, to be mutual.

Health And Life Insurance Coverage And 
Preservation Of Employment Benefi ts

Until some other arrangements are made, the parties and the 
children need to be able to rely on a continuation of health 
insurance coverage and, to some degree, a continuation of 
employment benefi ts provided to the family. This includes 

remaining as benefi ciary on the other party’s pension, 
401k, or child related benefi t provisions. If the facts show 
that those rights have been threatened, an attorney may 
wish to protect those rights with a Temporary Restraining 
Order preventing insurance and other employment benefi ts 
coverage from being modifi ed or eliminated.

Even if you and your attorney have crossed all of your t’s, 
and dotted all of your i’s, there is no guarantee that your 
request for an Ex Parte Order will be granted. If so, you 
may be required to fi le a motion with the court, give the 
other party notice of a hearing, and wait until a hearing 
can be held before a Referee or Judge to decide whether 
or not the relief you are seeking should be granted. The 
Michigan Rules of Court and Local Court Rules may allow 
the court to set the hearing on an expedited basis.

There are occasions when sanctions or attorney’s fees may 
arise from the issuance of an Ex Parte Order. For example, 
a party who procures an Ex Parte Order without a factual 
basis, or who grossly distorts the facts to procure an Ex 
Parte Order, may be sanctioned with costs and attorney’s 
fees. So too, a party who objects to a particular term in 
an Ex Parte Order, without reasonable grounds, may be 
sanctioned, and the other party awarded attorney’s fees 
and costs. Whether an objection to an Ex Parte Order 
is fi led or not, until the Ex Parte Order has been either 
modifi ed, or terminated, a party may be sanctioned with 
costs and attorney’s fees if they violate the terms of an Ex 
Parte Order.

The mere act of fi ling for divorce, custody or paternity, can 
often cause nerves to be frayed, and individuals to act in 
an unreasonable and inappropriate fashion. They may 
threaten to retaliate against the other party if they fi le such 
an action. Where necessary, an Ex Parte Order can send 
a clear message to the other party that the judge is looking 
for stability for the parties and the children, and is asking 
the parties to act in a reasonable fashion from the very 
beginning.
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PROPERTY DIVISION IN A 
DIVORCE: HAVE A PLAN 
BY CAROLE L. CHIAMP 

No one plans on getting a divorce when they get married, 
but one of every two marriages will end up that way. If 
your marriage is one of those that has not worked, you 
need a plan. The decision to get divorced is a diffi cult one 
which impacts your emotional stability and your social and 
fi nancial security. You will want to be in control of as many 
aspects of the divorce process as is possible.

In a divorce, assets must be identifi ed, valued and then 
divided. They are divided “equitably” in Michigan which 
does not necessarily mean “equally” but rather in a way 
that is fair to both parties. A court will commonly take into 
account these factors in dividing property: 

• The source of the contribution toward the acquisition of 
property; 

• The length of the marriage; 

• Your needs and the needs of your spouse; 

• Your children’s needs; 

• The earning power of the parties; and 

• The cause of the divorce. 

How to Plan When You
Begin to Think of Divorce 

Gather asset information in an orderly way. Take an 
inventory of your family’s property. Use property checklists 
found on the internet, in the library and in bookstores.1 
Copy property documents such as mortgages, bank and 
brokerage statements and tax returns. Make an inventory 
of safe deposit boxes.

Look for hidden assets or assets that have been wasted, 
such as transfers to relatives, even children2, gambling 
losses or large expenditures on paramours. This category of 
transfer is called “dissipation” of assets. Dissipation means, 
generally, a deliberate attempt by a spouse to transfer or  
hide an asset so that it will not be included in the marital 
property division.

Other things that you can do to help yourself are to have 
access to savings of your own for meeting household and 

personal expenses and for being able to hire an attorney. 
You should have a credit card in your own name. Take your 
birth certifi cate and passport out of joint fi les and create 
your own fi le. Check your future health insurance needs, 
cost and availability. 

Don’t forget assets. Often assets, such as perquisites of 
employment, pensions, 401ks, IRAs, cemetery plots and 
the like are omitted from information given to your attorney. 
The more information you can obtain about assets, the less 
it should cost you in professional time to obtain it. 

All debts must also be divided when dissolving a marriage. 
Find balances due on all of your debts. Get a copy of 
your credit report. Consideration is given to the type of 
liability and the circumstances under which it arose. Factors 
infl uencing the property division are also applied when 
dividing obligations. 

Most credit and charge account agreements provide for 
joint liability for any charges added to joint accounts. To 
end your liability, creditors should be instructed (in writing) 
to remove your name from or, alternatively, to close all joint 
accounts. You will remain liable on charges made before 
this written notice. If you wish to maintain credit with certain 
creditors, you should open a separate account. 

If you have an estate plan which was done with your spouse, 
you may want to change it. If you have signed a power of 
attorney which allows your spouse to act on your behalf, 
you will want to consider revoking it. 
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What Happens When
Your Divorce is Pending 

Time is spent defi ning the issues in the divorce and 
fi nding ways to resolve them. It is during this period that 
hard questions must be asked and answered. A number 
of fi nancial documents are required to get a complete 
picture of your assets. The net worth and the general 
fi nancial status of the family are established. Forms may 
be sent to both spouses asking for a sworn statement of 
complete fi nancial information. Experts such as appraisers, 
accountants or actuaries (if pensions are involved) may be 
needed to determine fi nancial information. Depositions 
(sworn statements) may be taken from you, your spouse and 
others to obtain more information about your property. 

When all the fi nancial information has been collected, 
you and your attorney will set the goals you seek in your 
divorce. A proposed property settlement should be drafted 
for you to study, and your lawyer should advise you of its 
likelihood of acceptance. 

If settlement is reached, you and your spouse will be 
asked to sign a property settlement agreement. If there 
is no agreement, the court may appoint a mediator to 
assist you. The mediator may be able to help you reach 
an agreement, or otherwise make a recommendation to 
you, if no agreement is reached. If no settlement is reached 
there will be a trial which results in the judge making the 
decisions about how your property will be divided. This is 
an expensive alternative and it is not usually the best way to 
obtain the assets you would choose to receive. 

If you decide to settle your property issues, as most parties 
do, you and your attorney will put the settlement on the 
record before the court. This procedure is very important 
Often due to the stressful nature of the situation you may 
not understand the agreement fully. The agreement you 
make on the record will be binding and fi nal. Be sure you 
understand the agreement before agreeing to it. If you do 
not understand any part of it, stop the proceeding and 
have your attorney explain the entire agreement, until you 
understand it and can agree to it, even if it means coming 
back to court at a different time to get divorced. 

What to do Regarding Property
Once the Divorce is Final

Things you or your attorney need to do: 

• Get signatures on deeds, stock transfers, bank account 
forms; 

• Record deeds as required by the judgment; 

• Review your estate plan for any necessary changes; 

• Review your auto insurance and transfer auto titles 
where necessary; 

• Notify administrators of various retirement plans 
regarding Qualifi ed Domestic Relations Orders and 
provide them with a copy; 

• Transfer real estate title to any property your former 
spouse is to receive; 

• Start the process of refi nancing property if that is part 
of your agreement; 

• Transfer keys and ownership to house, autos, and safe 
deposit boxes. Transfer personal property, jewelry, 
collectibles and the like; 

• Obtain health insurance information for continuous 
coverage and/or COBRA coverage; 

• Be sure insurance benefi ciaries are changed where 
necessary; 

• Pay experts; 

• Transfer cemetery plots 

While it may be the last thing you want to do, taking care 
of these fi nal details will avoid future trouble and make it 
easier to obtain closure on this chapter of your life.

Endnotes

1. Sample of property checklists you will need: tax returns 
and payroll stubs (fi ve years); business tax returns; business 
fi nancial statements, appraisals; records regarding 
any other received income (i.e., investment property, 
rental/lease agreements, stock dividends, profi t sharing 
plans, pension benefi t payments); records regarding 
monthly living expenses; pre and post marital (nuptial) 
agreements; previous divorce judgments/settlements; 
documents pertaining to savings accounts, checking 
accounts, certifi cates of deposit, mutual funds, cash 
management accounts, stock certifi cates, safe deposit 
box inventory, brokerage fi rm accounts, credit union 
accounts, equity line accounts, commodities, collections, 
titles; insurance policies: life, automobile, homeowners, 
personal umbrella, liability, disability, renter’s health; 
employee group insurance benefi ts: medical, life, 
disability; benefi ts: expense accounts, auto allowance, 
cafeteria plan, sick pay, stock options, travel allowances, 
bonuses, deferred compensation; retirement plans: 401k 
plans, money purchase plans, employee stock option 
plans; statements relating to inheritances, personal 
injury awards; real estate records: deeds, notes, escrow 
amounts, appraisals; household expenses; intellectual 
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property information on patents, copyrights; royalties, 
cemetery plots and annual social security mailing 

2. Thames v Thames, 191 Mich App 299, 477 NW2d 
496 (1991)
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FROM THE FAMILY BUSINESS 
TO THE ANTIQUE TEACUP 
COLLECTION: MAKING THE 
MOST OF EXPERT VALUATIONS IN 
DISTRIBUTING MARITAL PROPERTY 
BY AMY B. FOLBE

HONIGMAN MILLER SCHWARTZ AND COHN LLP

Introduction

One of the most diffi cult aspects of divorce is debating 
with your spouse over the value of your assets – from your 
personal business, to the time share in Bermuda, to the mint 
condition AMC Pacer that, for some reason, is still parked 
in the garage. A married couple’s wealth is likely to be 
contained in an array of investments, business ventures, 
professional degrees, goodwill, future earning potential, 
real and personal property and, yes, even that AMC Pacer. 
In today’s high stakes legal environment, more and more 
spouses take advantage of expert witnesses in a effort to 
value and divide their property.

So how can you make sure that the value of your property 
distribution award is fair and equitable? It is up to the 
divorcing parties to bring forth evidence of the value of 
property. This is where expert witnesses assist. Expert 
opinions are not only crucial in the courtroom, but are 
persuasive bargaining tools as well. They also can be used 
jointly by spouses to come up with a fair price for both 
parties. The judicious and creative use of experts in divorce 
cases can help an individual collect his or her due in terms 
of property division without wasting unnecessary money. 
This article explores various types of marital assets that may 
well call for expert valuations. It also discusses the costs 
associated with employing such experts, and some creative 
strategies for the savvy spouse in order to save on experts 
while still enjoying the benefi ts of qualifi ed assessments.

Making a List, Checking it Twice

From your home or car, to patents or your spouse’s collection 
of antique pirate memorabilia, each asset that a couple 
acquires during a marriage is divisible upon divorce. 
While there may be real monetary value contained in a 
dusty stack of comic books, such items are often overlooked 
by divorcing spouses. When approaching an impending 
divorce, it is important to identify each potentially divisible 
asset, taking a comprehensive inventory of an property 
obtained throughout the course of the marriage. Beginning 
with real estate, don’t forget that this includes time shares, 
rental property, easements, shared property, or future 

interests. In terms of personal property, assets include art, 
antiques, and collections. But don’t leave the list to that 
which is locked up behind a glass case. Assets in heavy 
rotation, such as a riding mower or an Oriental rug, may 
have a substantial economic value in the marketplace. 

Once such property is identifi ed, the next step is valuation 
– and now the experts come into play. A party can employ 
an expert to value every asset imaginable. A forensic 
accountant can evaluate the opposing parties fi nances to 
locate hidden assets. An actuary can value 401K, pension, 
or insurance benefi ts. An accountant can value a closely 
held corporation, limited liability company, family business, 
stock options, whether vested or unvested, and other 
business interests. Though employing such experts can 
be costly, especially to a spouse controlling fewer of the 
marital assets, hope is not lost. An individual can make the 
most of his or her resources by researching, assisting, and 
creatively choosing proper experts. 

Doing Your Homework

Before hiring an expensive expert to value your property, 
consider getting your own hands a little dirty fi rst. 
Preliminary research can help you determine when and 
whether an expert will actually be worth the investment. 
Some marital property may not be as valuable as believed 
or the value may not be disputable. In order to determine 
which property merits an expert valuation, preliminary 
research is an important fi rst step.

In terms of real estate or other personal property, the 
internet is an excellent resource for valuing such property. 
For example, Zillow (www.zillow.com) offers the estimated 
value of homes and real estate. All a user must provide is 
the address and Zillow offers the estimated value of that 
address and surrounding properties. Other real estate sites 
such as www.realtor.com and www.century21.com supply 
selling prices for similar real estate in the area. The same is 
true for cars, collections, and antiques. The Kelley Blue Book 
(www.kbb.com) lists the estimated value of each make and 
model of car. For only ten dollars per item, lnstantappraisal.
com (www.instantappraisaLcom) will appraise antiques 
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or collections. By obtaining estimated values of marital 
property, a spouse can categorize which assets merit an 
expert valuation and those that the couple can divide on 
their own. It also keeps you informed and in control of your 
own case. 

Many experts charge by the hour. So, providing an expert 
with the initial documents up front can save your expert time 
thereby mitigating your fi nal bill. Some of the most important 
documents include deeds, titles, certifi cates of authenticity, 
401K and pension plans, tax returns, and bank statements. 
If a business or professional practice comprises part of 
the marital property, balance sheets, income statements, 
partnership agreements, loan applications, appointment 
books, by-laws and articles of incorporation are also used 
by experts. By gathering, copying, and organizing these 
vital documents, you will be one step ahead when you 
fi nally retain an expert. 

A Time to Save, a Time to Splurge

During the course of a divorce, expert valuations are 
benefi cial in two ways: during negotiations and as 
testimony before the judge. As a tool in negotiations, expert 
witnesses need not meet any particular criteria. However, 
if an expert testifi es before the judge presiding over the 
divorce, he or she must conform with the Michigan Rules 
of Evidence (MRE) regarding expert testimony. MRE 702 
requires that an expert witness be qualifi ed to testify on a 
particular subject by his or her knowledge, skill, experience, 
training, or education. The expert witness testimony must 
be based on suffi cient facts or data and arrived at using 
rehable principles and methods.1 This rule is fairly broad 
and allows the clever litigant to employ unconventional 
expert witnesses so long as such an expert has knowledge 
or experience in valuing the asset and arrives as his or 
her valuation using established principles. The key question 
now for any party to a high-stakes divorce is when to spend 
a substantial amount on an expert and when to use a lower 
cost, yet equally as effective means of achieving an expert 
valuation. 

In marriages in which a business or professional practice is 
at stake, a pricey business valuation expert may be worth the 
cost. Business valuation experts are generally well-trained 
certifi ed public accountants, and an average valuation 
can run between $6,000 and S8,000.2 The nuances of 
business operations require an in-depth look at the fi nancial 
statements and tax records as well as the personal fi nances of 
the controlling spouse. A business valuation expert can fl ush 
out thousands of dollars in hidden assets. For example, one 
such expert located $94,000 in unreported income hidden 
in the opposing party’s gas station that otherwise would 
have been kept out of the property division.3 In another 
case, one expert valued a husband’s medical practice 
at $654,000, rather than the other expert’s estimate of 
$140,000, based on the intrinsic value of goodwill of the 

practice. The presiding judge accepted the higher valuation 
and awarded the wife one half.4 With such high stakes and 
complicated analyses, a duly qualifi ed business valuation 
expert may be worth the cost. 

A Penny Saved

Opinion letters are another valuable tool in ascertaining 
value without spending a small fortune. If you or your 
spouse own a business or professional practice, an opinion 
letter from a valuation expert is the fi rst step. It will not offer 
a value of the business, but rather indicates whether an 
extensive valuation endeavor is worthwhile after a review 
of the business’s tax records and fi nancial statements. The 
opinion can cost approximately $750, while a full valuation 
can be between $6,000 and $8,000. So, if a business 
has questionable value, or you need a starting point for 
negotiations, an opinion letter can save considerable 
money.

Also, if one spouse suspects another of hiding marital 
assets, a forensic accountant may be useful, especially in 
marriages wherein the distribution of income is inequitable 
or even entirely one sided. Employing a forensic accountant, 
however, is costly. A Colorado fi rm, specializing in forensic 
accounting, recommends a “Personal Lifestyle Investigation” 
as an initial step in determining whether one spouse should 
be suspicious of the other’s representations regarding his 
or her assets.5 In essence, this strategy is an abbreviated 
assignment for a forensic accountant that asks whether or 
not the spouse in suspicion could practicably maintain his or 
her lifestyle based on the income that he or she is reporting. 
Would Larry really be looking at a fourth home in Vienna 
if his annual take-home from his closely held business was 
$80,000? Probably not, and you may not even need a 
Personal Lifestyle Investigation for that one. But in many 
cases, this step could either quell your fears at a cost much 
lower than a full blown investigation or set off the alarms 
before a dishonest spouse can take you for a ride.
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Your cunning need not end here; unique cases call for 
unique remedies. In one case, a family carwash needed to 
be valued, the expert required an estimate the average daily 
number of cars passing through. Instead of paying a highly 
trained expert to practice his counting skills, an appraiser 
hired students to count the cars as they went through the 
carwash. A little bit of ingenuity, a lot of money saved, and 
a business valuation expert narrowly averts eight hours of 
sunburn and monotony.6

Finally, who says that all divorces are cut-throat and 
contentious? With many assets, the value will not be debated 
or spouses can work together in hiring an expert. While 
some property, such as closely held businesses or fringe 
benefi ts, lend themselves to asset hiding, thus calling for 
your own expert assessment, marital property including real 
estate, automobiles, or other common personal possessions 
may not have highly debated value. You and your spouse 
can share costs by hiring an expert to do one valuation.

Stepping Outside of the Box 

Beyond mere strategies to save money with traditional 
expert lies the open road of experts uniquely qualifi ed to 
aid you in your specifi c circumstances. Certain items clearly 
have a pecuniary value, but don’t necessarily require high-
cost valuation experts to get a reputable opinion on their 
worth. Moreover, there are intangible aspects of property, 
or intangible property itself, that may be forgotten or under-
valued during a divorce settlement. So, to get the most bang 
for your buck, its important to both keep your mind open 
to uncommon experts, and your eye out for uncommon 
assets.

Many valuable assets do not require a run of the mill 
expert in order to accurately ascertain their value. For 
example, where a family is in the fanning industry, such 
farm equipment may be valued by an auctioneer instead 
of a CPA or other typical professional expert. Not only is 
an auctioneer almost certain to charge less per hour, he or 
she is also almost certain to have expertise that will render 
a prompt and persuasive expert opinion. As for collections, 
from stamps to fi ne art, restaurant matchboxes to foreign 
beer bottles, there may well be qualifi ed recreational 
collectors or small businessmen that can act as expert 
valuators in divorce cases. If a spouse is involved in an 
obscure or highly-specialized business venture, it is better 
to go to a direct source of information, such as a trade 
association or business network, instead of paying a costly 
generalized expert to reinvent the wheel.

After saving time and money by retaining a career 
auctioneer and veteran stamp collector, it is time to take 
stock of the less obvious assets that ought to be divided. 
Michigan is an ideal jurisdiction to get creative with 
theories on intangible assets as it is one of few jurisdictions 
to recognize both professional degrees and professional 

goodwill as divisible properties.7 A professional degree is 
generally valued using two different methods: value based 
on the cost associated with attaining the degree, and value 
based on the enhanced earning potential such degree 
affords. Michigan bases professional degree valuation on 
the latter, leaving room for much negotiation.8 The question 
becomes, then, who may be an expert on future earning 
potential? Along with generalist valuation experts, it may 
be worthwhile to consider individuals uniquely qualifi ed to 
the specifi c career at issue. For example, a dean of career 
services at a prestigious professional school situated in or 
around your geographic area is certain to have a wealth 
of knowledge as to the near future earning potential of an 
individual in the fi eld.

While Michigan also accepts that professional goodwill is a 
divisible asset, thus far it has only dealt with goodwill in the 
context of a business. Courts in New York and New Jersey, 
on the other hand, have recognized celebrity goodwill as a 
marital asset, divisible at dissolution.9 Michigan’s inclination 
to value goodwill and future earning potential leaves the 
possibility that Michigan courts will also eventually value 
celebrity goodwill. Celebrity status doesn’t only apply to 
those walking the red carpets of Hollywood; it may include 
local newscasters, athletes, radio personalities, corporate 
executives, or community activists. Valuing celebrity goodwill 
is relatively uncharted territory in Michigan. Accordingly, a 
clever spouse may employ an expert to value such goodwill 
based on enhanced earning potential as is done with 
professional degrees.

Finally, a lucrative career inevitably comes with its share of 
perks and fringe benefi ts, all which may be divisible upon 
divorce. Many of these aren’t necessarily tricky to value, but 
they may be forgotten, or evaded, when all is out on the 
bargaining table. One perk that may be overlooked when 
determining a spouse’s income is compensation for unused 
vacation or sick days. Yet another is the value of employer 
subsidized child care or legal services. While these assets 
might not be contentious ones to value, the important thing 
is to remember to do so at all.

Other fringe benefi ts, however, may require greater efforts 
to accurately defi ne the value at stake. For example, an 
asset like a country club membership is likely to have more 
value than merely the corresponding yearly dues. Social 
cachet and the impracticability of both individuals existing 
as members after the fact of divorce both add considerable 
value to the membership. An expert can place a value on 
such social goodwill, and in turn, maximize the signifi cance 
of such membership in property division.

Conclusion

New recognition of various types of divisible marital property 
coupled with the creative use of experts to value any type of 
marital asset means that you can truly get out what you put in 
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to the marriage. Reaching an equitable settlement not only 
includes identifying every possible asset, but also consists 
of knowing when to press for a full valuation and when 
an estimated or agreed upon value is suffi cient. Although 
the expert business valuation of the medical practice may 
be worth shelling out thousands of dollars on, appraising 
the paint-on-velvet portrait of Elvis may not be. The key is 
knowing the difference between property that merits the 
investment made on an expert witness and that which will 
cost more than it is worth. Educating yourself about the value 
of your property will lead to wise decisions with regard to 
its division. Using unconventional experts when possible 
will save money, and investing in traditional, albeit costly, 
experts under some circumstances will result in the greatest 
bang for your buck. In the end, preparation, ingenuity, and 
commonsense will lead to the greatest payout and least 
amount of headache when dividing marital property.
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WHY THE LAWYER REPRESENTING 
YOU IN YOUR DIVORCE IS 
SO CONCERNED ABOUT 
RETIREMENT PLANS 
BY ROBERT TREAT 

Your Lawyer is Looking Out for You

From a basic perspective, your attorney’s job is to help you 
understand your rights and obligations and the practical 
considerations surrounding them, to assert your position 
and seek a result advantageous to you consistent with 
honest dealing, to negotiate on your behalf and reconcile 
the divergent interests of the parties, and to maintain 
communication adequately to achieve these results. In the 
context of retirement plans, this means your attorney might 
need to interview both parties and obtain account statements 
and other records from the parties or the retirement plan 
administrators or custodians. This might be done by informal 
requests, or by more formal means such as interrogatories, 
depositions or subpoenas. Accordingly, your attorney might 
invest quite a bit of time learning about the various retirement 
plan benefi ts and what rights you and your former spouse 
may have to such benefi ts. Obtaining complete and accurate 
data takes time, and repeated follow up is often necessary. 
The psychological dynamics in divorce can be diffi cult to 
say the least, but try not to get annoyed or suspicious by 
your own attorney’s focus on retirement plans. Your attorney 
simply needs to know all about the retirement plans of 
the parties in order to ensure that you get a fair shake.

Retirement Plans are a Big Deal

Retirement Plans are commonly among the largest assets 
subject to division upon divorce.1 Indeed, retirement plans 
are often the single largest asset. Retirement benefi ts that 
accrue during the marriage are part of the marital estate, 
whether such retirement benefi ts are in your name, or your 
former spouse’s name.2 Because the combined retirement 
benefi ts are commonly quite substantial and subject to 
division upon divorce, they are normally a large part of the 
property settlement.

Many Retirement Plan
Benefi ts are Complicated 

Once in a while the division of a retirement plan is simple, 
but most of the time there are things to consider that we 
don’t think about every day. Even for the simpler plans such 
as 401(k) plans, the issue of outstanding loans can make 
the division of the plan problematic.

For more complex plans such as pensions, there is more 
to consider than just the basic accrued benefi t. There are 
survivor benefi ts, early retirement benefi ts, post-retirement 
cost-of-living adjustments, and disability benefi ts that must 
be considered. Determining which of these benefi ts to share 
with the non-employee spouse, and in what amounts, can 
be diffi cult, especially since there are various ways to defi ne 
how much of the pension is the “marital portion.”3 If your 
attorney cannot obtain the information about the retirement 
plans, she or he will not be in a good negotiating position 
with regard to the plans. Further, there may be benefi ts that 
have not been considered, and accordingly, the QDRO 
might not meet the intent of the parties as well as it could 
have. It is very important to cooperate with your attorney, 
and be diligent in obtaining information from the other side 
and from the various plan administrators.

The fact that retirement plans are complicated is 
exacerbated by the fact that most people think they are 
simple. This misconception leads to delays in discovery, 
improper expectations and disappointment. You need only 
read a Summary Plan Description (SPD) for any retirement 
plan (even a plan that is not very complex) to realize that 
they are complicated, highly regulated, diffi cult to assign 
assets. 

The Judgment of Divorce may Order the 
Sharing of Benefi ts, But an Additional 
Court Order is Necessary to actually 

Divide the Retirement Plan

Federal Law imposes strict requirements on retirement plans 
when it comes to the assignment of benefi ts. A court order 
that meets these requirements is called a Qualifi ed Domestic 
Relations Order (“QDRO”). Government sponsored 
retirement plans are divided to court orders similar QDROs, 
but for purposes of this article the term QDRO is used. Even 
a well drafted Judgment of Divorce will not meet all the 
requirements, though it is technically possible. Commonly the 
attorneys will hire a retirement plan expert, who specializes 
in divorce litigation support and QDRO preparation. Your 
attorney might inform you that this will be necessary, just as 
it might be necessary to hire an expert to value a business 
or give medical testimony.
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Timing Is Everything 

While the divorce is pending, your attorney might want to 
obtain a restraining order preventing distributions from the 
retirement plans in question, such Order to be sent to the 
various plan administrators. This prevents the premature 
withdrawal of funds that were supposed to be assigned by 
QDRO, whether intentional or unintentional. 

It is extremely important that the QDRO be entered in 
court and sent to the plan administrator as near to the date 
the Judgment of Divorce as possible. This is because the 
death, termination of employment or remarriage of the 
participant can have profound effects on the non-employee 
spouse’ s right to benefi ts. It is quite commonly very diffi cult 
or impossible to obtain the intended benefi ts if much time 
passes between the date of divorce and the date the QDRO 
is fi nally prepared.

For example, if the plan administrator did not receive the 
QDRO, and the participant dies, the new spouse might get 
100% of the survivor benefi ts under the Plan, leaving the 
former spouse without the awarded portion of the benefi t, 
and without any portion of the survivor benefi t. 

Also consider the case where the plan administrator never 
received the QDRO, and the participant remains single, 
retires and commences pension benefi ts. In this case the 
normal form of benefi t is generally a single life annuity for 
the participant’s lifetime, and while a portion of the benefi t 
can be paid to the former spouse, all benefi ts would stop 
when the participant dies, with no further payments of any 
kind payable to the former spouse.

Consider yet another case where a specifi c dollar amount was 
to be assigned from a 401(k). Presume in this case that the 
401(k) was from a previous employer and no contributions 
have been made to the plan since the divorce. If the account 
value has decreased substantially, there may not be enough 
in the 401(k) to satisfy the award that should have been 
effectuated by a QDRO back when the divorce was fi nal.

Another example is where there has been substantial 
growth in a 401(k). The former spouse was to receive 50% 
of the value on the date of divorce, adjusted by gains and 
losses attributable thereto from the date of divorce until 
distribution. The investment return has been good – around 
15% per year, and just fi ve years later what would have 
been a $50,000 award has grown to be over $105,000. 
While $105,000 is the correct amount to assign, the 
participant might have a harder time parting with the larger 
amount, even though the $55,000 growth is attributed to 
the former spouse’s award. The former spouse might get 
the same result with better cooperation from the participant-
spouse if the QDRO were done at the time of divorce and 
the funds were invested in the former spouse’s own IRA with 
the same or similar investments.

Another timing problem arises when the QDRO assigns the 
marital portion of a defi ned contribution plan such as a 
401(k). If the marriage was a number of years ago, the 
plan administrator might not have the data necessary to 
calculate the date of marriage value. If the parties cannot 
fi nd the information previous retirement plan record keepers 
might be sought out, but it is possible that the date of 
marriage value might never be discovered. This is no one’s 
fault, but this problem should not be discovered at the last 
minute, and parties and counsel should set about fi nding 
this information early in the divorce process in order to 
avoid a divorce that is complete except for one item that 
cannot be done – the proper division of the marital portion 
of the 401(k). 

What if the participant retires and withdraws all his funds 
before the Plan Administrator gets the QDRO? The Plan 
cannot be forced to also pay the former spouse. Now the 
parties are back in court, and the former spouse has to try 
to get the awarded amount from a different asset, if any 
such asset exists.

The above examples are just a few of the ways that division 
of retirement plans can go wrong if not done timely. It takes 
the timely cooperation of the parties and their attorneys, 
together with good discovery and communication with the 
Plan Administrators and any other professionals who are to 
be consulted, in order to properly divide retirement plans. 
Your lawyer understands that timing is important, and your 
cooperation is needed in order to protect your rights. 

Some Retirement Plans Can’t be Divided 

There are a few retirement plans offered by employers that 
cannot be divided even if the judgment of divorce says the 
parties shall divide them. These plans are usually called non-
qualifi ed deferred compensation plans, some of which can 
be divided by court order, and some of which cannot. Your 
attorney needs to know whether or not the particular plan 
can be divided by a “QDRO type” court order, because if it 
cannot, he or she needs to factor it into the settlement some 
other way, perhaps by offset against another asset and/or 
present value calculation, or by sharing of benefi ts in the 
non-qualifi ed deferred compensation plan when they are 
eventually paid to the participant.

Summary 

In conclusion, your attorney needs your cooperation while 
the sometimes lengthy process of retirement plan division 
is completed. Retirement plans are normally the largest or 
second largest asset to be divided, and your attorney wants 
to make sure your rights are protected. Retirement plans 
are complicated and very technical, so your attorney might 
need to do a lot of discovery and hire an expert to assist in 
understanding how the retirement plans are to be divided, 
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and to prepare the appropriate court orders dividing the 
plans. Most retirement plans can be divided by a court 
order called a QDRO, which is a court order in addition 
to the judgment of divorce. The division of retirement plans 
must be done timely in order to prevent anyone of a number 
of problems that can arise.

Endnotes

1.  Legal separation is another matter pursuant to which 
retirement assets may be assigned. Such assignment can 
be pursuant to a court order for spousal and/or child 
support, as well as pursuant to a property settlement. 
Retirement assets may be assigned to a spouse, former 

spouse or child as long as the assignment is pursuant to 
a domestic relations matter in accordance with state law. 
For the sake of simplicity, the context of this article shall 
be that of the property settlement provisions of divorce, 
and the interested party will be the former spouse. 

2. In addition to benefi ts that accrue during the marriage, 
the Court may also include retirement benefi ts that are 
attributable to the period of the marriage, even if such 
benefi ts are payable only upon certain contingencies 
or not yet vested. 

3. A discussion of how to defi ne “marital portion” is 
outside the scope of this article. Suffi ce to say that your 
attorney must usually consider, and often negotiate the 
exact meaning of “marital portion.”
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE; 
PROSECUTION, VICTIMS 
AND FAMILY LAW 
BY JENNIFER M. GRANZOW

Domestic violence cases may involve not only intimate 
partner relationships such as spouses, live in partners or 
even dating relationships, but also familial relationships, 
such as the elderly, or children being subject to abuse in a 
violent home. Abuse falls into one or more of the following 
actions, physical battering, sexual assault and emotional or 
psychological abuse and generally escalates over a period 
of time. 

Domestic violence can be blatant or it can sneak insidiously 
into a relationship. It may begin with fairly innocuous 
behaviors, like control of fi nances, gradual isolation from 
family and friends, jealousy and possessiveness, criticism 
or sexism. Over time it develops into more overt behaviors, 
screaming, slapping, biting, kicking, punching, stalking, 
sabotaging attendance at work or school, violence to 
pets, children, coercion, and rape, destruction of property, 
withholding economic support, medical treatment, and 
threats of harm to the abuser themselves, the victim, the 
victim’s family members, children and pets. 

People are still very ignorant about domestic violence and 
how it works. If you talk to people and read news reports, 
the emphasis is always on physical violence. Yet, the 
batterer’s focus is always on power and control. Physical 
violence is only one tool used to achieve power and control. 
Many batterers use physical violence only “as needed” to 
obtain and retain control. One battered woman, who had 
experienced relatively little physical violence reported, “Just 
a little of that stuff goes a long way.” It’s the credible threat 
of violence, combined with other coercive techniques, that 
makes for a batterer. 

As an assistant prosecutor, the issue of domestic violence, 
its prosecution and the goals of the criminal justice system 
are part of our training and ongoing education. We learn 
from the onset that one cannot count on victims of abuse to 
follow through with prosecution. 

Victims have many reasons why they might be unable 
or unwilling to assist the prosecutor. Among them, fear, 
manipulation, love, loyalty, dependence and above all, 
protection of their children are key. Prosecutors all over 
the country are learning ways to go forward in domestic 
violence cases without the cooperation of the victim. Using 
photos, medical records, 911 calls, excited utterances, other 
witnesses and even domestic violence experts, prosecution 
may proceed without the victim’s testimony. 

The purpose of controlling this crime is to assist victims 
of domestic violence in breaking the pattern of abuse, 
to prevent occurrence of further violence to the victim, 
hold defendant’s accountable for their acts of violence, 
to minimize the victim’s active role in the prosecution of 
the defendant and to encourage the use of education and 
counseling designed to change the defendant’s behavior. 
And while these goals are echoed across most jurisdictions, 
the victim’ s perspective must remain part of the process. The 
crime of domestic assault places more than normal trauma 
upon a victim. The physical assault’s impact is exacerbated 
by the interpersonal relationship between the assailant and 
victim. 

For a victim, once the assault is past, the relief from 
the immediate threat of harm is palpable. However, 
the ramifi cations of police intercession, and pursuit of 
prosecution can be even more intimidating than the event 
which caused the police to be called in the fi rst place. Thus, 
begins the bane of police involvement in domestic violence, 
from both the victim’s point of view and the criminal justice 
system. The goals of the police and victim can confl ict. The 
police are trying to do a job that protects the victim, and 
brings the assailant to the point of a successful prosecution. 
For the victim, while police involvement eases the situation 
at that moment, the pursuit of prosecution can cause a new 
episode of coercion, intimidation and abuse. 

Once an arrest occurs, and the investigation concludes, the 
prosecution begins to piece together a case that can be 
proven even without the victim’s cooperation. Indeed, the 
goal of many investigations and criminal prosecutions is 
to minimize the victim’s participation in proving the act of 
violence. This is an effort to not cause further victimization to 
the abused. However, there are times when the prosecution 
cannot proceed because the evidence available cannot 
sustain the case without the victim’s testimony. Many victims 
of abuse, while they are desperate for the abuse to stop, 
are also stuck in the throes of self preservation. For them, 
cooperating with the prosecution of the abuser is too great 
a risk. 

As prosecutors, protecting the victim is also a paramount 
concern. A lethality assessment is crucial to determine 
whether the domestic violence offender has a potential to 
cause further harm to the victim. An assessment should be 
done the fi rst time at a bail hearing, and updated throughout 
the case and at sentencing. 
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Considerations include: 
 1. homicide or suicide threats or attempts by the abuser 
 2. availability of weapons to the abuser 
 3. extreme jealousy/obsession with victim 
 4. betrayal and abandonment fears of the abuser 
 5. recent escalation of the batterer’s risky behavior 
 6. recent escalation of violence 
 7. depression of the abuser 
 8. past law enforcement contact of the abuser
 9. abuse of drugs or alcohol by the abuser 
10. potential for hostage taking by the abuser 

The purpose of this assessment is to obtain the most 
comprehensive picture of the situation and tailor a protection 
order and bond conditions to provide the most benefi t to the 
victim. 

Many people simply cannot understand why a victim does 
not leave the abuser. For a victim of domestic violence the 
act of leaving is emotionally wrenching accompanied with 
fear, guilt and self abasement. Moreover, the attempt to 
leave or obtain assistance is one of the most dangerous 
times for a victim of domestic violence. The act of leaving 
often prompts the most violent response from the abuser. 
Therefore, for those partners who leave their abusive 
relationships, the need for security is vital. A victim of 
domestic violence will often leave her abuser multiple times 
before she fi nally escapes the violence. 

A primary reason for the return to the abuser is homelessness. 
There is an overwhelming need for emergency shelter. 
Nearly 50% of the women in this country who are receiving 
TANF dollars, (Temporary Assistance to Needy Families) 
reported domestic violence as a factor in their need for 
assistance. 

Domestic violence law is certainly far better than it has 
been in the past. Police training, protocols, more expansive 
statutes, and changing view points, have led to progress 
in the legislative, judicial, and executive arenas. Positive 
legislative reform is on-going. Changes in the law are 
important. With better law, good people (judges, police, 
etc.) can do more and bad ones are limited in the harm they 
can cause. Law can also have an educational effect. 

In dealing with victims of abuse one adage holds true, “do 
with the battered woman, not to her.” What this means is that 
helpers must work with the battered woman as she makes 
decisions about her safety and legal options. Outsiders, 
no matter how knowledgeable or well-meaning, must not 
impose their will or their ego on her life. They can and 
should counsel as well as listen, but the battered woman 
and her needs and desires must be at the forefront. 

A lawyer or psychologist may counsel about safety planning. 
Let’s talk about ways you and the children can be safer. 

Work through a safety plan. Failing to work out a plan for  
the battered woman can be disastrous in many ways. First 
and foremost, it can endanger her. Battered women are not 
psychic, but they know their barterers well. They have a 
good idea of what they need for their safety. Outsiders can 
err by either pushing too hard or not hard enough. They 
can compromise the victim’s safety either by not taking her 
demands for protection seriously, or by pushing her to take 
steps that she thinks are dangerous or premature. 

A safety plan should include both a plan for being safer in 
the relationship and after you have left the abuser. 

Creating a Safety Plan 

Suggestions for increasing safety
in the relationship 

• I will have important phone numbers available to my 
children and myself (see below). 

• I can tell  and  
about the violence and ask them to call the police if 
they hear suspicious noises coming from my home. 

• If I leave my home, I can go (list four places): 
, , , 
.

• I can leave extra money, car keys, clothes, and copies 
of documents with: .

• If I leave, I will take (see checklist below): 
• To ensure safety and independence, I can: keep change 

for phone calls with me at all times; open my own savings 
account; rehearse my escape route with a support 
person; and review safety plan on  
(date).

• I will teach my children how and when to call 911 and 
the Fire Department. 

• I will use my judgment and intuition. If the situation is 
very serious, I will give my partner what he needs to 
calm him down. I will protect myself and my children 
until we are out of danger. 

Suggestions for increasing safety
when the relationship is over 

• I can: change the locks; install steel/metal doors, 
a security system, smoke detectors, and an outside 
lighting system. 

• I will consider carefully which people I invite to help 
secure my safety. 

• I will inform  and  
that my partner no longer lives with me and ask them to 
call the police if my partner is observed near my home 
or my children. 

• I will tell people who take care of my children the names 
of those who have permission to pick them up. The 
people who have permission are: , 

.
• I can tell  at work about my situation 
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and ask  to screen my calls. 
• I can avoid stores, banks, and  

(other places) that I used when living with my battering 
partner. 

• I can obtain a protective order from: .
• I can keep it on or near me at all times as well as leave 

a copy with: .
• If I feel down and ready to return to a potentially abusive 

situation, I can call  for support or 
attend workshops and support groups to gain support 
and strengthen my relationships with other people. 

Important Phone Numbers 

• Attorney: .
• Police: .
• Hotline: .
• Friends: .
• Shelter: .

Checklist of Items to Take 

• Identifi cation 
• Birth certifi cates for me and my children 
• Social Security cards 
• School and medical records 
• Money, bankbooks, credit cards 
• Keys-house/car/offi ce 
• Driver’s license and registration 
• Medications 
• Change of clothes 
• Welfare identifi cation 
• Passport(s), Green Card(s), work permit 
• Divorce papers 
• Lease/rental agreement. house deed 
• Mortgage payment book, current unpaid bills 
• Insurance papers
• Address book 
• Pictures, jewelry, items of sentimental value 
• Children’s favorite toys and/or blankets 

Part of this safety plan involves the ability to achieve some 
important assistance from the family court. As indicated, 
there are many barriers to leaving an abusive relationship. 
Fear of retaliation, losing custody, fear that no one will 
believe the victim, fear of child protective services, fear of 
deportation, blackmail by the abuser, no support system, 
and no money, contribute to the victim’s return to the 
abuser. 

Housing too is a serious problem. The lack of suffi cient 
income is the key to the housing crisis. Minimum wage is 
not suffi cient income to obtain a two bedroom apartment at 
fair market rent. Poor employment, credit ratings or rental 
histories can prevent a person from obtaining permanent 
housing. Shelters are overcrowded, and the demand for 

sanctuary is so high that most shelters have to limit the length 
of a person’s stay. It generally takes a victim anywhere from 
6 to 10 months to fi nd a permanent home. 

The fi rst need for victims is for security, an income, child care, 
clothing, identifi cation, basic life essentials, those a shelter 
can initially provide, and then comes the complications 
of obtaining housing. If the batterer is still around and 
is able to determine where the victim is staying, this can 
cause yet another problem. Some apartments or landlords 
have “zero tolerance for crime” policies. This means that a 
tenant can be evicted when domestic violence occurs in the 
home regardless of whether the person is a perpetrator or a 
victim. A victim may hesitate to contact the police when the 
batterer appears because of their fear of eviction. 

Family law overlaps the domestic violence paradigm in a 
number of ways. One key aspect is the assistance a court 
order can provide to a family. The family court can help 
an abused woman, by expediting the initiation of a child 
support case, to get dollars coming in from the abuser to 
the victim. Maintaining steady, ongoing support would help 
to alleviate some of the dilemma. Obtaining custody, child 
support, housing and fi nancial independence are all major 
hurdles in addressing domestic violence. The family law 
system plays a role in how these dynamics weigh out. 

Frankly, a court case is by no means a cure all; it can however 
give a victim some security and leverage in dealing with an 
abuser, by providing an avenue for outside support. But, 
one needs to be aware that family court can become a tool 
for the abuser as well. In domestic violence relationships, 
the batter is twice as likely to seek sole custody of their 
children. The perception that mothers are more likely to win 
a contested custody case is not always true; fathers who 
contest custody may win sole or joint custody. The court 
system can become another form of abuse. Harassing and 
retaliatory legal actions are common.

Correspondingly, the Michigan Child Custody Act provides 
12 specifi c factors the court must weigh in determining 
custody, One of the factors the court must consider is domestic 
violence, regardless of whether the violence was directed 
against, or witnessed by the child. Children witnessing 
domestic violence and living in an environment where 
violence occurs experience the same trauma as children 
who are physically abused. Children may become fearful, 
antisocial, aggressive, withdrawn, anxious, depressed and 
angry. They can develop eating, sleeping and behavior 
diffi culties. The impact of domestic violence on the entire 
family is pervasive regardless of the focus of the abuse. 

One avenue for victims to gain access to the court system 
is through the Federal Child Support Program. The State of 
Michigan has a judicial based child support establishment 
and enforcement program. It is a federally funded 
cooperative program that provides assistance to not only 
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those individuals who are public assistance recipients, but 
anyone who applies for services under Title IV-D of the 
Social Security Act. Through the referral process from the 
Department of Human Services, to the local prosecutor’s 
offi ce or FIA offi ce, victims can obtain assistance in starting 
paternity and child support cases, which in turn can lead 
to fi nancial security. For most people the request for public 
assistance benefi ts is the starting point to gaining the security 
they need to move forward in their creation of a plan to 
leave their abuser. Gaining the support of a case worker, 
help with fi nances, housing, counseling and so forth can 
truly empower victims to help themselves.

Confi dentiality of addresses, employers, and other means 
of locating the victim are permitted under both federal 
regulations guiding the child support program, and state 
laws and court rules. Thus, a victim can seek the support 
needed without fear of discovery. Genetic testing can be 
done separate from the abuser, testimony can be presented 
telephonically. There are many accommodations that can 
be made to create a shield between the parties in a case 
and give a victim security in pursing a court order.

Even with the advances in addressing domestic violence the 
statistics are startling and don’t really tell the whole picture, 
because of unreported behavior, but they are worth noting. 

For instance, Michigan ranks 21st in the country for the 
number of female homicides per 100,000 people with 68. 
Only California, New York, North Carolina and Texas have 
higher numbers of female homicides per 100,000 people. 
The Michigan Coalition Against Domestic Violence reports 
that 4 out of 10 females seen in emergency rooms for injuries 
are due to intimate partner violence. Over 22,328 cases of 
domestic violence were prosecuted in Michigan in 2000. 
Between 1999 and 2001, 316 violent deaths connected to 
intimate partner relationships were registered in the state. 
48,310 domestic violence offenses were reported to the 
Michigan Uniform Crime Report Program in 2003. These 
numbers are not decreasing. The problem of domestic 
violence generates costs in the human element, medical 
environment, social service, our communities, employers, 
children, every facet of life. The goal of reducing domestic 
violence is laudable. The need is overwhelming and the 
legal system is only one component in achieving this goal. 
Helping victims of abuse is viewed by practitioners of the 
legal profession with utmost seriousness and vigilance. Our 
profession is in a unique position to assist in crafting the 
safety net victims of abuse need to get to the point where 
leaving their abusers is truly an option. Legal practitioners 
help not only by vigorously pursuing prosecution, but using 
the family court to help protect and provide for families in 
need.
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LEGISLATION – HELP FOR 
VICTIMS AVAILABLE
CONTRIBUTED BY ROSS STANCATI

 

Our Legislature has recognized domestic violence as a 
serious problem and has passed all of the following laws, 
and more not mentioned, to curtail it. The laws do the 
following.

Authorizes an arrest by a peace offi cer without a warrant 
for assault of an individual having a child in common; 
household resident, dating relationship, or spouse or former 
spouse. 

Authorizes an arrest without a warrant for violation of 
personal protection order. 

Requires providing victim with investigation information 
and providing victim with notice of rights. 

Provides the onset of the right to a personal protection order; 
restraining or enjoining spouse, former spouse, individual 
with child in common, individual in dating relationship, or 
person residing or having resided in same household from 
certain conduct. 

May require the abuser to participate in a mandatory 
counseling program. 

Pertains to simple assault and battery penalties applying to 
domestic violence and MCL 750,81 a pertains to serious 
or aggravated injury “dating relationship defi ned” and 
subsequent violation treated more severely than fi rst time 
violation. 

The Crime Victim’s Right Act establishes the rights of victim 
of crimes; the right of victims to notices, conferences with 
prosecutor, protection, speedy trial; right of victim of non 
disclosure of information. See Mich Constitution Article 1, 
Section 24. 

Allows the conviction of a person for criminal sexual conduct 
even though the victim is the spouse. 

Provides to allow a person other than the victim to sign 
a complaint on information and belief if the complaint is 
alleging a violation of MCL 750.81 or MCL 750.81a.

Defi nes stalking, makes stalking a misdemeanor, provides 
penalties and presumptions. MCL 750.411i defi nes 
aggravated stalking as a felony. Both sections make stalking 
of a person who is less than age 18 and the stalker is more 
than 5 years older than the victim the violation is a 5 or 10 
year felony. 

Provides for the prevention and treatment of domestic 
violence to develop and establish policies, procedures 
and standard for providing domestic violence assistance 
programs and services: to create a domestic violence 
prevention and treatment board. Establishes a DV fund. 

Domestic violence shelters have been set up all over the State 
of Michigan and all one needs to do is call the National 
Domestic Violence hotline at ] -800-789-SAFE (7233) or 1-
800-787-3224 for the deaf to fi nd one near them.
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RESOURCE GUIDE- 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SHELTERS 

Adrian 
Catherine Cobb Safe House 
(517) 265-6776 Crisis Line
(517) 264-5773 (Business) 

Alma 
Women’s Aid Service, Inc.
(517) 772-9168 Crisis Line 
(517) 773-7960 Business 

Alpena 
Alpena Sheller. Inc. 
(800) 396-9129 Crisis Line or (517) 356-9850
(517) 356-6265 Business 

Ann Arbor 
Domestic Violence Project/Safe House 
(313) 995-5444 Crisis Line 
(313) 973-0242 Business 

Battle Creek
Battle Creek Area Organization Against Domestic Violence/
SAFE Place 
(616) 965-7233 Crisis Line 
(616) 965-6093 Business
 
Bay City 
Bay County Women’s Center 
(517) 686-4551 Crisis Line 
(517) 686-4551 Business 

Benton Harbor 
Benton Harbor Safe Shelter, Inc. 
(616) 983-4275 Crisis Line 
(616) 925-2280 Business
 
Big Rapids 
Women’s Information Services. Inc.
1-800-374-9473 Crisis Line 
(616) 796-6692 Business 

Canton 
First Step, Wayne County Project on 
Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault
(313) 981-5900 Crisis Line 
(313) 981-9595 Business

Caro 
The Thumb Area Assault Crisis Center
1-800-292-3666 Crisis Line 
(517) 673-412 I Business

Cadillac 
Cadillac Area O.A.S.l.S.
(616) 775-7233 Crisis Line
(616) 775-7299 Business

Calumet 
Barbara Kettle Gundlach Shelter 
Home for Abused Women
(906) 337-5623 Crisis Line
(906) 337-3356 Business

Coldwater 
Branch County Coalition Against Domestic Violence
(517) 278-7432 Crisis Line
(517) 278-7432 Business

Crawford (also services Ogemaw, 
Oscoda and Roscommon Counties) 
Riverhouse Shelter and Domestic Crisis Services
(517) 348-8972 Crisis Line 
(517) 348-3169 Business

Detroit 
YWCA-Interim House 
(313) 861•5300 Crisis Line 
(313) 862-3580 Business 

My Sister’s Place-Women’s Justice Center
(313) 371-3900 Crisis Line 
(313) 371-3985 Business

Escanaba 
Delta County Alliance Against Violence and Abuse
(906) 428-2121 Crisis Line 
(906) 789-9207 Business

Flint 
YWCA of Greater Flint 
(810) 238-SAFE Crisis Line
(810) 238-7621 Business
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Grand Rapids 
YWCA Domestic Crisis Center
(616) 459-4652 Crisis Line
(616) 459-7062 Business

Grayling 
River House/Mercy Hospital
(517) 348-8972 Crisis Line
(517) 348-3169 Business

Hillsdale Domestic Halmony 
(888) 439-1454 Crisis Line 
(517) 439-1454 Business
 
Holland 
Center for Women in Transition 
(800) 848-5991 Crisis Line or (616) 392-1970
(616) 392-2829 Business

Howell 
LACASA-Livingston Area Council Against Spouse Abuse 
(313) 227-7100 Crisis Line
(5] 7) 548-1350 Business

Ionia 
Spouse Abuse Center 
I-800-720-SAFE Crisis Line
(616) 527-3351 Business

Iron Mountain
The Caring House 
(906) 774-1112 Crisis Line
(906) 774-1337 Business

Ironwood 
Domestic Violence Escape DOVE Shelter
(906) 932-0310 Crisis Line 
(906) 932-4990 Business

Jackson
Aware, Inc. 
(517) 783-2671 Crisis Line
(517) 783-2861 Business

Kalamazoo 
YWCA Domestic Assault Program
(616) 385-3587 Crisis Line 
(616) 385-2869 Business

L’ Anse 
Baraga County Shelter Home
(906) 524-5017 Crisis Line
(906) 524-5017 Business

Lansing 
Council Against Domestic Assault-CADA
(517) 372-5572 Crisis Line 
(517) 372-5976 Business

Lapeer 
Lapeer Area Citizens Against Domestic Assault
(313) 667-4175 Crisis Line 
(313) 667-4175 Business

Ludington 
Region 4 Community Services 
1-800-950-5808 Crisis Line or (616) 845-5808
(616) 843-2539 Business

Manistee 
CHOICES of Manistee County
(616) 723-6004 Crisis Line
(616) 723-6597 Business

Marquette Women’s Center
1-800-455-661] Crisis Line or (906) 226-6611
(906) 225-1346 Business

Midland 
Council on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault
(517) 835-6771 Crisis Line 
(517) 835-6771 Business

Monroe 
Family Counseling and Shelter Services of Monroe County 
(313) 242-7233 Crisis Line
(313) 241-2380 Business

Mt. Clemens
The Turning Point 
(810) 463-6990 Crisis Line
(810) 463-4430 Business

MT. Pleasant
Women’s Aid Service 
(517) 772-9168 Crisis Line
(517) 773-7960 Business

Muskegon 
Every Woman’s Place 
(616) 722-3333 Crisis Line
(616) 759-7909 Business

Owosso 
RAVE-Relief After Violent Encounter
(517) 725-9444 Crisis Line 
(517) 224-4662 Business
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Petoskey 
Women’s Resource Center of Northern Michigan
(616) 347-0082 Crisis Line 
(616) 347-0067 Business

Pontiac
Haven 
(810) 334-1274 Crisis Line
(810) 334-2343 Business

Port Huron 
Domestic Assault/Rape Elimination Services (DARES) 
(810) 985-5538 Crisis Line
(810) 985-4950 Business

Saginaw 
Underground Railroad, Inc.
(517) 755-0411 Crisis Line
(517) 755-0411 Business

St. Johns 
RAVE-Relief After Violent Encounter
(517) 224-7283 Crisis Line 
(517) 224-4662 Business

Sault Ste. Marie 
Eastern Upper Peninsula Domestic Violence Program
1-800-882-1515 Crisis Line
(906) 635-0566 Business

Three Rivers 
Domestic Assault Shelter Coalition
1-800-828-2023 Crisis Line 
(616) 279-5122 Business

Traverse City 
Women’s Resource Center 
of the Grand Traverse Area
1-800-554-4972 Crisis Line
(616) 941-1210 Business
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE 
RESOLUTION: YOU HAVE 
CHOICES IN THE PROCESS 
YOU USE TO RESOLVE YOUR 
FAMILY LAW DISPUTES 
BY MARIE A. PULTE & REBECCA TOOMAN

MARIE A. PULTE, P.C. 

Introduction 

Many people assume that the Judge will be making the 
decisions when they fi le a divorce, custody, support, or 
other family law case. In fact, only about 1–2% of all family 
law cases end up in a trial where the judges make the 
fi nal decisions. The vast majority of cases are resolved by 
agreement of the parties.

Generally, subject to basic parameters set by the laws of 
the state, the Courts will approve of agreements reached 
by parties, and will enforce those agreements if either party 
later fails to live up to what they have said they will do. You 
should know that you have several choices to consider in 
working toward reaching an agreement. Among your choices 
are processes that are referred to as “Alternative Dispute 
Resolution” (ADR). Using ADR can save money, time, and 
stress, and can help a family that is in distress during the painful 
process of divorce or other family confl icts, to build toward 
healing and a positive future. ADR can also create a forum 
for parties to explore creative solutions that only they could 
formulate, given their own unique, personal circumstances.

In particular, two ADR processes are used very frequently 
and successfully in family cases. These are mediation, which 
has been used for decades in all kinds of situations, and 
Collaborative Law, which is a relatively new model, that 
can be extremely helpful in family situations. While there 
are other types of ADR processes, this article will focus on 
mediation and Collaborative Law.

The fi rst step in exploring what process you may want to 
follow to reach an agreement in your case is to discuss 
the options with your attorney. An attorney experienced 
with family cases should be able to get information from 
you to better understand your situation and then explain 
the advantages and disadvantages of different types of 
ADR for you. To help you prepare for a discussion of ADR 
with your attorney, the following describes Mediation and 
Collaborative Law in more detail.

Mediation 

Mediation is an informal process where the parties 

participate to reach a negotiated agreement with the 
assistance of a neutral mediator. The mediation session or 
sessions usually take place at the mediator’s offi ce but can 
also occur at different locations including the court. The 
parties may be in the same room or in separate rooms, 
depending on the situation, or could combine both of 
these arrangements. Mediation sessions may occur with 
or without the presence of the attorneys but it is always 
advisable to at least have an attorney provide advice both 
before and in between mediation sessions. The mediator 
may sometimes speak alone with one party or meet with 
just the attorneys. Mediation is a relatively fl uid process 
and the people involved in the process may meet in any 
combination that is appropriate to their situation. When 
the parties are represented, the attorneys may be asked 
to provide a summary of the case to the mediator. The 
complexity of the issues and the parties’ cooperation are 
factors to determine the number and length of sessions 
necessary to settle the matter. 

If there is a situation involving domestic violence or a very 
imbalanced relationship, where one party might not feel 
safe or comfortable with the process, then mediation may 
not be the best option for resolving the disputes, or if it 
is used, it should be tailored for that particular case. The 
initial screening stage offers an opportunity to discuss the 
dynamics of the relationship, along with the nonbinding 
structure, an overview of the process, and options. 

Often, parties will agree to attend mediation even before the 
case is fi led or without the court’s intervention. Once a case 
has been fi led, if the parties have not attended mediation 
and appear before the court with unresolved issues, the 
court may order the parties to try to settle the case through 
mediation. 

The mediator is a neutral third-party and does not make 
decisions for the parties. The mediator assists by setting 
ground rules, helping to establish the key issues to be 
resolved, creating a forum for discussing and exploring 
possible solutions, and using problem solving skills to 
help the parties communicate, to come up with mutually 
acceptable solutions to their issues. 
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The discussions during mediation are confi dential. Neither 
the mediator, or the parties or their attorneys are allowed to 
reveal to the court what was discussed. This confi dentiality 
helps promote more open communication and the exploration 
of options that might not otherwise be discussed by a party 
if they knew the court would be hearing about it. 

Discussions between the participants in the mediation 
process, however, are generally open to being disclosed to 
all of the other participants, so if a party is talking separately 
with the mediator and discussing something that the party 
would prefer not be shared, that party should fi rst check 
with the mediator to ensure that the information will be kept 
confi dential.

If the parties are able to settle all or part of their issues 
at mediation, the mediator will prepare a draft written 
agreement which should always be reviewed and approved 
by both the parties and their attorneys prior to the agreement 
being signed. Once signed, the agreement becomes legally 
binding on both parties and will be incorporated into a 
court order or judgment. 

If the parties are not able to reach an agreement, the 
next step depends upon whether the mediation was court 
ordered or not, and whether it is evaluative or not. If it 
is a court ordered, evaluative mediation, the mediator 
will also prepare a written evaluation, making specifi c 
recommendations for settlement for use by the parties and 
their attorneys. Evaluative mediation can only be ordered 
upon consent of the parties. The written evaluation may only 
be shared with the court if both sides agree. If either side 
does not agree to share the contents with the court, then the 
court does not see it and is not allowed to know which party 
did not want the evaluation to be revealed. 

If it was court ordered, non-evaluative mediation, then the 
mediator is required to inform the court of when the parties 
met for mediation, who participated, whether or not they 
settled, and if they did not settle, then whether additional 
mediation is anticipated. No other information may be 
provided. 

The mediator cannot be called as a witness in the case and 
the options discussed at mediation cannot be revealed to 
the court. 

There are many styles of mediation but the two most common 
are facilitative and directive. The style of mediation you 
choose depends on the type of the dispute, how close the 
parties are to a scheduled trial date (as this may impose 
time limits on the mediation process), the style of mediation 
practiced by a particular mediator, and the preference of 
the parties and their attorneys. 

In facilitative mediation, the mediator’s opinion of how 
a matter should be resolved is generally not expressed. 

Instead, the mediator focuses on the parties’ ideas and tries 
to help the parties reach their own mutually acceptable 
resolution, (of course, with the help and advice of their 
attorneys). 

In directive mediation, the mediator often shares with the 
parties and counsel their opinions on certain issues and 
facts. They often use their own judgment in suggesting 
solutions and tend to direct the parties toward specifi c 
resolutions. Some may fi nd the mediator’s injection of their 
opinions during the process as helpful; some may not. 

There are also many hybrids of these common mediation 
styles. For example, the mediator may attempt to be 
facilitative and focus the parties on coming up with their 
own solutions, but occasionally provide direction when 
the parties have exhausted their own list of ideas without 
fi nding a solution. 

The Michigan Court Rule regarding mediation in domestic 
relations cases is MCR 3.216. While the court rule makes a 
distinction between evaluative and non evaluative mediation, 
it does not distinguish between facilitative and directive 
styles of mediation. Regardless of what style is used, the 
mediation could also be evaluative if the parties consent. 

It is important to know whether the mediator can provide 
the parties with the type of assistance they are looking for 
whether it be a facilitative mediation (assisting the parties 
to primarily come up with their own ideas), a directive 
mediation (suggesting to the parties what the mediator 
thinks they should do), an evaluative mediation (making a 
recommended resolution at the end if not resolved by the 
parties), or something in between. There are many other 
details related to different types of mediation which are 
beyond the scope of this article. 

It is also important to consider when mediation will occur. 
In general, if the parties mediate before a case is fi led, or 
early on in the process, there is greater time available to 
work through problems to a mutually acceptable solution. 
There is usually less animosity and more of a likelihood of 
success. Some people choose to mediate later in the case 
when all information has been gathered or exchanged. 
Often, mediation is not scheduled until the eve of trial 
when both parties may feel pressured. If started early, the 
mediation process itself can be used to make sure that 
complete information is exchanged in a timely manner. Early 
stage mediation allows the parties to have time to express 
their viewpoints, concerns and requirements to reach an 
agreement, while giving one another time to breath. 

Mediations conducted in the later stages of the court case 
tend to be more directive because the parties have often 
become more entrenched in positions instead of openly 
discussing ideas. The mediator is forced to rush the process 
because everyone’s back is against the court house wall. 
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Mediation offers an opportunity for both parties to fi nd 
ways to discuss and listen to each other regarding important 
family issues in a responsive manner which generally results 
in resolution that is customized to meet their own needs and 
helps to create a foundation for future discussions. 

A mediator can be chosen by agreement of the parties and 
counselor one of the parties can ask the court to choose 
one from an approved court list. If the judge suggests a 
mediator and the parties do not agree with the suggestion, 
the court ADR clerk will appoint the next mediator on the 
court approved list. Preferably, a mediator is chosen by 
the parties and their attorneys, based on their belief that 
particular mediator is best suited for their case. 

Mediators can be found from a variety of sources such 
as general advertising, word of mouth, suggestions from 
attorneys, etc. There is a list of trained mediators, listed by 
county, at www.familymediation.com. The courts also have 
lists of mediators. Often the attorneys can agree upon a 
mediator who they have had positive experiences with in 
the past. 

Collaborative Law 

One of the newer forms of ADR is Collaborative Law. It 
has been practiced successfully for years in many other 
states and in other countries including Canada. It started 
around fi fteen years ago and has been used in Michigan 
for three years. This process occurs before a case is fi led 
with the court. Initially, both parties and both attorneys sign 
a contract which states that the attorneys are being retained 
for the purpose of assisting the parties in settling the case. 
They agree that they will not go to court, other than to fi le 
the case after the agreement is reached. Once fi led, they 
will prepare and have a judgment entered based upon the 
agreement. 

There are other participants who may also be involved in 
the process. Depending on the case, they may include; 
mental health professionals in the capacity of a divorce 
coach for either party, or as a child specialist assisting with 
children’s issues; and fi nancial experts acting as a neutral 
and assisting both parties, or as a fi nancial coach to one 
of the parties. A mediator is often used as well. All of these 
participants must have fi rst been trained in Collaborative 
Law to assist parties going through this particular ADR 
process and are considered part of a team. Each side is 
required to have an attorney for the process. The parties then 
decide, with their attorneys, whether other professionals are 
needed and if so, to what extent. Having all of the optional 
team members allows all of the needs of the parties to be 
met in the family law process, such as the emotional, and 
fi nancial concerns, and not just from a legal standpoint. 
More information about the roles of these participants and 
a listing of trained professionals can be found at www.
collaborativelawmichigan.com

Another main requirement of the Collaborative Law 
agreement is that the parties voluntarily disclose all pertinent 
information including assets, liabilities, sources of income, 
etc. This process usually involves a series of meetings 
with both parties and both attorneys. Some Collaborative 
attorneys involve a mediator in the process right from the 
start. All of the other team members may also be involved 
at various points at meetings, sometimes with the attorneys 
and sometimes not. Divorce, even when using Collaborative 
Law, can be very diffi cult to go through for most people. They 
may want a divorce coach to assist them in dealing with 
the emotional aspects of the process and in communication 
between the parties. The coach may meet with a party 
individually between Collaborative Law meetings to give 
advice, or may actually come to the meetings to assist in 
a more direct manner. The same is true of the other team 
members who can participate at various levels. 

If a Collaborative Law case does not result in resolution, the 
parties are required by the contract to hire new attorneys 
to proceed to court. The initial reaction of many people 
when they hear this, is that it sounds like it could be very 
expensive. On the contrary, the attorneys hired for the 
Collaborative Law process, know that they will not be going 
to court to argue motions, taking depositions, preparing for 
trial and performing many other tasks that often have to 
be performed because of the deadlines imposed once the 
case is fi led with the Court. This can be very costly. The 
Collaborative Law contract, that the attorneys must withdraw 
if settlement is not reached, stops either side from engaging 
in threats to take the other side to court whenever any small 
glitch occurs in the process. When attorneys are hired in the 
traditional court setting, oftentimes they have to perform in 
an adversarial manner, spending many hours that turn out 
to not be necessary because of the uncertainty of whether 
they will ultimately have to go to trial. The Collaborative 
Law process takes that pressure off the attorney and the 
parties. 

Collaborative team members are often also skilled at working 
in the traditional court setting. In litigation, often each side 
would hire his or her own expert who, more often than not, 
would end up with differing viewpoints. This creates confl ict 
and often results in no resolution. In the Collaborative Law 
setting, the parties often jointly hire the expert as a neutral 
as opposed to an adversary against one party or the other. 
Every Collaborative team members signs an agreement 
that they will work to help the parties come together in 
agreement instead of working at polarizing them. If the 
case does not settle in the Collaborative Process, no team 
member may go to court. As a result all team members are 
very focused on settling. 

Family law cases benefi t from the Collaborative Law process 
by helping to maintain as much of a family relationship as 
possible. Just as with mediation, it puts the results in the 
hands of the parties, is likely to keep costs down, maintains 
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privacy, often improves communications, and results in 
agreements that the parties are very likely to follow. It also 
increases the likelihood that parties will resolve future issues 
without having to go to court. 

Benefi ts of using ADR instead
of the traditional court process 

ADR can be used to fi nd solutions to a wide variety of family 
law issues ranging from all aspects of divorce, custody, 
paternity, guardianship, parent-child relations, property 
disputes, etc. ADR can happen by agreement of the parties 
or in some cases by having the judge order the parties to 
participate. ADR can be used at most stages of a court case 
and can even be used before a case is fi led in the court, if 
it is by agreement of the parties. 

You design and control the outcome. In mediation and 
Collaborative Law, the parties are the ultimate decision 
makers. While the judges will do their best to decide what 
they feel is right in your case, the results could very well be 
unexpected and disappointing to both sides. Even though 
your attorney can offer a range of what might happen if 
you go to trial, he or she cannot guarantee any specifi c 
results and parties are often not happy with the outcome. 

ADR processes are private. The parties usually meet in 
the attorney’s or mediator’s offi ce. The courts are public 
and the reality is that other individuals walk in and out of 
the courtroom constantly to conduct other business and may 
observe any hearing or trial. Papers fi led by the attorneys 
during the case become a part of the public court record. 
Once the trial is fi nal, the details are also available to the 
public.

ADR processes may allow the parties focus on 
communicating with each other. The parties want to be 
in the same room together, having discussions and voicing 
and listening to both side’s concerns. ADR providers are 
typically trained to assist the parties in communicating 
with each other, as opposed to the courtroom where the 
attorneys argue to the judge for the parties. Several cases 
are often scheduled in the court at the same time giving the 
court limited time to hear your case, and often the parties 
do not feel as though they were heard by anyone, let alone 
the other party. 

ADR promotes maintaining civil relationships. It helps 
the parties to go on as a “redesigned” family after the 
divorce process and allowing the children’s needs to remain 
at the forefront. 

ADR promotes workable solutions. Agreements reached 
through mediation are more likely to be followed by the 
parties because they have had a chance to consider the 
options and select the scenario that works best for them, as 

opposed to being forced to accept a decision which has 
been imposed upon them by the court and which neither 
party may like. 

ADR promotes good problem solving habits. Future 
disputes are more likely to be resolved without court 
intervention and costs because parties often learn 
communication and mediation skills during the process 
which can be used going forward and keep the parties out 
of court. 

ADR can save money. It can be more cost effective in the 
long run because it focuses everyone’s efforts on resolving 
issues instead of preparing for the court to make decisions 
by arguing positions, preparing for a trial, etc. In addition 
to the attorneys and the ADR provider, the processes often 
include other professionals such as child specialists and 
other mental health professionals, appraisers, fi nancial 
professionals, etc. These are all the same people who can 
be involved in the court process but with ADR, they are more 
often retained jointly by the parties and are also focused 
on resolution instead of each party retaining separate 
professionals to arguing or support either party’s position. 

Choosing an Attorney for ADR 

Often, the fi rst professional a party will contact regarding 
their family law issue, is an attorney. If a party wants to 
use ADR for their disputes, it is important to fi rst understand 
the different types of ADR available today and to have a 
discussion with the attorney about the attorney’s knowledge 
and experience with the ADR processes. It is also important 
to know the attorney’s opinion of ADR. Some attorneys 
philosophically, are not strong proponents of ADR and prefer 
the traditional court process. You should also discuss with 
your attorney whether your case requires the attorney to be 
at every mediation session with you, or if some sessions can 
include just the mediator and the parties with the parties 
receiving guidance (coaching) from the attorneys before 
and after each session. 

Also, fi nd out whether the attorney will represent you at 
the ADR sessions or work with you behind the scenes if the 
choice is made to sometimes attend sessions without the 
attorneys. 

Choosing an ADR Professional 

It is also important to fi nd the right qualifi ed individuals 
to conduct ADR sessions. There are many types of 
professionals available to perform ADR with varying levels 
of training and experience. Many family law attorneys are 
also trained mediators, arbitrators. A growing number are 
also trained in Collaborative Law. However, an attorney 
cannot act as both an attorney for a party and a neutral 
ADR provider in the same case. Therefore, when you consult 
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with an attorney who is also an ADR provider, you should 
clarify what role you are contacting that person for. Once 
an attorney provides you with legal advice, he or she can 
no longer be a neutral ADR provider in your case. 

Many non-attorneys are also trained in solving disputes with 
ADR such as social workers, psychologists, other individuals 
trained in mental health, and fi nancial professionals. 

Just as when you hire an attorney or other professional, you 
should investigate the ADR provider you are considering. 

ADR Costs 

The ADR costs and fees are established by each individual 
professional involved in the process such as the arbitrator, 
mediator, therapist and attorneys. Many may charge an 
hourly rate and most request a retainer; money paid at the 
outset to cover initial fees and expenses. Some attorneys 
may accept a reduced retainer when they know the parties 
are interested in ADR as opposed to traditional court 
procedure, because the clients are focused on settling and 
avoiding higher court fees and costs. 

Arbitration 

Finally, a discussion of ADR processes used in family cases 
would not be complete without mention of Arbitration, 
which is different from Mediation and Collaborative Law 
in that it is not a negotiation process. It is binding and 
basically puts the judge’s decision making authority into 
the hands of a mutually agreeable arbitrator. The court can 
only order parties to go to arbitration if the parties agree. 
An arbitrator is a neutral attorney that hears the dispute 
then provides a fi nal decision or award. Before the case 
is put into arbitration, the parties must sign an Affi davit 
regarding their legal rights in the arbitration process and 
which are detailed in Michigan Compiled Laws Annotated 
(MCL) 600.5070 et seq. 

There is also a court order which states that the parties 
are agreeing to arbitration, identifi es and appoints the 
arbitrator, specifi es the issues to be addressed, how fees 
will be paid, etc. There is also an Arbitration Agreement 
signed by the parties specifying the arbitrator’s powers 
and duties and providing details regarding the rules and 
procedures for the process itself. This agreement must be 
signed before arbitration starts. 

Parties cannot choose their judge. Their judge must follow 
the strict rules and procedures set out in statutes, court rules, 
and rules of evidence. The arbitration process is less formal 
than a court hearing or trial. The parties have the option 
to create their own procedures and evidence standards. 
Arbitration is an option only if both parties consent to the 
process. If the parties consent, the arbitrator’s decision 

is binding which means the arbitration decision will be 
honored by the courts and incorporated into a fi nal judgment 
or order. It is then enforceable by the court. 

Arbitration hearings are conducted in the arbitrator’s offi ce, 
providing privacy that does not exist in the public court 
setting. While the parties pay for the arbitrator’s time, the 
hearings are scheduled to accommodate everyone involved 
in the process, and will generally start and end on time. In 
the court setting, the parties do not pay the judge but they 
do pay for their attorneys’ time. Typically, the judge, not 
the attorneys, decides when the case goes to trial. What 
can often happen is that several cases are scheduled for 
the same day. There may be signifi cant time that the parties 
have to pay for their attorneys to wait for their case to be 
called. Sometimes a trial is adjourned at the last minute 
because the judge is still handling a different case. 

Your rights to appeal an arbitrator’s award to the Court 
of Appeals, are more limited than if you are appealing 
a judge’s decision. This limitation may be both a benefi t 
and disadvantage depending on the circumstances. 
Additional information regarding the Michigan arbitration 
laws including the right to modify or appeal an arbitration 
award may be found in Chapter SOB. Domestic Relations 
Arbitration located in the Michigan Compiled Law 
§600.5070 – 600.5082.

Summary 

The ADR processes empower the parties to make their own 
decisions in a private manner, often at their own pace, and 
customized to meet their own needs. Other benefi ts are a 
variety of skilled professionals to assist in the processes, 
lower costs, a process paced by the parties, with increased 
participation by the parties and simplifi ed procedures. 

Effective use of ADR processes will help the parties maintain 
civility, during and after the case, and avoid a lengthy, 
costly, traditional trial which almost always results in further 
deterioration of relationships between the parties and 
signifi cant trauma to children. ADR is a rapidly growing 
area because of these benefi ts. It works, and as a result 
is recommended by most family law attorneys. It would 
be very advantageous to check out the various options 
available to resolve your family law disputes in a family 
friendly manner. 
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PREPARING FOR THE 
DIVORCE TRIAL
BY PATRICIA M. OUELLETTE 

Dear Client: 

It has now been about eighteen months since we fi rst met. 
Your expectations and decisions regarding settlement have 
changed substantially since that time. Initially you just 
wanted me to draft a Judgment of Divorce consistent with 
what you and your husband had discussed. The marital 
estate consisted of retirement plans, investment accounts, 
a marital home and two businesses your husband had 
established during the marriage: a printing company a 
mobile home park. At that time you were not employed 
and had been out of the work force for about 10 years 
raising your children. You had enrolled at a local college in 
preparation of reentering the work force.

When your husband announced he wanted a divorce, you 
were devastated. At that time, you were convinced that 
your husband’s businesses had no value and that you both 
had reached a tentative agreement wherein you would 
receive the marital home, worth approximately $400,000 
with a $200,000 mortgage and 50% of your $350,000 
investment account. You would keep your teachers retirement 
plan. Your husband would retain the two businesses and his 
retirement plan. He would pay for one year of college.

You asked me to draft the Judgment of Divorce pursuant 
to the tentative settlement with your husband, but as an 
after thought, requested my opinion on the settlement. We 
discussed at length, the potential value of your husband’s 
businesses, the potential claim for alimony, and the division 
of assets.

At that time, you decided not to accept the settlement until we 
could determine the value of the businesses. Unfortunately, 
this was not viewed kindly by your husband. We then 
proceeded with formal discovery.

Discovery

During the discovery process, we sent interrogatories and 
requests for the production of documents to your husband. 
We asked him several questions regarding the inception of 
his businesses, the cause of the breakdown of the marriage, 
any property he deemed was his separate property and/
or inherited as well as requesting him to produce income 
tax returns, balance sheets and fi nancial statements, for his 
businesses and other business and personal records.

ABC Printing Company 

Through this process, we were able to obtain the business 
records as well as the Buy Sell Agreement for ABC Printing 
Company. Your husband owns 60% of the company and 
his partner owns 40%. The Buy Sell Agreement was signed 
only by your husband and provided that in the event of 
divorce he was required to sell his share to his partner for 
$50,000. The agreement also provided that the majority 
shareholder (your husband) had discretion to adjust the 
selling price.

You had expressed frustration during the discovery process 
because of the diffi culty we had obtaining the requested 
records and the necessity of the court procedures required 
to get your husband to comply. You were concerned about 
the cost of attorney fees and could not understand the 
reason why we needed so much documentation. At that 
time, I told you that it would be impossible for our expert, 
to value the business without the requested documentation 
and that the businesses could be worth substantially more 
than you initially thought. Our expert valued the printing 
company at $900,000 resulting in a value of $540,000 
for your husband’s 60% share. Thus, I believe that the time 
and effort in obtaining the requested documentation was 
well spent. 

Further, if we did not settle, then at trial we would be required 
to prove the value of the business. In order to accomplish 
this, we had to retain an expert and allow that expert the 
tools she needed to testify about the valuation. 
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Country Home Estates
Mobile Home Park 

The mobile home park was valued at $6 million. Your 
husband maintains that the mobile home park is not a 
marital asset, since he inherited the property on which the 
park was built from his father. However, you informed me 
that you helped contact and monitor contractors who built 
the park, did the books for the park, and collected the rents. 
When your husband inherited the property it was only 
worth about $100,000. We discussed the inclusion of this 
asset and the hurdles that we had to overcome. Although 
I cannot guarantee that the Judge will see things our way, 
with the value of this asset and the contributions you made 
to its appreciation during the marriage, I believe that at 
least some portion will be included. 

Depositions 

In addition to the documents we received, we also took 
your husband’s deposition, his partner’s deposition and 
the deposition of your husband’s expert. Your husband’s 
attorney took your deposition, our expert’s deposition and 
your husband’s CPA.

You were very nervous about your deposition, and at times, 
became a bit confused. However, I think that you did a fi ne 
job and we were able to correct the misstatements. When 
we prepared you for your deposition, I told you that it was 
very important for you to answer honestly and that if you 

did not understand a question, to ask the person to repeat 
the question.

Mediation

After discovery was completed, we attended a mediation 
session in an attempt to settle the case. The mediation 
session was conducted by Jane Smith, who was chosen by 
me and your husband’s attorney. We chose Jane because 
she practices extensively in the family law area and is able 
to settle some very complex and diffi cult cases. During 
mediation, we were successful in resolving the following 
issues: 
• Division of the personal property; 
• Division of the retirement plans; and 
• Value of the marital home and the investment 

accounts. 

Unfortunately, even after spending two mediation sessions, 
we were not able to settle the following issues: 
• Length and amount of monthly spousal support;
• Value of the mobile home park;
• Determination of whether or not the mobile home park 

was a marital asset; 
• Value of the printing company; 
• Whether or not the Buy Sell Agreement is a valid 

agreement. 

The following is a chart of the marital assets that we intend 
to present at trial. This chart compares our marital estate 
with your husband’s.

Doe v Doe Asset Summary
Wife Husband Difference

Marital Residence 400,000 400,000
Mortgage (200,000) (200,000)
Net Equity 200,000 200,000 0

Investments 350,000 350,000 0

Country Estates Mobile Home Park 6,000,000 Not Marital 6,000,000

ABC Printing Company – 60% of total value of $900,000 540,000 50,000 490,000

Personal Property Divided at Mediation

Automobiles Divided at Mediation

Retirement Plans Divided at Mediation

Total 7,090,000 600,000 6,490,000
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Spousal Support

One of the issues in question for trial is whether or not you 
should receive spousal support. The Court will consider the 
following factors in deciding to award spousal support. 
• Past relations and conduct of the parties;
• Length of the marriage; 
• Abilities of the parties to work; 
• Source and amount of property awarded to the 

parties; 
• Ages of the parties; 
• Ability to pay spousal support; 
• Present situation of the parties; 
• Needs of the parties; 
• Parties health; 
• Prior standard of living of the parties; and whether 

either party is responsible for the support of others; 
• Contributions to the parties joint estate; and 
• General principals of equity. 

When you testify at trial, I will be asking you questions 
regarding the above factors to establish our position that 
spousal support is warranted. Certain factors mentioned 
above can be easily established and I doubt that your 
husband will disagree, such as the length of the marriage, 
the party’s ages and health, since you are both in good 
health at this time.

The other factors will be established by either testimony from 
you, your husband or the experts. Therefore, I will ask you 
questions regarding your ability to work, your job searches, 
your health and what types of jobs you are qualifi ed for. In 
addition, I will ask you questions regarding your standard 
of living during your marriage, what you were able to 
afford, the vacations you took, etc.

You were formerly employed as a teacher approximately 
10 years ago. During the pendency of the divorce, you 
chose to return to school and take additional classes in an 
effort to update your resume and apply for teaching jobs. 
You have sent over 100 resumes to various school systems 
and have only had two interviews thus far, with not one job 
offer. I will ask you to explain this to the Court.

I will also focus on the years of the marriage and the 
contributions that you made. For example, we discussed 
during the early stages of your marriage before your 
husband’s businesses got off the ground, that you worked 
as a teacher to help support the family and then came home 
and helped your husband manage the books and records 
for his companies as well as take care of the children. You 
were also primarily responsible for all of the household tasks 
so that your husband could spend the hours necessary to 
build his businesses. I will ask you about those early years 
and the times where your husband would not get home until 
1:00 a.m. During that period, you informed me that you 
had attended all parent-teacher conferences, made sure the 

children were healthy and would take them to the doctor if 
necessary, did all of the grocery shopping, performed your 
husband’s clothes shopping, helped your husband with 
the business books, made sure the oil in the vehicles was 
always changed, handled all necessary maintenance and 
repairs on the house, mowed the lawn, etc.

Although I may ask you some questions regarding your 
needs, your income and your husband’s income, I will also 
ask your CPA the same questions. Therefore, there is no 
reason for you to memorize your income tax returns for the 
past 10 years. If I ask you a question about your income 
answer honestly but if you don’t know, don’t try to guess. 

I computed alimony guidelines, which give us a range 
based upon certain factors of what your spousal support 
may be. The judge is not required to follow these guidelines 
and will listen to all of the evidence and testimony before a 
decision is made.

Asset Values & Division

The major discrepancies involve your husband’s two 
businesses – Country Estates Mobile Home Park and 
ABC Printing Company. Thus we will spend the most time 
preparing for trial on the businesses.

Country Estates Mobile Home Park 

Your husband maintains that because he was gifted the 
land on which the mobile home park was built, that this 
is not a marital asset. Consequently, I will be asking your 
husband questions regarding when the land was gifted, the 
value of the land, whether gift tax returns were fi led for this 
gift, etc. I will also ask you those same questions as well as 
give you the opportunity to comment on the late nights your 
husband spent at Country Estates Mobile Home Park and 
you contributions with the building of the mobile home park 
and the numerous duties you performed so that he could be 
away from home working. 

Since Country Estates Mobile Home Park has already been 
built and is relatively easy to manage, this may be an asset 
that the Judge would divide. I have cautioned you regarding 
owning an asset jointly with an ex-spouse, especially in a 
situation where the divorce has been acrimonious. 

ABC Printing Company 

Our expert has appraised ABC Printing Company at 
$900,000 and your husband owns 60% of this company. 
However, he submitted a Buy Sell Agreement that was only 
signed by him, dated after the Complaint for the Divorce 
was fi led, substantiating that he was required to sell his 
share of the business to his partner who has a 40% interest 
for nor more than $50,000, if he ever was involved in a 
divorce. Further, the agreement provided that the majority 
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shareholder would have discretion over the purchase price, 
which would be your husband. My concern is that this 
contract is a direct result of the divorce. Consequently, I will 
ask you questions, your husband questions and his partner 
questions regarding the circumstances surrounding the Buy 
Sell Agreement. 

It would not be practical for you to be awarded the 60% 
ownership in ABC Printing. You are not familiar with the 
company, you do not understand how the company operates 
and your husband’s partner has clearly indicated that if you 
were to be awarded the company, then he would no longer 
work there. Thus this assets will probably be awarded to 
your husband with some offset for its value. 

Marital Residence 

I understand that you would like to retain the marital 
residence. Since you and your husband agree on the value 
this may be something that could be used to offset ABC 
Printing. In our Trial Brief, we have requested that you retain 
the marital residence and that your husband retain ABC 
Printing and that he pay you the difference in value 10-year 
period with an interest rate of 5%.

The decision of the division of the assets and the value of 
the assets will now be in the Judge’s hands. Our job is to 
present the best evidence that we can to convince the Judge 
of the merits of our position.

Trial 

The week prior to trial, we will meet however many times 
necessary to prepare for trial. We will review all of the 
questions that I will ask you, your husband, our expert and 
your husband’s experts as well as any witnesses and our 
determination of their responses. I will ask you to review 
your notes and establish certain facts that we want to 
present. 

Direct Examination 

When I ask you questions, it is called direct examination. 
This is your chance to tell your story. These questions will 
generally be open-ended and very broad. I cannot emphasis 
enough the importance of telling the truth. An example of 
this type of question is, “Tell me what the fi rst fi ve years of 
your marriage were like.” This gives you the opportunity to 
tell about raising the children, working, taking care of the 
household duties while your husband built his businesses. 

You should answer all questions honestly and without 
showing anger or evasiveness. This will have the greatest 
impact on the Judge and allow the Judge to see the type 
of person that you are. Remember that there is no bad or 
wrong answer when you tell the truth. 

Cross Examination 

Cross-examination is when your husband’s counsel will 
ask you questions. Generally, those questions will be very 
specifi c. In this instance, I would ask that you answer the 
questions honestly, but that you do not offer any additional 
information. It is important to make opposing counsel ask 
the right questions. You again should not be evasive or 
combative, even though some of the questions you are 
asked may be diffi cult to answer and even cause you to 
cry. It is not acceptable to show anger or to laugh at a 
Judge’s ruling or disrupt the court room in any way. It is not 
acceptable to throw daggers by way of facial expressions 
at your husband. This type of behavior will probably cause 
an unfavorable impression. 

Further, the best answers are answers that do not use 
absolutes, such as never and always. Telling the Judge 
that your husband never watched the children will soon be 
dispelled when he brings up the one time in the 20 year 
marriage when you went on vacation with your sister and 
your husband did in fact take care of the kids. 

When You are Called as a Witness 

When I call you as a witness, I like to give you time to get 
your voice. So, the fi rst few questions that I ask will be 
quite simple, such as state your age, your date of birth, the 
names and ages of your children, date of your marriage, 
etc. It is very important that you answer all of your questions, 
calmly, truthfully and to the best of your ability. If you are 
confused about the question, please ask that the question 
be clarifi ed. Do not anticipate any question. Wait to hear 
the question, take a breath and then answer honestly. 

Objections 

In the midst of your testimony, opposing counsel may object. 
In this instance, you only need to know one thing – when an 
objection is made, you must be quiet and let the Judge make 
his or her ruling. Either the Judge or I will then direct you 
how to proceed. You do not have to worry about whether 
sustained means that you can continue or not. After the 
ruling is made I or the Judge will instruct you to answer the 
question or the question will be rephrased. The objection 
will not be about you or how you are answering, but to the 
legal format of the question itself. 

Courtroom Procedures 

I will try to explain to you the courtroom and the courtroom 
procedures. Before the trial begins, the Judge may request 
to see both of the attorneys in chambers. Generally, the 
Judge will do this to see if there is any hope of settling or 
if he or she can assist in settlement negotiations. The Judge 
may suggest that the parties take some time to see if they 
can settle. This may cause frustration for you since you are 
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ready and prepared to go to trial. Many times, settlement 
occurs on the courthouse steps. When faced with putting 
life decisions in a stranger’s hands, unreasonable people 
sometimes become reasonable. Try not to be frustrated or 
angry about the delay. 

I will try to keep you as informed as possible as to what the 
Judge is discussing and how we will proceed. Sometimes, 
I have arrived at court only to be told that the Judge is 
ill that day and that the trial is adjourned or that there is 
another important case to be heard and our trial may not 
start until later. These are situations, which neither I nor 
your husband’s counsel can control. You may even want 
to visit the Judge’s courtroom in the weeks prior to trial 
just to observe. This can be invaluable. It will allow you to 
observe the Judge, the courtroom procedures and see how 
other litigants behave. In addition, being familiar with your 
surroundings can help alleviate some of your anxiety. 

No Talking During Proceedings 

Do not talk with me while the trial is proceeding. I will supply 
a pad of paper and a pen or pencil so that you can write 
down any comments, questions, or objections. If a witness 
or opposing counsel is speaking, I will become distracted if 
you speak to me and I will not hear what is being said.

Appropriate Dress 

We have already discussed the manner in which you should 

dress, which should show respect for the court. Therefore, 
you should not wear any of the following: 
• jeans 
• low-cut blouses 
• short skirts 
• tennis shoes 
• shorts 

Witness Fees 

You have asked me why after paying our expert to value 
your husband’s businesses, it is now necessary to pay a 
fee in order to have her attend the trial. The Judge must 
make a decision based on all of the facts and evidence 
presented by both parties. Frequently, the Judge will have 
to determine which side is more credible. If we only present 
a written report and the other side presents their expert 
and is available for questioning, you will be at a serious 
disadvantage.

Conclusion

We have spent many hours together in preparing for this trial. 
We have the appropriate fi nancial information, documents, 
appraisals and witnesses. We have met on numerous 
occasions and will continue to meet before trial. You 
know what the marital assets are and their values. You are 
comfortable with what a fair settlement will be. The decision 
to go to trial, although not easy, is necessary since your 
husband is unwilling to compromise on the business values.
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ATTORNEY FEES: A SAMPLE 
LETTER TO CLIENT
(EACH LAW FIRM COMPOSES ITS OWN INDIVIDUAL 
LETTER PREPARED FOR ITS INDIVIDUAL CASES)

BY ROBIN OMER
BERNICK, OMER, RADNER & OVELLETTE, P.C.

Dear Client: 

You have asked to retain our services to represent you in 
a family law matter. In order to enhance our attorney-client 
relationship, we offer the following information about our 
services, attorney fees and the attorney fee agreement you 
will be asked to sign.

What We Do

Our law fi rm is comprised of fi ve (5) attorneys, four (4) 
legal assistants (sometimes referred to as legal secretaries), 
a paralegal or law clerk, and several other support staff. 
We represent clients in a variety of family law matters 
including, divorce, legal separation, custody, and 
paternity actions, as well as preparation of prenuptial and 
postnuptial property agreements. The services we provide 
are dependent upon the nature of the case and the needs 
of a particular client. For example, in a divorce action, in 
representing the Plaintiff or party initiating the proceeding, 
we will prepare and fi le with the Court the Complaint for 
Divorce and other pleadings. In order to intelligently discuss 
the terms of settlement with the opposing party and his/her 
attorney, we will attempt to gather information necessary to 
identify and value marital assets and debts. Sometimes, this 
can be accomplished informally with the cooperation of the 
other party and counsel. In many cases, formal discovery 
proceedings are necessary to obtain information on marital 
assets and debts. Discovery proceedings may include one 
or more of the following: 

1.  A Request for Production of Documents: a request for 
the other side, or third party, to produce specifi ed 
documents;

2. Interrogatories: A series of written questions directed to 
the other party, which must be answered under oath. 
These questions typically seek information regarding 
assets and debts, and can be tailored to meet the needs 
of your case.

3. Depositions: The person being deposed is asked a 
series of questions which must be answered under oath 
in the presence of a court reported who may prepare a 
transcript of the deposition testimony;

4. Subpoenas: A written order, signed by an attorney in 
the case, or the judge, directing a party or other person 
to appear at a designated time and location and offer 
testimony or produce records specifi ed in the Subpoena. 
Subpoenas are also used to compel the appearance of 
witnesses at a court hearing, trial or deposition.

The Use of Experts in Your Case

Quite often in family law matters it is necessary to employ 
the services of an expert. Experts typically include real 
estate appraisers, personal property appraisers, business 
evaluation experts, certifi ed public accountants, and mental 
health professionals. The need for experts is different in 
every case and should be discussed with your attorney. 

How Much is This Going to Cost?

In a family law matter, your attorney fee will be based upon 
the hourly rate of the attorney representing you. It is diffi cult 
to estimate the total amount of attorneys fees since no two 
cases are alike. For example, in a divorce action, when 
the marital estate consists of substantial assets, generally 
more attorney hours are required to prepare the case for 
settlement or trial, than a case where the marital home 
is the only asset. Please bear in mind that we only have 
control over part of the case. If the parties and their counsel 
are unable to communicate and resolve issue, your legal 
fees will be higher. Even a divorce action following a short 
term marriage and few assets could prove to be expensive. 
Remember you are the employer, your attorney is the 
employee. If your legal fees begin to exceed your level of 
comfort, speak with your attorney. He/she will be able to 
offer suggestions on how to gain control over the costs of 
the action.

Expert witness fees are more predictable. Residential real 
property appraisals generally cost between . 
Commercial property appraisals begin at approximately 

, and more depending upon the nature of the 
property being appraised. The valuation of a business 
or professional practice will begin at approximately 

 and up depending upon the complexity of 
the business being valued.
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The Attorney Fee Agreement

We have provided you with our standard Attorney Fee 
Agreement. Please review each page carefully. This is a 
legal contract and you should be fully aware of your rights 
and obligations under the terms of the contract before 
signing it. The following is a brief explanation of the various 
provisions in our fee agreement: 

1.  Your Attorney. One attorney from our fi rm will be 
responsible for your case and that attorney will be 
identifi ed in the Attorney Fee Agreement. Other 
members of our fi rm, including associate attorneys, 
legal secretaries, and paralegals or law clerks will 
assist your attorney. 

2. What Rate Will I Be Charged? Our fee agreement 
identifi es the attorney responsible for your case and 
the hourly rate at which you will be charged for his/her 
services, The hourly rates for associate attorneys, legal 
assistants and paralegals are also included in the fee 
agreement. The attorney responsible for your case will 
delegate certain services to the staff member best able 
to complete the task at the most cost-effective rate. 

3.  Administrative Expenses. You will fi nd a charge on 
your monthly statement for administrative expenses 
based upon % of the amount charged for legal 
fees. This expense covers all long distance charges, 
fax charges, photocopy charges, postage and word 
processing fees. Fees charged by experts we employ 
on your behalf may be billed to you directly or paid by 
us and added to your invoice, at our discretion. 

4.  Frequency of Billings. We send our clients monthly 
invoices, which contain an itemized statement of services 
rendered costs incurred, the date and the amount 
charged for each service. It is your responsibility to call 
us if you have questions or concerns about your invoice. 
Although we strive for perfection, occasionally errors do 
occur. Sometimes a more detailed explanation of the 
services performed is needed to understand the billing. 
Do not wait until the case is completed to express your 
concerns. If we do not hear from you about a particular 
invoice, we assume you have no objection to it. 

5.  Payment. In most cases we require an advance payment 

of fees or “retainer” which is held in our trust account. 
Your monthly fees are paid from the money held in 
the trust account. When the trust account balance has 
been depleted, we request that you pay your monthly 
invoice within 30 days of receipt, or contact the attorney 
responsible for your case and discuss other payment 
options. Upon completion of our services, all unpaid legal 
fees and costs must be paid in full. Any unpaid balance will 
accrue interest charges at the rate of %  per year. 

6. Ownership of the File. You will receive copies of all 
correspondence, discovery materials, the mediation 
and/or trial brief generated by our offi ce as well as 
copies of all similar documents received from the other 
attorney or other sources. We will not retain any of 
your original documents in our fi les any longer than 
necessary. In most cases, your original documents 
will be copied and promptly returned to you. We will 
provide you with additional copies of correspondence 
and other documents previously given to you upon 
reimbursement for copying charges. The fi les we create 
in the course of our attorney/client relationship are, 
and will remain, the property of the law fi rm. 

7.  Retention of Documents. Following the conclusion of 
our services on your behalf, we will retain the fi les in 
our offsite storage facility for no less than fi ve years. 
Thereafter, the contents of our fi les will be shredded or 
otherwise disposed of in such a manner as to preserve 
your confi dentiality with our further notice to you. We 
will however, attempt to provide you with written notice 
before your fi les are destroyed. If you wish to retain 
the fi les, please be sure to notify us of any address 
change. 

8.  Client Confi dentiality. The duty of confi dentiality 
sometimes called the “attorney-client privilege,” means 
that we must keep confi dential the information you 
provide to us, except to the extent we are required 
to disclose this information in the course of litigation. 
However any information we receive from you will be 
made available to other members of our law fi rm in 
order to carry out our services on your behalf.

If you have any questions concerning the terms of our 
Attorney Fee Agreement, I would be pleased to discuss 
them with you at our next meeting.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS IN FAMILY LAW 
BY RONALD M. BOOKHOLDER & PATRICIA S. LEARY 

LAW OFFICES OF RONALD M. BOOKHOLDER 

Following is a listing of terms that may be helpful to the 
client as they proceed through a family law matter. 

Alimony 

Also known as spousal support. Alimony is a form of support 
provided to a spouse for their support and maintenance. 
Alimony is based upon various factors which include a 
disparity of income between the parties and the needs of the 
recipient to receive spousal support. It may be modifi able 
as to term and amount, or may be non-modifi able if it is 
agreed to by and between the parties. 

• Alimony may be subject to modifi cation as to amount 
and term agreed to by the parties, or ordered by the 
court based on a substantial change in circumstance. 

• Non-modifi able means that no change of circumstance, 
whether substantial or not, will change the terms of 
alimony agreed to by the parties. The court cannot 
order non-modifi able alimony without agreement of 
the parties. If the parties want non-modifi able alimony 
where no change of circumstances will change the 
amount and/or term of alimony, the parties must agree 
regarding non-modifi able alimony and waive their 
statutory right to modifi able alimony and consent to 
non-modifi able alimony. If the court orders alimony it 
must be modifi able. 

• Deductibility and includibility are the terms used in 
conjunction with alimony. Alimony generally is tax 
deductible to the payor if it is in accordance with the 
Internal Revenue Service Code. 

Alternative Dispute Resolution 

• Mediation/Facilitation – A non-binding process where 
the mediator who is a facilitator attempts to assist the 
parties to reach resolution on some or all issues. 

• Arbitration – A voluntary process where the parties 
mutually agree to submit some or all issues in their case 
to a binding arbitrator who acts as a circuit court judge. 
The arbitrator acts under an arbitration agreement 
and/or court order. 

• Collaborative Law – A process by which the parties act 

together with going to court. It is a “win-win” situation 
for the parties and the families. It is unique in that the 
true form of collaborative law requires the parties 
and legal counsel to sign a contract that requires the 
attorneys and any experts hired by the parties during 
the process to withdraw from the matter if either of 
the parties chooses to go to the court to resolve the 
matters where the parties cannot agree. After all the 
matters are resolved, the parties approve a settlement 
agreement and proposed judgment which can then be 
entered by the court. The intent is not to go to court to 
resolve disputed matters. 

Burden of Proof 

The burden of proof is the evidentiary standard establishing 
the degree of proof necessary for a court to reach a 
determination on an issue. Two most common forms of 
burden of proof are: 

• Preponderance of evidence is a determination by the 
court that the weight of relevant evidence presented on 
an issue is slightly more than 50 percent in favor of one 
party. 

• Clear and convincing is a determination by the court 
that the weight of relevant evidence presented on an 
issue is substantially more than 50 percent in favor of 
one party. When the burden of proof to be used to 
decide an issue is clear and convincing, the trier of 
fact must fi nd against a litigant on the specifi c issue 
even if the court determines a party would prevail by 
slightly more than 50 percent. To prevail when clear 
and convincing evidence is required, the party must 
who has the responsibility of the burden of proof must 
prevail by substantially more than 50 percent. 

The standard of proof may change depending on the issue, 
the timing of presenting the issues and circumstances of the 
issue presented. 

Child Care 

Child care costs are costs related to the care of the minor 
children. When one party or the other has parenting time 
and child care is necessary for either work related or 
educational purposes of the parent needing child care, the 
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court will order that the other party share in the child care 
expenses. The child support formula will allocate the amount 
each parent is to pay toward child care. It considers a child 
care tax credit being received by a parent. 

Child Custody 

• Legal Custody – Legal custody identifi es the party who 
is going to make major decisions for the minor children. 
It is common for parties to be awarded joint legal 
custody requiring the input of both parties with respect 
to major decisions such as which school the children 
will attend and elective health care decisions. Sole legal 
custody provides that only one parent will make those 
major decisions, whereas joint legal custody mandates 
that both parents participate in such decision-making. 
Routine decisions are made by parents when they have 
parenting time with the minor children. 

• Physical custody – Physical custody usually designates the 
parent who has the majority of time with the children. The 
children normally go to school in a school district where 
the physical custodial parent resides or the court makes 
the decision. Where there is joint legal and joint physical 
custody, the parties agree where the child goes to school or 
the court will decide. Joint physical custody usually includes 
a specifi c parenting time schedule as to the time the 
children spend with each parent. (See also Parenting Time) 

Child Support 

Child support is the money one parent pays to the other 
parent for support and maintenance of the minor children. 
Child support is established by using the Michigan Child 
Support Formula. The formula is available in the Michigan 
Child Support Guideline Manual and in at least two 
computer programs. The formula considers the income of 
each party as well as other items which are referenced in 
the Michigan Child Support Formula Manual. Child support 
is presumptive and there is very little, if any, deviation from 
the guidelines. If there is agreement of the parties and good 
cause shown to the court they may deviate from the child 
support guideline. If a parent is allocated more than 128 
overnights of parenting time in a year, the child support 
guideline provides for a shared economic formula which 
is a reduction from full child support. Full child support and 
the shared economic formula, where appropriate, will be 
refl ected in the child support program. 

Dependency Exemption 

A tax exemption pursuant to the Internal Revenue Service 
Code which goes to the party with primary physical custody 
unless otherwise agreed by the parties or ordered by the 
court. The exemption is a tax benefi t to the party receiving 
the exemption. 

Discovery 

The process by which information is gathered from each 
party and others which may be relevant to the resolution of 
the matter. 

• Interrogatories – A series of questions submitted to a 
party which must be answered under oath, in writing, 
by the party to whom the interrogatory questions are 
submitted. 

• Deposition – A deposition is the testimony of a witness 
taken under oath, normally before a court reporter. 
Depositions are normally taken by a party’s counsel of 
the other party or witnesses prior to a trial. A deposition 
de bene esse, allowed under certain circumstances, 
is testimony taken to be read at a trial as though the 
witness were present in court so long as the testimony 
is relevant and competent. 

• Subpoena – A process which causes a witness to 
appear and give testimony, commanding them to 
appear at a certain place and at a certain time. A 
subpoena is also issued to individuals and entities such 
as corporations requesting them to appear and produce 
requested documents at a certain time and place to be 
examined by the person (usually an attorney) issuing 
the subpoena. 

Domestic Violence 

Domestic violence refers to abusive behavior by one or 
both parties in a marital relationship. If there is suffi cient 
evidence by one party or another, the court may issue a 
Personal Protection Order regarding certain behaviors of 
a party. 

Domicile/Residency of Children 

The domicile and residency of the minor child(ren) is the 
state in which the minor child(ren) shall be domiciled and 
reside and can only be changed with further court order. 
Also, the one hundred mile rule requires that each parent 
who has joint custody must live within one hundred miles 
of where the child’s primary residence is located at the 
commencement of the case. 

Ex-Parte Order 

An order issued by the court without the benefi t of both 
sides appearing and having input into the matter heard 
before a judge issues the order. Ex-parte orders are not 
normally issued by the court. If an ex parte order is issued, 
the other side is given the opportunity to object within a 
limited time. 
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Expert 

Experts are persons who have a special expertise which 
may be relied upon by the court. Experts are used by the 
court and the parties assisting them in reaching decisions 
in the court process. There are many different types of 
experts. 

•  In custody matters there may be an expert mental health 
professional making recommendations pertaining to 
custody and parenting time; 

• A parenting coordinator is a facilitator attempting to 
assist parties to agree on issues relating to minor children 
and the parenting coordinator’s recommendation may 
be attached to a motion to be reviewed by a court if the 
parties still disagree. 

• Appraiser. An appraiser is a professional with the 
responsibility of valuing the assets of the parties which 
may include businesses, homes, other real estate, 
jewelry, and other assets. An appraiser provides an 
expert opinion regarding an issue on which they 
are qualifi ed to testify. All experts must be qualifi ed 
as experts. A real estate appraiser must be certifi ed 
and may value a home or other real property, such 
as raw land or a commercial building. A business 
evaluator values a person’s interest in a business. A 
jeweler may be used to appraise jewelry. Items such as 
antiques, collectibles, coins, etc. may be appraised by 
an appropriate expert. The job of the appraiser is to 
provide values and the basis upon which they arrived 
at the value to assist parties to reach resolution in 
domestic matters or the court to make determinations. 

• An occupational expert is used to evaluate a person’s 
ability to work. 

Fault 

Although Michigan is a no-fault divorce state and will 
grant a divorce whether there is fault or not, the court may 
consider fault as a factor in both property division and 
alimony determinations. Common fault factors considered 
by the court relate to the conduct of parties that bear upon 
the breakdown of the marital relationship. The most common 
fault factors considered by the court are domestic violence, 
infi delity and substance abuse. Fault may, but does not 
always, result in a somewhat disproportionate property 
settlement award. 

Fee Contract 

The contract between the client and the attorney that spells 
out the terms of agreement between the attorney and the 
client. 

Friend of the Court 

This is the agency that assists the parties and the court 
regarding family matters. The court has referees who are 
attorneys who may hold evidentiary hearings and make 
recommendations with respect to support, custody, parenting 
time and other issues.

The Friend of the Court staff also includes counselors 
who assist the parties with child related issues and 
recommendations related to custody and parenting time. 
The Friend of the Court has additional staff which includes 
support specialists and other people who assist the parties 
in answering questions and providing recommendations to 
the court.

Health Care Costs 

Health care costs are those related to health care of the minor 
children. At least one of the parents is obligated to carry 
health care insurance if it can be obtained at a reasonable 
cost or as a benefi t of employment, and uninsured health 
care costs are allocated between the parties according to 
the child support formula.

Inheritance 

An inheritance is property received by a party as a result of 
death which normally is allocated to the party receiving the 
inheritance if it is kept separate or is traceable. 

Judge 

A judge in the family court is the person assigned to handle 
the matter. The judge is the trier of fact and decision-maker 
in a divorce or other family law case.

Marital Property 

Marital property is property accumulated during the 
marriage, subject to some exceptions such as gifts or 
inheritances.

Motion 

A motion is a request by a party for a disputed matter to 
be brought before a court. Motions are heard by a judge 
who makes a ruling concerning the matters brought before 
them.

Parenting Time 

Parenting time is the designation of the time that each parent 
has allocated to them with the minor children. Parenting time 
is a better descriptive term for each parent’s participation 
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in the children’s lives as opposed to the term “visitation” 
for the parent who has less time with the minor children. 
Parenting time allocations generally are broken into regular 
parenting time during a school year and holiday, summer 
and vacation time. Parenting time may be specifi c or 
fl exible as agreed by the parties when they have the ability 
to communicate with each other and work together.

Pre-nuptial Agreement 

A pre-nuptial agreement (also known as an ante-nuptial 
agreement) is a contract entered into prior to a marriage 
that incorporates the agreement of the parties regarding 
their assets and support issues in the event of a death and/
or divorce. There are specifi c requirements in order for a 
pre-nuptial agreement to be valid and binding including the 
requirement that there be a full disclosure of assets of both 
parties.

Putative Father 

A man who is not married to the mother of a child and is 
alleged to be the biological father of the child.

Qualifi ed Domestic 
Relations Order (QDRO) 

A court order that divides retirement plans which are 
federally qualifi ed plans under the Internal Revenue Service 
Code without there being tax implications to either party. 
QDRO’s are specifi c and deal with many issues including 
survivorship rights and enhancements to the plan. QDROs 
are used to divide retirement plans, including 401(k), 
403(b) and defi ned benefi t pension plans.

Separate Property 

Separate property is property that is either pre-marital 
or acquired during the marriage but not considered as 
marital. Examples of separate property acquired during the 
marriage include gifts, inheritances, passive growth on pre-
marital assets. Active management of an asset, payment of 
taxes, and other factors may cause separate property to be 
included in property division. The court may also invade 
separate property if it is necessary for the adequate support 
of the other party. There are specifi c statutes and case law 
that may allow a court to invade separate property.
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